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STELLINGEN

De afwijking van de Boltzmann-vorm i.n de verdelingen van de snelheidscomponenten dwars op de stroomrichting, zoals waargenomen in supersone expansies,
beïnvloedt in belangrijke mate de intensiteit van supersone molecuulbundels.
De eveneens optredende afwijking in de stroomrichting is voor de praktijk
onbelangri jk.

I
i;.
In de numerieke gegevens over de dichtbeidsverdel ing in de vrije stationaire
expansie vanaf een vlak sor.isch oppervlak welke door Sherman gerapporteerd
zijn bestaat een inconsistentie. In verband met de stijgende nauwkeurigheid
van experimenten verdient het daarom aanbeveling de numerieke analyse
oonieuw uit te voeren.
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III
Indien rond cryepompen aangebrachte strali ngsscherir.en op vloei bare-lucht
temperatuur bedekt worden met. een slecht reflecterende laag welke verliezen
door instraling moet beperken, dan bestaat het gevaar dat de gasadsorptie
aan deze laag de bereikbare einddruk nadelig beïnvloedt.

IV
In een dynamisch hoogvacuumsysteem zijn in combinatie met cryopompen alleen
turbomoleculair-pompen bruikbaar voor het handhaver, van het standby-vacuum.

V
F3ij numerieke procedures voor kie inste-kv/adraten analyse "an meetgegevens
;:ou de uitvoer van de covarianti.es van de bepaalde parameters een standaardvoorziening mooten :*.ijn.

VI
Bij de kleinste-kwadraten analyse van meetgegevens met behulD van een model
dat niet-lineair is in de te bepalen oaraneters kunnen moeilijkheden
oDtreden als de lengte van de residuvo.ctor bij optimale aanpassing ongeveer
gelijk is aan do kleinste kromtestraal van hot modeloppervlak in het
optimum. Kon resulterende instabiliteit wordt niet gesignaleerd in de
COVMI , i.itios van de parameters; ;',i j'rJ i jkt al }r>cn uit de verplaatsing van
• ie model voetor in opeenvolgende iteraties.

Vil
De verdeling v m snelle neutralen uit de kathode van een holle-kat;hodoboogont1ading, zoals waargenomen door directe bemonstering met behulp van
een mol ocuulbundol , vertoont, opval lende afv/ijkingen van de MaxwellHo] t /r.anp.-vorm.
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1 Introduction

In thermal molecular beam work the three major kinds of beam sources used
are effusive sources, tube sources, and suoersonic sources.
The effusive source, or ideal~hole source, is essentially the one of
Dunoyer's origir.il molecular beam experiment. It consists of a chamber or
oven, containing low pressure gas or vapor in thermal equilibrium. Through a
hole in the oven wall gas particles leave the source in all directions, the
molecular beam is then formed by collimation. The mean free path in the
source is at least of the order of the hole diameter. Using the optical
analogon of molecular flow, i.e. representing the particle trajectories by
light rays, we see that an ideal hole has a limited luminosity. Attainable
intensities are rather low, as the allowed luminosity decreases with
increasing hole diameter. Effusive sources are often used for calibration
purposes for the resulting beam intensity is known very accurately.
The tube source,

mostly in the form of a multichannel

array, allows a

higher beam intensity at the same gasflow from the source, for the exit
particle velocities are preferentially directed along the axis of the exit
tube(s). The gain factor is roughly given by the ratio of the tube length to
diameter, if the source density is low. For higher densities the mean free
path at the tube exit must be used as a reference instead of the tube length
(3eij 75a).
The supersonic source consists of a gas reservoir at high pressure, with
an exit hole called the nozzle. The mean free path in the source is small
compared to the nozzle diameter, resulting in a high source luminosity. From
the gasflow expanding into the vacuum chamber a small part around the core
is; transmitted through a collimator called the skimmer, the rest is deflected
and pumped off (Kan 51, Kis 5 1 ) . Due to the high source luminosity an
intensity gain of a factor 1000 as compared to the effusive source is easily
realized.

In 1972 two molecular beam machines, were being constructed in the
Eindhoven Molecular Beam Group, to study the interaction of the rare gases
and of polar diatomic molecules with rare gases respectively, by means of
crossed-beam experiments at thermal energy. For the secondary beam production
we developed a novel supersonic source configuration, in which the whole
expansion chamber was comprised in a compact high-duty cryopump. Sources of
this type now function satisfactorily in the scattering exDeriments mentioned
(Beij 75, Eve 76).
Preliminary measurements to check the performance of a prototype source
have evolved into an extensive investigation of several phenomena in a supersonic expansion of Argon into vacuum, such as it occurs downstream of the
nozzle. The molecular beam issuing from the source is used as a probe, its
intensity and velocity distribution are measured.
In the following we first discuss in chapter 2 the theoretical description
of the processes in the expansion. In chapter 3 the molecular beam apparatus
used in the experiments is described. The analysis of the measured data is
discussed separately in chapter 4. In chapter 5 we present the; results from
our experiments, and relate them to the theoretical models oi" chapter 2, and
to data from other authors. Chapter 6 finally contains a number of concluding
remarks.

2 Theory

2.1

Qualitative description of the expansion process
We consider the stationary system of a gas reservoir at a constant pres-

sure, exhausting through an exit hole into a vacuum chamber.
The dimension of the exit, hole, called nozzle, is arbitrary within
bounds set by two requirements. First the mean free path in the exit hole is
assumed considerably less than the hole diameter, to ensure continuum conditions to hold there. This fixes a lower bound for a given reservoir pressure range. Secondly the upper bound follows from the limited possibilities
to maintain a sufficiently good vacuum in the presence of the gas influx
through the nozzle. Sufficiently good here means that the interaction with
particles reflected from the walls of the vacuum enclosure is negligeable.
Typically the nozzle diameter range for a reservoir pressure of the order
of one atmosphere Argon would be 0.01 to 0.1 mm.
A recent review of the process was given by Anderson (And74). In our
description we will discuss the following characteristics.
Firstly the expansion process appears to be essentially adiabatic. The
accompanying temperature decrease, as measured by an observer moving with
the flow, can continue so far that most of the energy of internal random
translation of the gas is transferred into energy of ordered motion of the
flow velocity. The flow becomes hypersonic not so much by the increase of
the latter, as by the strongly decreasing local velocity of sound due to
the falling temperature.
The second feature is the transition to free molecular flow. Due to the
continuing rarefaction of the gas the number of collisions goes down in proportion. We will see that this transition is accompanied by the curious phenomenon of an anisotropic temperature. In a small region near the nozzle, a
few nozzle diameters long, the exhausting gas is accelerated to very close
of its final velocity. Once this has finished the streamlines

have become

straight lines, radiating from the nozzle. From then on the expansion is
governed by straight-line geometry, the density

decreasing as the inverse

squared nozzle distance. An observer moving with the flow then sees the gas •
expand around him, but only in the directions

perpendicular to the stream3

line.Thus in the absence of collisions the distribution of the particle velocity-component along the streamline changes no more, whereas the perpendicular components are cooling further. This is generally termed a frozen
parallel temperature and a perpendicular temperature cooling geometrically.
v.'e will deal with the continuum description of the first part of the
flow, with the transition region, and finally the free molecular region, in
turn in the next three sections. Then we consider the mechanism cf molecular
beam formation. Finally we give a short discussion of the phenomena in expansions cooling so far that clustering occurs, the formation of conglomerates of the expanding particles.

2.2

The continuum region

2.2.1

Introduction
The subsonic part of the flow through the nozzle and the first few dia-

meters of the supersonic flow field

can be described by continuum theory.

We will concentrate especially on the latter region, where the form of the
streamlines is not determined anymore by enclosing walls.
We will frequently consider the variation of flowparameters along a
streamline. A convenient approach is to describe first the flow through a
Laval-tube. Then by taking a region around the considered streamline, bounded by other streamlines, and by choosing this so-called flow-tube sufficiently slender, we may use the Laval-tube results for the description of the
flow along the streamline (see e.g. Zie63).

2.2.2

Flow in an ideal Laval-tube
We will use the coordinate 2, measured along the axis of the Laval-tube,

to describe the behaviour of the flowparameters. Their variation in radial
direction is neglected.
We make a number of simplifying assumptions. First now these will be
listed. Later on we will indicate the point where each of them is needed,
and finally we briefly discuss their validity.
The assumptions are the following:
(A) An observer moving with the gas sees a change of flowparameters.
pared to the rate of change

As com-

the frequency of interparticle collisions

is assumed infinitely high. Then the gas is continually in equilibrium,
and thus the state is completely determined by the thermodynamic param-

eters ".,."', and 7, local particle density, pressure, and temperature respectively.
(B) Thermal conductivity effects are absent, in the direction parallel to the
flow as welü as perpendicular to it, i.e. tnrough the wall of the Lavaltube.
(C) There arp no viscosity effects.
(D)The gas is ideal and calorically perfect.
We start from the particle density r. and the flow velocity u, which can
be defined unambiguously. The continuity equation

n u .-•• - constant

(2.2.1)

relates them to the loc-1 tube diameter A.
Then we introduce the assumptions (A) and (B), which enables us to
write the energy-balance equation as

'.. m A2 + h = constant .

(2.2.2)

Here /, is the enthalpy per particle.
Subsequently, using assumption (C), we write the balance equation of
the axial momentum in Bernoulli's form

(2.2.3)

and combining the latter two equations we see

Êa. = i aids >! dü

(2.2.4)

which means that the state of the gas changes isentropically. This is a
direct consequence of the three assumptions used, as they guarantee a reversible adiabatic process.
Finally we insert assumption (D). The equation of state is

p =nkT ,
and the enthalpy per particle is given by

(2.2.5)

h -

(2.2.6)

Here y is the constant specific heat ratio, k is Boltzmann's constant.
Because of the isentropy the path n('J')

in the (p, n, T) -state space is

fixed
n

_ i -. _ 1 \
!

J" = constant.

(2.2.7:

We new give the behaviour of the flowparameters

for a converging-diverging

Laval-tube. We scale the parameters by the reservoir values n ,T . and h s
o o
o
measured far upstream uhere u = 0. From equation (2.2.2) we see

rn J/

(2.2.8)

+ h = '.'

which gives for the limiting value ./. ( far downstream

(2.2.9)

Here t
i

is the characteristic particle velocity at reservoir temperature,

~ (2 k T/m)'1 . Values of the ratio un/'i

for three v-values of practical

interest are 1.581, 1.871,and 2.121 for y = 5/3, 7/5 and 9/7 respectively.
Using the velocity u: to scale u. we write the reduced parameters as a
function of u/u :

h _
o

JA_

'-

-«•

1
-1

,

(2.2.10)

Y-l

In figure 2.2.1 the result is given for y = 5/3, i.e. for monatomic gases.
The particle flux,i.e. the number of particles per unit time and unit
area, attains a maximum value at u — u. ,

P.. 8.1

Variation of the

particle density n, temperature
T, enthalpy h, and pavticla
flux nu as a function of the
flow velocity u, in a convex—
'ring-diverging Laval-tube. For
the case of a monatomic

ideal

gas the maximum flux value is
attained at half the final
flow velocity u .

According to the continuity equation (2.2.1) the position where this maximum
is attained coincides with the minimum of the tube cross section /i(r:). The
values of 7,>: and nu

'o

for this position, denoted by the index 1, are

•,+1

1
2 Y-1
7 + 1'

o

(2.2.12)
l
Y-1

nu

S. + r

y+r

By relating u. to T

(Y

k Tj

we see that u

equals the local velocity of sound.

(2.2.13)

Expressing u. in reser-

voir parameters gives

(2.2.14)

The above equations relate all flow parameters to the shape of the Lavaltube Ai::)/A.. From equation (2.2.1) we see

>:(•-;)

.-

::)

(2.2.15)

Tht equation.1-- ;2.2.10), together with (2.2.12c), implicitly giv? the required
relations.

2.2.

j The paraxial region
We consider a t'lowtube

of circular cross section, lying along the axis

cf the expansion. Our first aim is to determine the radius ;J of the tube as
a iuneticn of the axial coordinate .';.
In the diverging section, where the fiov; is no longer contained within
the wall of the nozzle, the density >; and the temperature " are both falling,
and thus the pressure .' decreases. A fortiori then the radial pressure gradient becomes smaJ1 too, and eventually the curvature of the streamlines
bounding the flow tube

becomes negligeable. In continuation to the assump-

tions made before we take this as assumption (E).
We choose the zero point of the axial coordinate at the apparent origin
cf the resulting straight streamline sections. Figure 2.2.2 gives an illustration. Wo choose the final opening 'naif angle 0 of the flowtube small, as
we intend to apply the Laval-tube results to chis case. This can be achieved
by taking tne minimum value >' .

of the flowtube radius p(:;) small enough.

Finally we assume (F) that this minimum occurs exactly in the nozzle
opening for each flowtube, and thus that the sonic surface of the expansion
is the plane of the nozzle exit, which we will allways take circular.
The supersonic part of the flow field is completely determined by this
assumption for the sonic plane (Zie66), and ail length-parameters will scale
with the nozzle radius ':{ . The shape of any streamline is therefore completely determined given the point where it crosses the nozzle exit, and
specifically 0 is a function of 2"m:j_n/'''.,•

For

small 0 we write

min

(2.2.16)

The constant G, reflecting the streamline pattern close to the axis, depends
only on the gas used, i.e. the specific heat ratio •> ,

I
P.. 2. P. PchemaLia view of novzle with paraxial flow tube.

The above discussion yields no value for the constant G, nor for the
offset d between the nozzle plane and the apparent origin of the considered
streamline.These were obtained by Sherman (She63), by means of numerical integration of the hyperbolic differential equation describing the supersonic
flow field,

using the sonic plane of assumption (F) as boundary condition.

We will give the results of this calculation here, leaving a detailed account until the next section.
First we remark that assumption (E), on the straight streamlines, is
supported by the outcome of the calculations. Appreciable bending of the
streamlines is limited to a region only a few

.ozzle radii long. Also the

offset d appears to be independent of the choice of the streamline, so that
all streamlines have the same apparent origin. This fixes the point

3 = 0

unambiguously.
Values of d and of the constant G for three practical y-values are

0 . 15
d
R

n

0 . 80

1. 70

0 .711

,

0 .851
0 .949

5/3

,

for

Y =

7/5
9/7

(2.2.17)

The constant J can be used to give directly the forward intensity I (number
of particles per unit time and per unit solid angle) of the expansion, and
hence of a molecular beam formed from it. The continuity equation gives

(r

m

, /F

mm

n

[2.2.18)

)'• - I 7F 0'

which trie fiowrate .7 is the number of particles passing through the

nozzle exit per unit time. The peaking factor r-, which is the quantity used
to relate the forward intensity of a molecular beam source to the fiowrate
at which it operates, is defined as (Jon69)

•=-•:-.

(2.2.19)

Its value is unity for an effusive source, which is ehe reference source in
thermal molecular beam work. In our case it is related to the constant G by

< = ;"'

,

(2.2.20)

resulting in peaking factor values

1 .98

5/3

1 .38

=

for

(2.2.21)

7/5
9/7

1.11

The fiowrate .7 is related to the reservoir conditions by
1
i

1

' Yt

Y+l

Y"*"l

°

O

"'^ '

(2.2.22)

in which the numerical factor is given by
,
-)

1

0.513
= 0.484
0.470

5/3
for

Y

= 7/5

(2.2.23)

9/7

Returning to the behaviour of the flow parameters

as a function of the axial

position, we start again from the continuity equation, writing now explicitly /!(.-;) = 'i "2 r.2 for sufficiently large 3

10

(2.2.24)

Tin.1 íu Ll owing w i l l prove d convenient s c d l i n q d i s t a n c e :
1
(2.2.25)

"ref
0.H0.?
'ref

for

=

0.496
for

7/G

,

y/7

i n c c i i b m a t i on with

equations

(2.2.10)

and (2.2.11)

w es e e

'.2.26}

The variation of •. , .', and the characteristic velocity a = (2 > .' /•>,) " can
now be calculated fror', equations (2.2.10) using
.< V 1 v - 1

but in many cases the following simpler relations for u = u

(2.2.27)
can be used

(2.2.28)

,-(Y-D

'o

"' "Jref

A particularly useful quantity to characterize the ratio of the kinetic energy of the flow to the thermal energy of the internal translation of the
flowing gas, is the speedratio 5, defined as

2 = : < . / • .

(2.2.29)

Substitution gives

S(rJ = (-M

I-—-I

.

(2.2.30)
11

for u = :•. _ .

Now that our main purpose, the description of the behaviour of the
flowparameters in the paraxial region, is completed, we rfvert to the assumptions made in the course of sections 2,2.2 and 2.2.3.
Assumption (A), on the infinitely high collision frequency,is certainly not fulfilled for ;; large enough. We will spend the whole of section 2.3
on the resulting phenomena, for the case of monatomic gases. For gases with
internal degrees of freedom the additional problem arises that collision
efficiencies for relaxation of translational and internal energy can differ.
We 'io not consider these cases.
Assumption (B) states that heat conduction effects are negligeable. We
give a rough estimate of the radial heat conduction in th° sonic region
where it is expected to be at its maximum value.
Consider the heat flow äQ/dt into a small cylinder element of radius o,
length '.;:, at the axis, due to the radial temperature gradient dTVdp

-~- = 2 • .- Ar: Á -i- .
d:
dp
Here

j

(2.2.3!)

is the heat conductivity. This heat input causes an enthalpy increase

.'.'. per particle passing through at a velocity u

A;:
i: p

(2.2.32)

«

For small enough values of c we assume a quadratic behaviour of T{o). The
increase ' u

of the final velocity due to this effect is approximately gi-

ven by
A ... = - ^ L .

(2.2.33)

n u(
To obtain an estimate of the effect we assume

As equal to the nozzle diam-

eter, and for Tie) we take a parabolic behaviour matching the temperature
T

of the nozzle to the temperature on the axis in the sonic plane (equation

2.2.10).
We calculate A u^ for y = 5/3, inserting values corresponding to nozzle
pressure, temperature, and diameter of 100 torr, 300 K,and 0.05 mm respec_2
tively, and using the value A = 1.4 10
W/mK
(Hir54) at the temperature
in the nozzle throat (225 K ) .

12

The resulting value is

Au

= 15.6 m/s. This corresponds to about 3%,

and the effect is inversely proportional to nozzle pressure and diameter.
Measurements will be presented, however, which contradict the existence of
such an effect. The accuracy of the measurements is better than 1 "•>, which
would correspond to about 5 m/s for the situation considered here.
The heat conduction in the axial direction has not been considered. We
conclude that a theoretical foundation of assumption (B) has not been given,
its justification thus being only that experimental evidence is in good
agreement with the enthalpy balance equation (2.2.8).

I

A similar lack of theoretical foundation exists in the case of assumption (C), on tne absence of viscosity effects. Here the only experiments
available to judge the validity of the assumption are measurements of peaking factors and nozzle flowrates.

These agree reasonably with the predicted

values, but they are few in number and rather inaccurate (5 to 1 0 % ) .
The validity of assumption (D), on the ideal gas approximation, can be
estimated using a better approximation of the real equation of state, i.e.
using the first virial coefficient. The ideal gas lav; appears a good enough
approximation if we do not regard condensing expansions. The high accuracy
of the flow velocity measurements, however, forced us to take into account
the caloric imperfectness of the gas in the calculation of the room temperature enthalpy.
Theory provides no support for assumption ( F ) , on the plane shape of
the sonic surface. The flow velocity distribution in the transsonic region
of a Laval-tube for inviscid irrotational flow is discussed by Oswatitsch
(Osw56), for the case of small values of wall slope and wall curvature in
the direction of the flow. Generally speaking the curvature of the wall
cau-ps the flow velocity to increase with the distance from the axis. The
wall slope tends to compensate this effect in the subsonic region while adding to it in the diverging section of the tube. However this approximation
fails for a too large value of the wall slope, or if the wall curvature
changes rapidly.
Normally the nozzles used in generating free supersonic expansions meet
neither of these restrictions. Especially discarding the diverging section
by cutting the Laval-tube at the throat introduces curvature radii even
smaller than the throat radius.
Recently calculations reported by Anderson (And76) showed an outward
bulging of the sonic surface to the extent of only about 10% of the nozzle
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didir.cfer in the extreme case of supersonic flow through a hole in a flat
plate. No further information is available.
A E mentioned befoie numerical results were obtained by Sherman (She63),
which confirm the validity of assumption (E), on the straight streamlines,
for not too small distances to the nozzle. A second report (Ash64) on the
same results gives the variation of the speedratio with the nozzle distance.
From the

previously given formulae we can determine the speedratio as a

function of the ratio r(z)/r

.

of the flowtube radius at position z and at

mm
the throat. Combination of these two gives the variation of r(s)/r .
the nozzle distance. Figure 2.2.3 gives the results for y

=

with

5/3. Depending

on the required precision the assumption holds for ?./R larger than some
value between 2 and 5.

2,2.'6 Calculated variation of the flowtube radius with distance from the
sonic plane for a monatomic ideal gas. The curve gives the shape of a
streamline as following from, numerical data (Ash64), the straight lines
represent equation (2.2.16) for two G-values.
14

The discrepancy between the J-value calculated from the final opening
angle of the streamline, and our value G = 0.711, which is also indicated
in the figure, probably results from an inconsistency in Sherman'= data. In
o.ir view it must be attributed to the use of a rather unfortunate representation of the numerical data. We discuss these data and the representation
in quescion in the next section. We will propose a more consistent alternative.

I

2.2.4

The angular density distribution and the peaking factor of a supersonic expansion into vacuum

by A.H.M. Habets, H.C.W. Beijerinck, N.F. Verster and J.P.L.M.N. de
Warrimont, to ]r°. published.

A simple model is proposed lor the angular distribution of the density
in a supersonic expansion from a sonic nozzle into vacuum. The angles are
scaled by the maximum deflect' r angle of the outer streamline around the
sharp edge of the nozzle. The mass and axial momentum balance equations are
then used to fix the axial density and a form parameter of the distribution.
Results are given in terms of the peaking factor, describing the forward intensity of the expansion. Peaking factor values agree within 3% with the
results of numerical data obtained for sonic nozzles

at three specific heat

ratio values. The model is also applied to supersonic nozzles. The resulting
peaking factor values are strongly dependent on the ratio of exit to throat
diameter. Typically a 20°Ó increase in peaking factor is found for a diameter
ratio of only 1.10.
B

Introduction
The angular distribution of the density in the flow field downstream

of a sonic nozzle is an issue of major interest in supersonic molecular beam
production, as it determines the intensity of the issuing molecular beam.
The intensity J is defined as the number of particles per unit time per
unit solid angle. For a molecular beam source operated at a particle flowrate N the forward intensity follows from the peaking factor K (Jon69)

I = K - .

(2.3.34)

71

-1
The factor IT is added to normalize to K = 1 for an effusive source.
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In the following we will relate the peaking factor to the parameters
c3€->tormining Die angu Lar variation of the density in the supersonic flow
field. First we use values obtained from numerical calculations reported
in literature. Then we do tho same using a simple model function for the
angular distribution of the particle density. The results are checked to
the numerical drita mentioned.

••

V.,";. ,"' -al

.lit:;

The distribution of Die particle density in a supersonic expansion into
vacuum has been treated by Sherman (She63, Ash64). In the following we review his results.
The considered flow field is steady and axisymmetric. Further it is assumed inviscid and isentropic. The solution of the hyperbolic differential
equation describing the supersonic flow field downstream of a Laval-tube
sharply cut-off in the sonic plane is obtained numerically using a characteristics method. To avoid the parabolic singularity occurring at sonic
conditions the calculation starts from a Diane slightly downstream of the
sonic surface. In this plane thp flow is assumed homogeneous and parallel
over the circular nozzle exit.
It appears that the flow, after an initial stage of outward bending of
the streamlines in a region a few nozzle diameters long, swiftly enters the
domain of so-called inertia-dominated flow, in which the streamlines do not
change their direction appreciably anymore. The flow in the neighbourhood of
a streamline then resembles spherical source flow, and the expansion is
governed by straightline geometry.
Moreover, within the accuracy of the numerical data, all streamlines
seem to originate from the same point, the virtual source point, and so the
origin of the source flow is the same in whatever direction the flow is considered. The actual flow differs from true spherical source flow only by a
nonhomogeneous directional distribution.
Sherman used the following representation for his numerical data on
the particle density n
-2

=A
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12.2.35)

Table 2.1

Comparison of data from Sherman (She63, Ash64)

with results of

the present model. Parameters of the representations used, peaking factors, scaling angles,and virtual source point offsets are
given for three specific heat ratio's.

5/3

7/5

9/7

0.944

0.503

0.338

0.999

0.565

0.393

•: 1

1 .90

1.38

1.11

l)

1 .37

1.66

1 .89

l)

0.15

0.80

1 .70

•i)

a

1

0.551

0.38 3

b)

b

3

4.32

5.47

I)

K

2

corr
.' (rad)

•

( r aid)

r/2~1.57
0

a!

1 .35

1 .08

b)

2,28

2.87

b)

0.85

3.62

I)

a) (She6 3, Ash64).
b) This work.

in which iv> are spherical coordinates with respect to the virtual source
point. The density n. is taken in the sonic plane, R

is the nozzle radius

in this plane.
The unknown constants A and 0 were determined by solving analytically
two balance equations, describing the conservation of mass and of the axial
component of the momentum in an aptly chosen contour. The resulting values
depend only on the ratio of specific heats y. In table 2.1 the results are
given for y = 5/3 (no internal degrees of freedom), and for > = 7/5 and 9/7.
Calculations for lower y-values were reported by Anderson (And72).
Sherman noted that this straightforward calculation of A and i gives
values that are inconsistent with his numerically calculated density. The
deviations are due to the fact that equation (2.2.35) is not an exact description, but only a convenient way to represent the numerical data. The
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corrected to give the right axial density, resulting

values w<;ro
m

-neve

linsiíy

:

the ,values qivön in table 2.1. Substituting these .•:
values in
corf
corr

equation (2.2.i'i) givt-s a good fit to the calculated points, as shown in
figuro 2.2.4 for the case ,• = 7/5,
Now we use Sherman's data to determine the corresponding peaking factors. We will see that only the value of /'.
the fLow rate

in terras of particle density >

is needed. First we express
and flow velocity .<; in the

sonic plane

.; = - H\_ K

,t

.

(2.2.36!

Then the forward intensity is written in terms of the local density and the
flow velocity on the axis, and of the distance y to the virtual source point

(2.2.37)

Taking 2' sufficiently large we may replace u by its final value

u^ = w { (Y + l)/h-U } . Then combining equations (2.2.34) through (2.2.37)
we have
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corr

corr

TIIO re.-.ultmq •'
-val'ies arc also listed in table 2.1
corr

In the following w " show that tne numerical data giver, above can also
bo obtained f run the balance equations alone, applied to a .-TJI tabl y chusen
model function for the anquldr density d i s t r i b u t i o n . An 1;:. port ant point is
that no correction afterwards will be nef-ded to obtain d qjod fit to the
nuiwrical dat a,
In analogy v;ith equation

(2.2. . \r>) '.•:•• a.si=uine t h ^ density to be d i s t r i b -

uted according to

•:(.", ) = • --, (^H

' cos

2..! . Í4)

As before the values of ; wi 1 1 be d"t<". rmiried by balancing th<-- naps and mopient.utu transport, but this time t.hf second free constant is the exponent £
oi the cosine factor. The oxt rem-.- angle

is fixed by an i [-.dependent argu-

ment ris follows.
As proposed by Sibulkin (Sibkii, wo assume the distribution to scale
with the maximum deflection angle

_,. of the outer streamlines around the
PM

sharp nozzle edge. Using the Prandt i-Meyer relation for plane flov; »:•.> write
this angle as (Zie63)

FM = h

^(~TJ

"1^ '

'2.2.40)

assuming the Machnumber just upstream of the pdge equal to unity. The
values are again listed in table 2.1. They appear to be considerably larger
than the corresponding '.) values of Sherman.
We assume that the rule that all streamlines radiate from the same point
applies rigorously. The virtual source point is then fixed by the intersection of the axis and the outer streamline prolonged backwards. The distances
d

from the virtual source point to the sonic plane found in this way de-

viate somewhat from Sherman's numerical values d. For comparison both sets
are listed in table 2.1.
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Consider the contour surface indicated in figure 2.2.5. It consists of
the nozzle exit plane (I), an outward going conical surface (II) along the
straight outer streamlines, and an arbitrary surface (III) lying wholly
within the inertia-dominated region. Mass conservation requires
';PM
>i mu^ = a í!j m u _ Rn |

•• :-:'r

cos I j -j—j • 2 ~ sino do

,

(2.2.41)

and the axial momentum gives
'PM
T; :<' (Hj m w

+ n^) = a n^ m u? R_ \

cosfJ • cos

V2:'m)

2 T sinO d6 ,
(2.2.42)

in which p. is the pressure in the nozzle exit.
We use the following relations

-

= *—• h ,

'

(2.2.43)

h + h m u2 = h rn u\ ,

in which h is the enthalpy per particle. Writing I- and J„ for the integrals
in equations (2.2,41) and (2,2,42) respectively, we have
/Y-l,

h
= aI
(2.2.44)
= a I„

to determine the values of a and b. The resulting values are again listed in
table 2.1, together with the corresponding peaking factor values K p M > We see
a surprisingly good agreement of the latter with Sherman's (corrected) values K
corr
The angular dependence of the density following from our results is
illustrated by the broken curve in figure 2,2.4 for the case y = 7/5. As a
whole our model fits Sherman's data points fairly well.
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Schematic view of the

contour for the mass and

I

momentum

conservation

equations used to
derioe the fornará
intensity.

f

Dic^yuijG ioy[
We have shown that the inertia-dominated region of the flow from a

sonic nozzle is described adequately starting from a simple model for the
angular distribution of the particle density. The assumption that the angular distribution scales with the Prandtl-Meyer deflection angle of the outer
streamlines gives consistent results. The arbitrary rescaling which was
needed in Sherman's representation is obviated in the present approach.
Once the validity of our model has been checked against numerical values, we can safely use it to estimate peaking factors for other y~values,
thus eliminating the need to do the whole numerical analysis all over for
each case.
An interesting extension is the case of so-called supersonic nozzles,
i.e. nozzles with a diverging section downstream from the sonic plane. For
thest nozzles numerical values are hard to come by. We give results for the
case Y

=

5/3.
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We proceed in the same way as in the case of a sonic nozzle. We calculate the limiting angle

PM

as a function of the Machnumber /•/ at the nozzle

exit using (Zie63)

;
PM

-l.
- (—r) I T ~ arctan f ,{Y (

j - arctan

(2.2.45)

{(.-/•' - 1) '}

The exit Machnumber follows from the ratio of nozzle exit to throat diameter.
In figure 2.2.6 resulting peaking factors are given as z function of the
ratio of exit diameter to throat diameter, if the diverging angle of the
supersonic section is small. An extra horizontal scale is added to give the
corresponding angles

J

p M . As a first check one calculated point given by

Sibulkin (Sibb3) is indicated in the figure, showing a fair agreement with
our model. Naturally, howsver, the results of figure 2.2.6 should be verified
further by numerical calculations for a fev; points to assert their validity.
Special attention must be paid here to the condition of negligeable
viscosity. Rasults of Bird (Bir74) clearly illustrate that this is a-much
20

2.2.6

Calculated peaking factor1 variation

for supersonic nozzles, as a function of
the exit to throat diameter ratio. The
values of the corresponding
angles of the outer
0pM

streamlines

are indicated. The isolated

is a calculated value from
90
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point

(Sib63).

more serious problem in supersonic than in sonic nozzles.
Still for a certain range of exit to throat diameter ratio's near
unity, viscosity effects should be of an importance comparable to the case
of a sonic nozzle. Our results show a strong dependence of the peaking factor on the diameter ratio in this range too. This leads to the very practical conclusion that care must be taken in the machining of sonic nozzles
when peaking factor measurements are intended.

2.3

2.3.1

The transition to free molecular flo

Introduction
In the preceding section we have seen that the streamlines become

straight lines at a distance a few nozzle diameters from the sonic surface.
We assume the part of the expansion considered here to be completely governed by geometry, with the particle flux diminishing as the inverse squared
distance to the apparent origin of the streamlines.
As the flow velocity has nearly attained its limiting value, it is
obvious that rarefaction occurs only in the directions perpendicular to the
considered streamline. Its primary effect will therefore be a decrease of
the particle velocity components in these directions, shortly referred to
as cooling of the perpendicular temperatures. The perpendicular cooling influences the distribution of the particle velocity component, parallel to
the streamlines by means of collisions. The effect depends on the product
of the local collision frequency and some characteristic time of the expansion process. This subject is dealt with in the next two sections.
First in section 2.3.2 the so called sudden-freize

model is discussed.

Basically it amounts to replacing the region, in which the gradual transition from continuum flow to collisionless flow occurs, by an abrupt transition at a suitably located surface. Here the parallel and perpendicular
temperatures become uncoupled, as we assume the collisional thermal conduction between them to change suddenly from infinite to zero. We apply the
model first to a rigid-sphere gas, and then to the case of a realistic intermolecular potential. We show that in this case the only contribution of importance is the Van der Waals attraction.
In section 2.3.3 we discuss a more refined model for the transition
region. Two coupled differential equations are shown to describe the parallel and the perpendicular temperatures. They account for the geometrical
23

cooling of the perpendicular temperature and the decreasing thermal aondua—
• V1

between parallel and perpendicular temperatures. The thermal conductiv-

ity governing the; process is calculated, again for a realistic intermolecular potential. The suitably scaled differential equations are then solved
numerically. This yives the dependence of the temperatures on the distance
to the apparent source point, and the asymtotic 'frozen' value of the parallel temperature, and thus the spoedratio.
From the solution of the thermal conduction model we will see that the
transition to free molecular flow occurs over a fairly extended region, typically anout r)l) times the length of the continuum region. Throughout this
region the transfer of kinetic energy, due to random particle velocities,
to kinetic energy of flow velocity remains active. The transfer mechanism
is described by equation (2.2.10) for the continuum region. In section
2.?.4 w- will see how tins relation is to be modified to allow for the nonisoLropic temperut ures occurring m

the transition region.

We remark that throughout this section we will restrict ourselves to
a

,-value of 5/i. For other than monatomic gases freezing occurs of the in-

ternal as well as the translational degrees of freedom. The description of
these possibly coupled freezing processes is outs'ide the scope of this
thesis. Tne treatment given here can be applied to other than monatomic
gases if the internal degrees of früedosi are frozen before the translation
starts to freeze.

2.3.2

The sudden-freoze model
We consider the expansion in the neighbourhood of the axis. The flow

velocity is assumed to be at its final value .: . We replace the transition
region by the following model.
••' :;.. the temoerature follows
— r
continuum theory (equation 2.2.13). For r, -• the parallel temperature is
A freezing plane :: = " 7 is defined. For

co- stant.
,-4/3

— t
for

II

(2.3.1)

,-4/3
J

ref

In the rea] expansion the average probability of a particle to suffer no
more collisions beyond a given position s is a

function f'(."3) of position,

increasing with 2. In our model we use this function to fix the location of
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the transition

or freezing plane. We define n„ as the position where F(z)

attains a given value F,,

Fiz.,,) = Fv ,

(2.3.2)

with i'., for the moment arbitrary. We remark that P., is related to the average number of collisions which a particle is to suffer beyond 3,,. Denoting
this number by .'»',, we have

I

'V = -

PF

(2.3.3)

Until now we have used the concept of collision between particles without
first defining it for the case of the intermolecular potential used. For
the moment we avoid this problem by restricting ourselves to a rigid-sphere
gas, for which the definition is self-evident.

Rigid-sphere moIcau1 es
For rigid-sphere particles of diameter a, having an equilibrium velocity distribution with characteristic velocity -L, the collision frequency v
is given by

(2.3.4)

- <!>

In laboratory coordinates the mean free step L, being the average distance
a particle traverses between collisions, is given by

L =

This name is chosen to distinguish it from the mean free path, which is the
average inter-collision distance as measured in the center of mass coordinate system, moving with the flow.
To determine the freezing position z„ we write the average number of
collisions per particle from 2,, on as a function of the mean free step

Hz)

(2.3.5)
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The integral extends over the region beyond ;:.,, where

. = .... We find (cf.

equat ion 2 . 2.2H):

r

dr: .

(2.3.G)

'•';•'

The freezing plane ,:; = .':,, is gLven by

(2.3.7)

"o "ref

"ref

According to equation (2.2.30) the speedratio C is given by
2/5
—)'

"f

(2.3.8)

''o "ref

For Argon, using arbitrarjly the room temperature value 0 = 3.6 10
(Hir54!, this becomes

(10

-20

-; .-i

2/ r

(2.3.9)

The value of ,'.. remains undetermined in this approach.
The sudden-freeze model, formulated by Knuth (Knu64), was used by
Anderson and Fenn (AndG5) in the interpretation of early speedratio

measure-

ments on Argon. Since then the source Knudsen-number Kn , defined as

Kn

= ~

,

(2.3.10)

has been used conventionally to characterize source conditions. The mean
freee path
conditions. Using equation
,' is measured at reservoir
resei
rpath .
o
can write equation (2.3.8) as
-2/r:
.' = 0.959 (
.
'
.
'
,
, Kn )
o

(2.3.10)

(2.3.11)

One should note that using the Knudsen-number as characteristic source
parameter is only valid in the case of a hard sphere gas, where the mean
free path is temperature-independent.
Since the measurements of Anderson and Fenn, which yielded speedratio
values corresponding to //„ = 0.76, experiments have indicated a behaviour
significantly different from the 0.4-exponent behaviour. Therefore it was
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attempted lo extend the sudden freeze model to gases with a realistic intermolecular potential.

Realiotie

inie.molecular

potential

First the extension of the definition of collision frequency to particles with a continuous intermolecular potential is discussed. Essentially
our aim is to assign an equivalent rigid-sphere diameter to the molecules,
such that the net effect of collisions would remain unaltered under a brief .

I

switch from real to rigid-sphere potential.
All relevant phenomena in our case depend on the transport of momentum,
or kinetic energy. Therefore we choose a definition of the collision frequency which preserves the rigid-sphere relationship to viscosity and thermal conductivity. A detailed discussion is given by Hirschfelder

(Hir54),

whose notation will be used also in the following. It appears that viscosity
.(2,2)
and thermal conductivity both depend on the value of Í;
, a suitably
weighted velocity-cross-section product

al2'2)m
,(2)

= Ä

(2.3.12)

I 1 - cos 2 0 (b,g) | • 2 it b ab .

ig)

In the first equation y 2

=

hçj^/o? [T) ,

(2.3.13)

in the second equation the effective

cross section for momentum exchange is given as a function of the relative
velocity g of the collision partners. The function O(b,gr) represents the
outcome of the collision kinetics for the present intermolecular potential,
0 being the center of mass (CM) deflection angle for an impact parameter b.
Using the known relation for rigid-sphere molecules
.2,h

o(2,2)
Ü

RS

=

^

2

V

°

(2.3.14)

a

the correct definition of the collision frequency becomes

I

\>(n,T) = 2 n £2

(2.3.15)

(cf. equation 2.3.4).
In order to evaluate equation

(2.3.5) for a realistic intermolecular

potential function we calculate Q(2'(g )

and t2(2'2)(T)

for this case. This
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#

•

•

•

calculation is simplified considerably by the observation that at relative
kinetic energies <_ 0.1 c, in which e is the depth of the potential well,
the collision process is determined by the attractive contribution to the
potential only.
Before going into details we show that this observation alone suffices
(2 2)
to determine the functional relationship of 9. '
and v to the temperature
(Knu64). The attractive part of the potential is determined by the constant

r.:

I

(2.3.16)

Dimensional analysis gives

,i2\o)

(2.3.17)

and hence
.. (2 ' 2) (D

cc (,;• /kT)1 / 6

.

(2.3.18)

Strictly this relationship is all we need presently to calculate the integral equation (2.3.5) , for the result will contain an unknown constant N
(2 2)
anyhow. As we will need the absolute value of 0. '
in the next section,
however, we now give the full calculation.
We use the Lfnnard-Jones potential
7(i') = L I ( r / p ) 1 2

- 2 [r/v)c'\

.

(2.3.19)

For this potential the ratio Cr/t r 6 equals 2 :
b
m
-12

We restrict ourselves to the energy range h u g2 < 0.1 c, with v the reduced
particle mass u = h m.
As a result of classical trajectory-calculations it was found by
Verster (War76), that in this range the deflection function 9(b,gr) scales
with the impact parameter b

, at which orbiting occurs. An orbiting colli-

sion is characterized by 0 = °°. Thus we have approximately
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!

>íh,3) '-f(b/br A3))

.

(2.3.20)

In the considered energy range the orbiting impact parameter is determined
by the attractive part of the potential only. Its value follows from the
condition for a maximum in the effective potential, i.e. the sum of the
intermolecular potential and the centrifugal term

.
cd

&
í\ 27 "'
\
)

(2.3.21)

The scaled deflection function •• = f(x) with x = b/b

,, can be represented

by
•' - :.65.r- O.25x 3 - 1.05 In ^—

for 0 < :c < 1 ,

fix) =

(2.3.22)

0.04

fi

for x

"• 1

The accuracy of the representation is estimated to be better than 0.02 rad
for the range

'

2 " . Substituting the result in equation (2.3.13) gives

r

,42),

1 - cos ? ;"(x)

doc

(2.3.23)

The integral is evaluated numerically

l{2\g)

and ;: '

(2. Í.24)

= 0.629 - b-'^Aff)

is then given by

ii(2'2)= 0.629 7.
(^—4)
\ 2 rr, i- /

(—)"
f Y7"2/3 e " ^
J

"ri

(2.3.25)

o

:-(2'2)= 2.99

(2.3.26)

.(VfcT) 1 / 3 .

n agreement with equation

(2.3.18).

Coventionally values of the QQ

'

-integrals are given in reduced form,

using the corresponding rigid-sphere values as reference values
(2,2)*

=

r

(2,2) /O (2,2)

(2.3.27)

" RS
in which iU^j'

is taken according to equation (2.3.14) and • = 2

.
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Oui" result of equation (2.3.26) corresponds to

(2

m

' 2 ) * = !.i/) : + - 1 / 3

which

.

(2.3.28)

= •'."/• .

We compare this value to data given by Hirschfelder (Hir54), obtained
numorically for both a Lennard-Jones potential and
1

Buckingham-potential (MasS4) . Figure 2.3.1

for a 'modified-

is a compilation of these data.

</>*
The Lonnard-Jones data are restricted to 7

0.3. The other data show

d very good agreement with our value, represented by a horizontal line in
the rntiyc '." _ 0.1 . We see that the agreement is quite unsensitive to the
'iioice of the shape of the repulsive inier region, as characterized by the
parameter

• (see figure caption). This is in accord with our statement that

only the attractive part of the potential is of importance.

modified Buckingham
potential
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potential
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In this connection we remark that classical tra]ectory—calculations
(2)
show that the important contribution to the Ó;

-integral is due to parti-

cles crossing the orbiting radius and reflected by the repulsive core of
the potential. This is illustrated in figure 2.3.2. In view of this the sole
dependence on the attractive potential region appears quite surprising.
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2.3.2a and b Classical trajectories (a) and the resulting deflection function
(b). The major contribution to Q (g) comes from trajectories reflected from
the repulsive potential core (1 through 6).
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Returning to our original problem of determining the number of collisions .', . from a given position ;:., onwards for realistic molecules, we combine equations (2.3.5), (2.3.15) and (2.3.26), to arrive at

1/3

= 2-'y]

K

o "ret

9/11

iC /L T )

6 'o

(2.3.29)

This leads to a final speedratio value :.',;, given by

I .'•

o

ref

6

(2.3.30)

o

According to Boijerinck (Beij75) the present best-fit Ar-Ar intermolecular
potential is the so-called Barker-Fisher-Watts potential (Bar71). The €'value derived from this potential is given by

( '. /•'•) „
b
Argon
Using further :;

,1, = 69.0,V

=4.45 10~55 Kmc .

= 0.802 H

(2.3.31)

(equation 2.2.25) we finally find

»fF no Rnr o
-1/3v 6/11

A''1 n R
T~l/i\
F
o n o
)

(2.3.32)

(2.3.33)

As before we must stop at determining the functional relationship with respect to source parameters, the arbitrary constant //„ preventing an absolute
value determination. Therefore a discussion of the results is postponed until the end of the next section, in which we present an alternative scheme
yielding absolute speedratio values, and hence an estimate of the number of
collisions fip.
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2.3.3

The thermal conduction model
The occurence of the undetermined constant in the precediny

results from the fact that we have only considered the collision

section
frequency,

whereas the efficiency of these collisions towards maintaining thermal
equilibrium remained undiscussed. By means of a detailed account of the
dynamics of the collision processes involved we will supply the necessary
additional information to derive the absolute value of the frozen parallel
temperature.

I

As in the preceding section we discuss the behaviour of the expanding
gas near the axis, under the assumption that the flow velocity has reached
its limiting value u^. The density n varies as the inverse squared distance
z to the common origin of the streamlines.
From the introductory section of this chapter we recall, that in the
transition region the driving phenomenon is the geometrical cooling of the
perpendicular temperatures by the radial expansion which is imposed by the
streamline pattern. The effect to be considered now is the cooling of the
parallel temperature, and hence the heating of the perpendicular temperatures,
by the interparticle collisions. Effectively this can be described by the
definition of an effective heat conductivity >. The temperatures are used
as a measure of the energy content of each of the three equivalent reservoirs corresponding to the translational degrees of freedom.
The following equations are used to describe the variation of the temperatures with the distance

7
(2.3.34)

äT.
äz
Here T

denotes any of the two perpendicular temperatures, which are assumed

equal, and T,. the parallel temperature. The term -2T /z in the first equation describes the forced geometrical cooling, which will be discussed in
section 2.4. The term

-A(T . . - T ) in the second equation gives the effect

of the heat flow from the parallel to the perpendicular temperatures. It is
divided evenly over the two perpendicular reservoirs, hence the factor h in
the first equation. The heat conductivity depends on the temperature
CT // and T ) .
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Note that the absence of terms describing heat influx from internal
degrees of freedom implies that this model will only hold for effectively
monatomic gases (y

= 5/3).

The equations can be derived approximately by taking the second moment
of the Boltzmann equation, as has been shown by Hamel and Willis (Ham66).
We will not go into this, however, feeling that we have sufficiently explained them.
Before starting on a detailed account of the calculation of the thermal
conductivity \, we first give a rough outline of its behaviour, and of the
corresponding solutions

T. . (;i) and T (2) .

One expects X to vary as the collision frequency v. The reference velocity um should be used to relate \, proportional to the number of collisions per unit length, to the collision frequency. Hence we expect

X '-^-

.

(2.3.35)

Note that the dimension of \ is (length)
In the near continuum part of the transition region the value of v and
' will be high, and correspondingly '/'.. - T

will be small. Equations (2.3.34)

can be written as
d
ds

= _

4

T

(2.3.36)

which results in the correct continuum T[z) behaviour (equation 2.2.28) if
we take T = T

= T .

The other extreme is the near free molecular region far downstream.
Due to the decreased collision frequency the temperatures become uncoupled,
and the perpendicular temperature becomes considerably smaller than the
parallel temperature, which approaches a constant value. If we assume that
under these circumstances

the mean temperature, to be used in the calcula-

tion of X, is determined by T.,, and thus tends to a constant value, we
find a s

-2 dependence for the7/
collision frequency and thus for X. Substitu-

ting this in equations (2.3.34) we see that the perpendicular temperature
at large s-values is given by

d2\

1

ds
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T.
J- . a

(2.3.37)

with the asymptotic solution

T (:-,) = -I
a :. (s

(2.3.38)

Apparently the transition to truly free molecular flow, characterized by
geometrical cooling according to

T

^ :s , can never take place in this

model. We revert to this paradox in section 2.4.
Now we describe the calculation of the thermal conductivity X. The procedure is to consider first the energy transfer during one specific collision. By suitable averaging over all dynamic variables we then obtain the
energy transfer per unit time due to all collisions within the group of
particles contained in a given volume element. Taking into account the
'heat capacity1 of the volume element we find the rate of change of the
temperature, and hence the heat conductivity per unit length X, using the
velocity u^ at which the volume element is moving.
We describe the parallel temperature, to avoid the complication of a
geometrical cooling term in the differential equation.
Consider the collision of two particles, moving at relative velocity
g and g', before and after the collision respectively. The center of mass
velocity does not enter into the description of the collision process. Since
the collision is assumed elastic, g and the deflection angles 0,^ can be
used to specify the collision completely. Here 9 is the deflection angle
from g to g', whereas 4> is defined respective to an

arbitrary reference

direction. Further we use a set of carthesian coordinates, x,y,z, with s
along the streamline where the collision occurs.
The change Ae

of the kinetic energy due to the parallel components

of the particle velocities is

Ae

= h u (a! 2 - gi ) .

(2.3.39)

Here p is the reduced mass, u = h m.
In order to write a' explicitly

as a function of \g\ , 9, and <f>, we

perform a number of rotations of the a:,i/,2-coordinate frame. Using spherical
coordinates g,x\,ty we write

g

= g sin n cos

g

= g sin n sin *

g cos n .

(2.3.4O0
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First we rotate the coordinate system around the s-axis over the angle I)J,
such as to give g ,= 0. The new coordinates will be indicated by primes.
Then we rotate around the new y'-axis over the angle n, such that the resulting components in the new (doubly primed) coordinate directions are

.. = 0 , g „ = 0, g „ = g
if
«

(2.3.41)

.

The components of the post-collision vector g' are

g' „ = g sin 0 cos 'j>, g' „ = g sin 9 sin <p, g' „ = g cos 0 .
x
y
"

(2.3.42)

We revert to the unprimed coordinates by the same steps: first rotate back
around the y' = y"-axis

g ' , = y(cosnsin6cosi)>

+ s i n n c o s 6) ,

(2.3.43)

g ', = g sin 0 sin -t> ,

dl,t= 3(cos n cos 0 - sin n sin 0 cos f) .

The last rotation, around the s' = s-axis, can be skipped as we are only
interested in the s-coordinate. We combine the third of equations (2.3.43)
with equation (2.3.40) to obtain

g'z = gs

e -

gi + gf. '
x

sin 6 cos

(2.3.44)

y

The result is

he

=h

+

O')

COS'

|sin 2 0

y

?
-> h
- v g ( g + g ) sin 6 cos 6 cos
z
x
y

(2.3.45)

The first stage in the calculation of A, the determination of the effect
of one collision, is now finished. We proceed with the averaging of this
effect over all dynamic variables.
Consider the system of N particles contained in a volume element d V.
The total kinetic energy of the 2-component of translation E
36

of this system

is related to the parallel temperature by

(2. 3.46)

Once wo have calculated the rate of change of i\,, obtained from the collision rate weighted with the energy transfer '.e, n of each collision, we write

//
d•

I

(2.3.47)

HT

for the temperature variation as seen by an observer moving witi
Using di' /at - u

the flow.

• äi'^/äz to obtain the temperature gradient, we combine

equations (2.3.47) and (2.3.34), resulting in

/7 k (T,, - T )uo

(2.3.48)

at

Thus the problem of calculating ?. is now reduced to the determination of
d; '/d! .
We calculate the effect of collisions in the considered volume using a
general formalism for the description of scattering events (Ver73). The d i f ferential number of scattering events d'/.'.! of particles of species 1,
having number density n. and a velocity distribution f.(y,),

with particles

of species 2 (/i_ and / ( ! ) ) ) , is given by

át.

K

X

(2.3.49)
Here d 3 K is the considered volume element, ât the time interval,
are elements of velocity space, and d

2

;

d V
1

= sin 0 d - d 'v is a solid angle

element.
In our case there is only one species whereas N

refers t.o all inter-

molecular collisions, so n n7 has to be replaced by hn2. As the volume element
is given by N/n we can write for the scattering

rate .V
sorted with respect
00

to the dynamic variables V. , V-, 0, \• :

= h N n f(v^ f Cv2) ga[g,d,<t>)

d3u2

(2.3.50)
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We use

;
do a .V^

t o determine the energy a o w àb'n/dt

from the energy

transfer

d£'„
.V n j f{vx)

ir

f(v2)

go(j,",i)

Ae3(ff,e,4>)

• d3^

d3?

d2U',±).

(8)

(2.3.51!

The i n t e g r a t i o n s over " and {> can be s e p a r a t e d from the

o

j d P J
o

Here 3 '

s i n •• d ; • a ( g r , • • • , ! - )

h e i g ,• ' , - , )

rest

=

= - 's u I g\

- h{r/x + g?y)\Q{2\g)

= - h u i??

Picos

(2.3.52)

is the weighted cross section defined in equation (2.3.13), P

is

the second Legendre polynomial, and n, the polar angle defined in equation
(2.3.40).
Three of the remaining six integrations can be carried out forthwith.
We change variables from :' , i; to e, g, with •" the center of mass (CM) velocity of the two particles. The corresponding distributions of relative and
CM velocities follow from

fa/c)

fjg)

d3«

d3g = fiv^c.g)} f{v2(c,g)) d 3 ^

d3^., .

(2.3.53)

We need not specify the CM-distribution, it is sufficient to know that it is
normalized. After integration over a we are left with

- ~ = - | ,V m n j f/g) g3 Q{?\g)
(3)

P2(cos n)

.

•

(2.3.54)

•

To evaluate the integral we must supply additional information on the distribution f ig). We assume a so-called
so-call«
ellipsoidal Maxwellian velocity distribution for the particle velocities:

f(v) =

B(y ; a ) B(y ; a )

B(U ; a ) .

(2.3.55)

The function B denotes a normalized Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

B(u ; a ) = IT" a"1 exp - iv . /a. )
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2

,

(2.3.56)

in which i. = (2 k 1./m)

l

is the characteristic velocity of the considered

component. In our case we take

< _= i

= a , <i^ = a .. .

The resulting distribution of the relative particle velocities becomes

B(gy;

(2.3.57)

The calculation of the integral in equation '2.3.54) is considerably simplified if we assume the deviation from a spherical distribution to be small,
which amounts to a comparatively small difference between the parallel and
the perpendicular temperatures. We define

T,, -

6 =

^_ //

'I

(2.3.58)

Z

1

If 6 •'-< 1 the distribution f
/

is nearly equal to the isotropic distribution

, defined as

2

Btgy;

(2.3.59)

Expanding / (g) in powers of 6 gives

P 2 (cosn)

(2.3.60)

We are using again the spherical coordinates of equation (2.3.40). For 6
small enough the integral becomes

áE

?
1
- ~ = - — ."/ n: n f f C g2 sin n d g d n d y •

• g3 Q{2\g)

P 2 (cos n) fmig)

I l + 6 (^-) 2 P 2 (COS n) I ,
'

m

(2.3.61:

'

and using

J

d n sin n

P„(cos n) = 0 ,

(2.3.62)

this reduces to
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'
m

d n sinn Pi: (cos r) .

~

(2.3.63)

(2 2)
The first of the two integrals is expressed in terms of i. ' , defined in
equation (2.3.12) , the latter one yields the value 2/5. Thus we find

n 5 'f- si
m

I

(2,2)

(2.3.64)

which finally gives the following relation for • (cf. equation 2.3.48)
(2,2)

lê.

(2.3.65)

15
Recalling the definition of the collision frequency (equation 2.3.15) we see
that this result is in agreement with equation

(2.3.35).

For further reference we write equation (2.3.65) conveniently as
,
rof

1/6

"ref
(2.3.66)

ref
= 2.02

Here we l,avo usod equations (2.J.26) and (2.2.28). With equation (2.3.20) wep
find for Argon

•

ref
f

= (1.54 10" 1 8

1/3
n 77 "
o o

(2.3.67)

The range of validity of the lowest order approximation in equation (2.3.60)
can be extended by taking into account terms of higher order in

s

.

Alternatively we will now study the behaviour of > far downstream whert
: - 1, cf.

equation

(2.3.58). In the limiting case

r

i /:••.,,
j_

•> 0 the relative

//

velocity 3 is determined bv its s-component only. The evaluation of equation
(2.3.54) is then greatly simplified by the possibility to remove g^ and gty
by integration, after substituting g^ for \g\. The result is
dc
.
<*•
, „>
(gj
d! = - i- 11 m n • 2
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(2.3.68)

We determine the ratio of the energy flow äE /át calculated

(I) according to

equation ( 2 . 3 , 6 3 ) , and (II) according to the present equation. T h e value (I)
is determined with 1/3 a..
a.. 2 inserted for a 2 (cf. equation
//
//
m

9 exp
/dt)

,5/2

2.3.58).

"1 7 3
(2.3.69)

Using the relation Q

ig) % gr

, as results from equations (2.3.21) and

( 2 . 3 . 2 4 ) , we find

f

(2.3.70)

In view of this surprisingly good agreement we decided to use the X

value

throughout the expansion, without bothering to evaluate higher order terms
in equation

(2.3.60).

We return to the differential equations (2.3.34). First we introduce
suitable scaling parameters to allow a numerical solution independent of
source conditions. Taking
3

(2.3.71)

scale ' T * ' ' T scale '

we write the differential equations as
1/6
" scale)

1/6
dT ,

T,

T
ref s

scale
(2.3.72)
1/6

1/6

dT

J

IT,.-

//

T

)
1

ref s

ref

scale

scale

Here we have used equation (2.3.66) for X. The scaled mean temperature i^ is
given by T

= 1/3(T ,,+ 2 T ) , corresponding to the definition of a .

As initial conditions we take
4/3
,

- .

_ ,-4/3

T scale zscale

V

r <2.3.73)

for small values of ç, in order to effect a match to continuum theory (cf.
equation

2.2.28).
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The scaling parameters z

and T

are chosen so as to make the

rightmost bracketed factors in these three equations equal to unity. The result is
9/11
"scale

"ref

'ref "ref
(2.3.74)
-12/11

scale

J

o

ref "ref

The scaled differential equations are now solved numerically. Calculated
values of \.

and T

as a function of r, are given in figure 2.3.3. We discuss

briefly the chief features.
The transition region appears to extend over a considerable C-range,
Arbitrarily taking as boundaries the 101 temperature difference point at the
low :, end, and the point of 10" approach to the final T,.-value at the other
end, the transition extends from about

r

, = 0.15 to r, = 8. This seems to be a

rather strong argument against the sudden-freeze model, although it gives the
correct dependence on source parameters when the collision frequency is calculated carefully.
This is easily verified, by considering the combination of source parameters occurring in the scaling of T and a:

ref "ref
r

16

'o

u

1/3
(2.3.75)

"ref

1/3
ref
(cf. equation 2.3.66). For Argon this results in

H = (1.24 10" 18 m2 K 1 / 3 )
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n R T ~1/3
o n o

(2.3.76)

100

10-

H 1-

0.1-

0.01

2.3.3
small
r

-

Solution

10

0.1

tCrJ of the scaled differential

T, values the temperature
indicated
1.151 and

by a straightline,
T

follows

equation

100

(8.3.72

the continuum behavior

& 73). For
T ,,

(rj -

for large ç values we find

-1
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The final value of

:

r

for ', >• -" is

=1.151,

corresponding to a final spoedratio
-1 .. 12/11
(2.3.78)
.; = 1.474 ;

Using this absolute value to fix the as yet undetermined number of collisions
.'»\, in equation (2.3.29) and following, results in the value /<',, = 2.14. The
corresponding position of the sudden-freeze surface is then r

= 0.90. Both

values appear quite realistic.
As to the perpendicular temperature behaviour, we see a departure from
the -4/3 slope of the continuum line,starting at about r = 1. It then takes
a long time for the slope to settle at the final value of - 1 . This happens
at about '. = 25, where the parallel temperature is at 3°= from its final
value. The far out behaviour of T

will be further discussed in the next

1
section.
We give a brief account of other theoretical approaches to compare our
results to. A well known treatment of the present subject was given by Hamel
and Willis (Hara66) . They derived equations similar to our equations (2.3,34)
by taking moments of the Boltzmann equation. A free parameter in this approach was the exponent of the temperature

dependence of the collision fre-

quency (1/6 in our case, see equations 2.3.15 and 2.3.18). Also the way in
which the effective temperature is defined for the case of unequal parallel
and perpendicular temperatures was left free. Our results indicate that a
definition according to equation (2.3.58) should be used. Substituting our
values, we see that the work of Hamel and Willis results in the same functional relationship of the speedratio to source conditions as the one in
equation (2.3.78). A comparison of the absolute value of the speedratio from
the work of Hamel to our results is not quite feasible for two reasons.
Firstly the numerical solution is not given for realistic (C. v
b

) molecules,

secondly the source Knudsen-number is used to represent the; source conditions.
We have already pointed out that the relation to the correct combination E
is not unambiguous, for the dependence on temperature of the mean free path
44

varies considerably in the range between room temperature at one end, where
it is used normally to determine the Knudsen-number, and the final temperature m

the expansion on the other end.

A second line of approach was originally used by Miller and Andres
(Mjlfi9). The Bolt^mann equation was again replaced by a cut-eff moment expansion. The resulting equation was integrated numerically, the so-called
collision-integrdls being determined from the velocity distribution at each
consecutive point. The "elocity distribution was fixed by the extra assumption that it is of an ellipsoidal Maxwell ian shape, of. equation (2.1.55).
Neither the method used, nor the results, have been published in sufficient
'detail, but preliminary data are given in (Sik7?), (Buc74), (MÍ174). They
show a behaviour which differs significantly from our results of equation
(2.3.78). It was found f-nat the final speedratio depends on source conditions
according to J.,.

E' , in which the exponent ß = 0.48 +_ 0.01. Stated absolute

values of the speedrat;.o

show a variation of about 15.. Recently Winkelmann

!Toe76) reported new results, together with a ir.o~e detailed account of the
Miller and Andres method. These calculations yielded the value .- = 0.53,
which is in clo£e agreement with our value .; =

6/11 - 0.545. These data

apply to 5-values somewhat higher than those of the older results just mentioned, so it seems possible that the discrepancy is a consequence of the
fact that some of the assumptions made in deriving our results are violated
in the E-range where the value :-• " 0.48 was found by Miller c.s. It should be
noted that their functional relationship of S to E, and the value of the exponent ß, does not follow from scaling, eis in our equation (2.3.74), but from
fitting a representation to isolated calculated points, A definite comment
on the observed discrepancy from our data must wait on a more complete documentation of the cited results.
We return to our model to discuss briefly a number of effects v.'hicn Influence the result. Several of these we have explicitly assumed to be negligeable, others have not been discussed till now. The procedure will be to
find the range of a for which some quantity fulfills the assumptions made on
it. Then we require that the transition region, defined by us as the '-range
0.15 < r <• 3, lies in the r;-range found. From the scaling equations (2.3.71)
and (2.3.74) we see that for higher H-values a g W e n r, corresponds to higher
s-values, so the transition region moves downstream for increasing S. Our
assumptions thus result in limits imposed on the value of S.
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Firstly we consider the assumption cf approximately spherical source
flow, i.e. that all streamlines originate from the same point. This condition
will be violated only for H-values which are so small that collisions cease
to occur before the flow has attained the continuum angular distribution,
discussed in section 2.2.4, According to Sherman (She63) this happens at
::/ti ,

5. The .---value for which this distance corresponds to ç = 0.15, the

beginning of the transition region, is V. ~ 70. Source conditions giving this
.:-value are e.g. 450 torr nozzle pressure, 0.05 mm nozzle diameter, 300 K
nozzle temperature for Argon. We have mentioned already that in our view
Sherman's results allow a lower limiting value of z/z
2.2.3) . .';/;:

,

(see e.g. figure

= 2 would result in a lower limit H = 24.

Secondly we consider the flow velocity u, which keeps changing towards
its final value uc throughout the transition region. Continuum theory (equations 2.2.28 and 2.2.10) gives a difference less than 10% at the beginning
of the transition region (ç = 0.15) when H > 50. Thus for 5 somewhat larger
than this value the effect can be neglected.
(2 2)
Thirdly we have assumed k T < 0.1 e in our calculation of 12 ' . From
the data given in figure 2.3.1 we conclude that when extending the range to
(2 2)
k T < 0.7 F., our '.'i ' - and hence \-values are still correct within 10%.
Again we require that this last inequality holds for C > 0.15. The condition
is this time not determined solely by E, but depends also on the source temperature and the depth of the potential well e. For T

= 300 K we find a

minumum E-value of 30 for Argon.
A fourth effect, which we have not mentioned before, is the quantum(2)
mechanical correction which must be applied to the cross section §

(g) for

very low ^-values. The main effect is that the differential cross section remains finite for deflection angles near zero. We write equation (2.3.13) as
a weighted integral over the differential cross section, and put in a constant small angle cross section as an approximation to the quantum-mechanical
cross section (Ber66).
As compared to the classical result of equatio:,
(2.3.24), we see ,(2) (g) leveling off towards lower g'-values. The difference
(2)

15
(Ver76)

exceeds

Argon. Taking a .. = 2

g

10% of the classical value for g < 1.25 m/s

for

this corresponds to a temperature of 1.9 10

K,

which is far below the range of our experimental final parallel temperatures.
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Further we recall the assumptions we made regarding the behaviour of
X in between the two extreme cases for which we were able to calculate it.
At present no information is available.
Finally a potential source of discrepancies between our model and reality is the occurrence of non-Maxwellian velocity distributions for both
parallel and perpendicular velocities. The phenomenon is most pronounced in
the perpendicular distribution at large C-values. Then the perpendicular velocities have become so small that the energy transfer to the perpendicular
direction during a collision by far exceeds the original perpendicular energy. In this stage of the expansion collisions thus give rise to a small
population of particles having suffered a collision recently, in which virtually all the energy of perpendicular motion is invested, and a bulk of
particles having much smaller

perpendicular velocities. In view of the rar-

efied nature of the hot distribution it seems improbable that this effect
would cause large deviations from the results derived in this section.
The parallel velocity distribution is non-Maxwellian in shape too, because of convective thermal conduction not accounted for in our model. The
effect is due to the fact that particles can travel distances over which the
temperature change of the environment is not negligeable. The phenomenon was
originally discussed by Edwards and Cheng (Edw67)/ and more recently by Willis
and Cattolica (WÍ172, Cat74). At the moment no quantitative theoretical information is available to the extent in which the parallel velocity distribution
and the final speedratio value are influenced.

2.3.4

The flow velocity
In the section on the continuum region we have seen that the flow ve-

locity u is related to the enthalpy per particle h by
/ h

- h. \h 2
(2.3.80)

Due to the freezing of the parallel velocity distribution in the transition
region the enthalpy attains a nonzero final value h„. Consequently the final
value of the flow velocity Up remains somewhat smaller than the limiting
value u^ of.equation (2.2.9).
In equilibrium the enthalpy is given by

= e + p/n ,

(2.3.81)
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with

the internal energy per particle. As the transition region is charac-

terized by a nonequilibrium velocity distribution (7

f 1 ), we use a suit-

ably generalized relation to calculate the enthalpy. The tensor character
of the pressure must be taken into account:

(2.3.82)

The velocity product is averaged over the velocity distribution function, i
and j denote the coordinate directions. In the energy balance equation
(2.2.8) only forces in the direction of the streamline are effective. Denoting the corresponding tensor element by p

we postulate

''; = <; + : : / » .

(2.3.83)

This relation can also be derived rigorously (Sch76). The enthalpy balance
takes the form

(2.3.84)

* * '

The final velocity _<,, is attained when the parallel velocity distribution is
frozen. The perpendicular temperature then being negligeable we have

(2.3.85)

7/
or using the final speedratio value

(

3

2

(2.3.86;

—7
S

F

To calculate the value of u

the theoretical relationship h
'»

= 5/2

kT

O

can
O

be used. At experimental source conditions however, this induces a small
error. Therefore in the ca'je of high precision measurements tabulated experimental enthalpy values are used.
2.4

2.4.1

The free molecular flow region

Geometrical cooling of the perpendicular velocity distribution
In our treatment of the transition regime we have repeatedly mentioned

indications that truly collisionless flow cannot occur throughout the ex48

pansion. If we regard only the number of collisions, however, instead of
their total effect, on e.g. the perpendicular temperature, we see a rapid decrease of the collision probability per particle. Combining the relations
for the collision frequency for a realistic intermolecular potential, cf.
equations (2.3.15) and (2.3.26), with the scaling relations of the thermal
conduction model, equations (2.3.66) and (2.3.74), we find the following expression for the probability P of no more collision, as a function of the
scaled position r, (.' >> 1 assumed)

I

!'(',) = exp -

1.92

(2.4.1)

For ' = 10 e.g., roughly corresponding to the end of the transition region,
we have P(10) = 0.83. We see that in the region farther downstream the expansion can be described with increasing precision by considering the trajectories of each particle as unbroken straight lines.
Then geometrical cooling of the perpendicular velocities occurs.
Figure 2.4.1 gives a schematic view. Consider a particle moving at constant
speed u +

7/

along its trajectory (I). An observer moving along streamline

(II) v;ith the flow velocity u measures a perpendicular velocity V (s.) when
at position a.. Later, when the particle has proceeded to position z„ , an observer on streamline (III) measures a smaller value of the perpendicular velocity U((;; ) . This represents a cooling of the perpendicular temperature

2.4.1 Illustration of the geometrical cooling process. 'I) is a partiole
trajectory crossing streamlines (II) and (III) at position z ana z
respectively. The trajectory can be characterized by its radial offset x
in the source plane z = 0.
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with distance from the common origin of the streamlines

We assume

(3=0).

2

3, Y in

paraxial conditions to hold, so j ? <•• {V//t + ;<) , and the angles

1

the figure arc small. Wo soo

(2.4.2)

A characterization independent of the point of inspection is

!' (")

=

(2.4.3)

.<••.

These relations hold equally well in three dimensions. Thus the perpendicular
velocity of the particles decreases inversely with the distance to the appar• ent origin of ti:e streamlines, and hence the perpendicular temperature is
cooling quadratic-ally:

V (•")

• .':

.

(2.4.4)

Meanwhile the parallel velocity distribution remains fixed in its frozen
form, with the exception of the slight acceleration of the flow velocity
prescribed by the enthalpy balance, equation

(2.3.84).

The representation of the perpendicular velocity of a particle by the
radial offset x ,, //,, of its trajectory where it intersects the plane s = 0,
given in equation (2.4.3), is independent of the radial position of the
particle. This means that the whole perpendicular velocity distribution can
be described as the result of straight line radiation from the distribution
of these intersection points. Figure 2.4.2 gives an illustration.
If the particle trajectories were light rays we would actually see
this distribution as the virtual soui'ae. The perpendicular velocity distribution at any point in the expansion is given by the luminosity distribution
of the virtual source. We will discuss this quantitatively in the next section.

2.4.2

The virtual source model
We consider the velocity distribution in the paraxial region using x,

y, "-coordinates, with z along the axis of the expansion. The following relations hold between the velocity components V , V , V

of a particle at

x, y, 'j, and the parallel and perpendicular velocities 0 .. , V
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, ü

, as mea-

I

?,.4.2

Representation of geometrical cooling by straight line radiation from

the virtual source. In the pavaxial region the virtual source "luminosity" is
independent from the direction of view.

2.4.Z a, b3 a

Illustration of the phase space

density distribution. Assuming aollissionless
flow schematic contour plots of the x, v

A

subspace are given at position z = z1} z and
1

Li

0 in figures a, b and a respectively. At
s - 0

z.O

the distribution is independent of v .
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sured by an observer moving along the streamline through X, y, z with the
flow velocity u

V'

I

We start from the distribution f

(2.4.5)

in a plane r, = z. , given by

(2.4.6)

This equation states that the distribution in terms of perpendicular and
parallel velocities is independent of x and y. Integration over the velocities shows that /. is a normalized function of its arguments. Substitution
of equations (2.4,5) gives the density distribution in the (x,y,Z, V , V ,
0 ) phase-space at .'! = ;Í . This is illustrated by the contour plot of the
x, -J -subspace in figure 2.4.3(a).
Motion of the particles along straight lines from z ~ z

to 2 = z

corresponds to a displacement in the phase-space according to

(2.4.7)

2=3.

and similar for y, v . The resulting phase-space density distribution for
a = s„ > s. is given in figure 2.4.3(b).
The perpendicular velocities as measured in 2 = 2., will be denoted by
v

, v

. The three transformations (x, V

, y, V

, z, V .. ) -+

U , v , y, v , s, v )
->• (x, vw,y , v , z, v )
3=32
z=z1
(x, V
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, y, v

, s, v ,. )

all have a Jacobian determinant equal to unity.

The distribution at :i - :; is given by

(2.4.8)

• d i d '/d :; dv d-:
ix
jy

The distribution is not normalized with respect to integration over the velocities ú

i

,V

, .'.' ,, . This is remedied by writing

, o/f ) àx äy dz

du / 7

,(2.4.9)

in which *:iz ) and /_ are given by

"
(2.4.10)

"2

This result shows at the same time the two effects imposed by the geometri-7

cally determined expansion: the density diminishes as 3
dicular velocity distribution narrows according to 3

, and the perpen-

, where z is measured

from the origin of the streamlines.
A straight line
v

= vr x Jz

extrapolation backwards from 3 = y, to r; = 0 gives

(cf. equation 2.4.3). The index V is used to indicate virtual

source coordinates. The series of transformations given above now becomes
ix, v^x, y, v^y,

z, v/f)
-* {x, vx, y, u„, z, U 7 )
Z=Zl
Z=Z^
(x , V , y , v, z, V )
. We use it to introduce the normalized distribuZ
3=0
tion function

äz
(2.4.11)
íVz\

V

V

- u).

We see that at position z = 0 the phase-space density becomes a function of
the coordinate x , y , whereas it is independent from the transverse velocities V , V

(see figure 2.4.3.c), This is the well known characteristic of

a(virtual)source in optics.
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A convenient quantity to represent the number of particles d5il/ emitted
by the virtual source is the virtual source luminosity j

äv .

ät

(2.4.12)

Here j is the number of particles emitted per area (cLc
per solid angle (d|3

used i s (x, v , y,
X

0

x,y

= J

/ v

dß ) , and per velocity interval (di>) . The transformation

V , z,

v )

, t = z/v

•*

* v / ß x / y v f ßy» t» v)

Z

y

x , y z '

áy ), per time (dt),

0 = 0 . The Jacobian determinant is equal to

, and

z '

z

3

l' , so
[7.4.13)

as follows from equation

(2.4.11).

We will use the virtual source luminosity in section 2.5, on molecular
beam formation. Presently we list the virtual source distributions corresponding to two model velocity distributions.
Firstly we consider the rather general assumption

<v

v

(2.4.14)

f

in
at s = ;.;. . Substituting this equation (2.4.6) and (2.4.11) we find

c

2

+ w?
y3

/ (

In analogy to the characteristic perpendicular velocity a

(2.4.15)

we introduce the

characteristic virtual source radius
2,

it

(2.4.16)

n —

Note that the product a ,• z. is independent of the choice of z.. Equation
(2.4.15) becomes

(2.4.17)

R2

A second, more specific case is the ellipsoidal Maxwellian distribution of
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,.J

T-

••at» I M • i i f i Y

i n — '

equation (2.3.55). The corresponding virtual source distribution becomes

, v) = n
1
TT

{

2
J

?

,

I

.V ,'

1

I

l

U

exp - ( v

?

U.

-irff"

-u

.i

V
x

2

->• T

1

2

•

2

R

2
(2.4.18)

7/

We see that in both cases integration over the virtual source area and the
velocity gives the correct expression for the total intensity I

I = n(zx)

(2.4.19)

We remark that in practice the speedratio is often high enough to allow
leaving out the factor (V/u)2

in the argument of /

or in the exponential

term, in the two above equations respectively. Then the spatial distribution
in the virtual source plane becomes conveniently velocity-independent.
The virtual source radius is related to the perpendicular temperature
according to

kT

1

= „2

(2.4.20)

In terms of the speedratio this becomes

5t- I A
To

2.4.3

2

(2.4.21)

V

The blisters of the virtual source
In section 2.3.3 the conclusion was reached that the perpendicular

temperature keeps being dominated by collision effects, however large the
distance may become. We must look into the effect this will have on the virtual source, for any collision alters the trajectories, and hence the corresponding virtual source points, of the particles concerned.
An important observation now is that only a small fraction of the particles collides at all beyond even a position well within the transition
region, cf. equation (2.4.1). Therefore the z~ -dependence of the perpendicular temperature must result from heating this small fraction, whereas
the main body is cooling down geometrically. Due to the large temperature
difference

T

// -

T

>>

T

for ç > 10

,

(2.4.22)
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(see figure 2. "Í. 3) , the perpendicular velocities of this fraction are excessive as compared to the main body. In the virtual source this shows up as a
very broad contribution, underlying the narrow central peak which is not
changing appreciably. Thus the situation is quite different from the nearequilibrium heat exchange in the region " < 1. If we visualize the latter
process as warming a person regularly, using a hot-water bottle, then the
collisions in the molecular flow region are an attempt to do the same by
means of prods with a white-hot poker. The resulting broad tails of the virtual source distribution can be regarded as blisters. The sudden-freeze ana

I

thermal

conduction models do not describe this effect, also called the bi-

modality of the virtual source distribution. Attempting to relate the calcu-4/3
-1
lated behaviour of T , in between T -\- r,
and T
(cf. equations
2.3.37 and 2.3.73), to an average /? would result in

(2.4.23)

to

respectively. A m c e adequate approach seems to be to isolate the constant
central peak of the virtual source distribution, determining its characteristic radius, and relating this to a 'last-collision-surface1

(LCS), somewhere

at the end of the transition region.
We proceed in the same way as in section 2.3.2, on the sudden-freeze
model. A plane z = zrrr, is assumed such that for z < zT„c. collisions effect
an overall broadening of the virtual source, whereas fjr z > zTr„

the ef-

feet of collisions is to remove particles from the central, constant, virtual
source distribution

into the blisters. As the criterion for the location of

the transition plane we can use e.g. the difference between parallel and
perpendicular temperatures, or the probability of no more collision beyond
the considered position. Both lead to an

LCS-location in terms of ç, see

figure 2.3.3 and equation (2.4.1) respectively.
Once the value of c.„

is

fixed, using some arbitrary value in the

chosen criterion, we can derive the following two relations, which possibly
allow experimental verification, thus fixing the criterion value.
Firstly we remark that in the region r, > 10 the perpendicular temperature can be represented by

T
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-1

- 0.54 r,

(2.4.24)

(cf. figure 2.3.3). If r,rr^ lies in this region we can use equation

(2.4.21)

to find the virtual source radius

ref - 0.46

P

(2.4.25)

'LOS

Secondly equation (2.4.1) immediately gives us the fraction Pr,,„ of particles
contained in the central virtual source contribution, since those do not
suffer any collision beyond .•;, ,,,:

I

1 .92
1J,,..- = exp - -

(2.4.26)

"LC'J

Measuring either R or Fr,,„ provides us with the value of

-. When both can
J

be measured we have a consistency check available on the sudden transition
model used.
2.5

Molecular beam formation

2.5.1 Beam intensity and velocity distribution
As in nearly all kinds of molecular beam sources the beam formation
proper is accomplished by simply discarding the particles outside the desired
paraxial phase-space volume, using a collimator. Because of its peculiar
form it is called the skimmer. It is shaped as a sharp-edged hollow cone or
wedge, shutting off the vacuum chamber around the nozzle from the next downstream chamber. We will assume the skimmer to the placed at a relatively
large distance from the nozzle, in the free molecular flow region. Furthermore we neglect all interaction effects. Thus the relations derived in the
preceding sections are unaffected by the presence of the skimmer.
In the preceding section the virtual source luminosity j was introduced
(equation 2.4.12). The total intensity /, found by integrating J over the
virtual source position and the velocity (equation 2.4.19), is the one we
have previously related to the nozzle-flowrate, using the peaking factor
(equation 2.2.19). Presently we consider to which degree the beam intensity

Ibeam

is reduced as compared to this lueal intensity /, by the shielding ef-

fect of the skimmer (see figure 2.5.1!

= //
(A)

., 0)

(2.5.1)
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detector

n t>ierroe molecular
I-'«' 7 ' O K .

The region (A) r"prejpnts the area of the virtual source 'visible' from the
detector. It is bounded by the imaginary shadow cast by the skimmer onto the
virtual source plane if the detector were a light source. Using the model
distribution of equation (2.4.18) we obtain

1 - exp - (..•,//•')• J ,

(2.5.2)

for a circular skimmer hoi" of radius /\ , and
(2.5.3)

for-a slit skimmer, with ,i the half width of the slit, which is assumed in8
finitely long. In both cases a point detector far downstream is assumed for
simplicity.
As observed in section 2.4.3 the model distribution function used here
does not account for the virtual source blisters. These car. contain a considerable fraction of the particles and still give no appreciable contribution to the central luminosity, due to their large width. In that case they
can simply be accounted for in the above formulae by multiplying I by the
fraction Prr,., cf. equation (2.4.26), of particles contained in the central
distribution. For lack of data on the actual shape of the distribution no
more can be said.
Leaving out the integration over the velocity in equation (2.5.1)
gives the velocity distribution i
(v) of the molecular beam intensity.
beam
The luminosity distribution of equation (2.4.18) e.g. results in

4,
(V) = I
beam
°

exp a

U

//

if the whole virtual source is visible. On the other hand v;e find
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(2.5.5)

r

b

exp

(2.5.6)

for tlie caso of a skarnmor narrow in comparison to ;T, or if the velocitydependence of the virtual source profile in equation (2.4.18) is neglected.
The difference in the pre-exDonentiai factors in these two equations allows
an experimental verification of an assumption used in section 2.4.2, for
the resulting velocity spectra are quite different for not

too large

soeedratio values (F = 'i/'t . .) , and these spectra can be measured accurately.
The outcome is that equation (2.5.6) covers the measurements much better
then equation (2.5.5). Thus experiments are more in accord with a virtual
source distribution independent of the velocity, instead of with a coupled
virtual source and velocity distribution as in equation

(2.4.18): the

conventional assumption equation (2.4.14) is inconsistent with experiments.

2.5.2

Interaction effects
Until now we have not considered interaction effects, which to some

extent spoil the fiction of ideal supersonic expansion into vacuum. Interaction effects are understood to be those phenomena which distinguish the
real expansion from the corresponding one in hypothetical ideal vacuum conditions. Their primary cause generally is the presence of particles reflected from obstacles placed in the path of the expanding gas. The amount of interaction is thus proportional to the density of these particles, but only
up to a certain point. The limit is set by the increasing importance of the
presence of particles which have undergone interaction collisions. Ultimately
this can lead to such disastrous collective phenomena as shocks, which completely invalidate our description of the beam formation process.
Molecular beam formation is still possible in these circumstances
(Bec56), and in fact high intensity supersonic beam sources are often operated in the presence of strong interaction effects. The essential point here
is the construction of the skimmer, generally a sharp cone carefully adjusted to a position as close to the nozzle as possible. Extensive studies have
been made of optimum skimmer geometries

(Bos71) ,

and the cost-efficiency

of this approach e.g., and the extremely high intensities attainable are
clearly illustrated by the results of Campargue (Cam74).
We expressly restrict ourselves to nearly ideal conditions, with the
density of disturbed particles small everywhere on the beam axis.- In practice this requires placing the skimmer sufficiently far downstream, since
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the number of particles reflected into the oncoming flow diminishes as the
inverse squared nozzle distance.
Recalling the virtual source blisters of section 2.4.3 we remark that
interaction collisions will generally occur at relative velocities higher
than the flow velocity u. Thus the resulting blisters will be broader than
the ones discussed before by a factor of the order of the speedratio S. We
conclude that interaction collisions will have no such effect on the parallel
velocity distribution or the virtual source distribution as can be detected
in the extracted molecular beam, virtually all disturbed particles having
huge perpendicular velocities. Whether the disturbance stems from skimmerinteraction or from a uniform background-density is irrelevant.
Interaction thus shows up as an intensity loss into the invisible
tails of the distribution.

2.G

Condensation
As early as 1956 condensation pher.oinena in molecular beams issuing

from'supersonic expansions were investigated by Becker(Bec56a). The considerable amount of work on the subject performed since then has been twofold
in its aim. On one hand for the production of intense molecular beams condensation phenomena are often unwanted by-products, and ways to avoid them
have been studied. On the other hand the production of cluster beams, consisting almost entirely of conglomerates, in the range from a few to about
9
10

molecules, was investigated in order to give some insight in the homo-

geneous nucleation process involved,as well as for their practical use e.g.
in fusion reactor research. A recent review of the whole field was given by
Hagena (Hag74).
A systematic theoretical description of the condensation phenomena in
these expansions is not available at the moment. Át the lower end of the
clustersize scale very recently a successful model was reported for the
kinetics of dimer (i.e. two-particle cluster) formation (Knu76). This also
gives some information on the conditions under which trimers and higher
clusters begin to be formed. A second source of information is a set of
phenomenological relations derived by Hagena (Hag71,74a), which give the
scaling with source conditions of some characteristic quantity of the condensed molecular beam, such as the mean clustersize. Hagena 1 s results were
specifically obtained for large scale clustering. Discussing these two approaches in detail is outside the scope of the present work. We give a brief
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account of somo results which will be useful in the reduction of our experimental data.
First we discuss the kinetic model of Knuth. The mechanism for the
formation of aimers is the stabilization of a virtual dimer by the interaction with another particle, A virtual dimer must be viewed as a pair of
particles involved in a near orbiting collision of relatively long duration.
Under the assumption that the total dimer fraction is small, and that no
higher clusters aro formed to deplete the dimer concentration, the following
approximation is given for the equilibrium ratio of dimer to monomer number
density

-~-

oxp 4 T - (

= 5.04 >,

(2.6.1)

This relation is scaled to the high-temperature approximation of Stogryn and
Hirschfelder (Stof)')), also

-

given by Hagena (Hag71):

- 2.52 >; ;< (-)

(

0.25 4

0.057

0.0107
.0107 \
2)
ÍTyTfo ) • (2.6.

In these equations u is the low energy hard sphere diameter of the assumed
Lennard-Jones interaction potential, a = 3.35 A for Argon. The temperaturedependence of the two relations is given in figure 2.6.1.
Knuth uses the relations given by continuum theory (section 2.2) to
obtain the behaviour of the density ratio a.s a function of the distance to
the nozzle, all the way assuming equilibrium conditions. A sudden freeze argument fixes the final dimer fraction to the position where its increase can
no longer be supported by stabilizing collisions between monomers and virtual dimers. The number of these collisions is calculated from local density
and temperature, similar to our treatment in section 2.3, using as a free
parameter

the efficiency q for stabilization. The latter is determined by

comparison with selected experimental dimer fractions. The resulting efficiency is represented by

q = 0.4

exp - - '

12.6.3)
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which in turn gives the diraer fraction at the freezing location
7/5
~

2 Ry 2/5

5/3

= 0.Í

(2.6.4)

This tfidtion is shown by Knuth to represent existing dimer data very satisfactorily. As to formation of higher clusters, there are indications that
these begin to occur at a threshold dimer fraction of about 0.01.
Secondly we discuss the work of Hagena, as summarized in (Hag74).
Here the notion of corresponding states for condensing expansions is introduced. It gives a way of reducing reservoir conditions by suitable combinations of characteristic quantities of the gas used, so that for other gases
the same reduced reservoir conditions give the same amount of clustering.
The reduced parameters which must be chosen equal are the source pressure and
temperature, the specific heat ratio, and the nozzle exit radius. The nozzle
geometries must be chosen so as to give corresponding supersonic flowfields.
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The parameters are scaled according to

"o

=

kT /c

o

(2

-6-5)

As a typical quantity to fix the amount of clustering the average clustersize
// is used, as measured in the extracted cluster beam. Experiments have proved
the correspondence to be fulfilled very satisfactorily in the region ft of
the order of a few thousands, for the rare gases.
Hagena derived a similar set of scaling relations for the variations
of reservoir conditions resulting in the same amount of clustering, when the
gas and the nozzletype used were kept the same. By skilfully tracking upper
and lower bounds for the ratio in which each time two of the variables r ,
-o
.'' and H t can be changed without a resulting change in clustering, Hagena
arrived at the following scaling law
-o

n
(2.6.6)

, 0.5

2' = 2.5 - 0.25 q

, 0.5 < </ < 1

for

f

= 5/3 .

Experimental results affirm the validity of these scaling laws, giving q
and r> values in accord with equation (2.6.6) (Hag72, Gol72).

Our results

will be discussed further on.
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3 Apparatus and experimental proceedings

3.1 The molecular beam machine'
All measurements were done in the second time-of-flight machine (TOF II)
of the Eindhoven Molecular Beam Group. In this chaoter we will discuss its
major features, for a full description the reader is referred to the thesis
of Beijerinck

(Beij 75)/ and for details of e.g. calibration procedures to a

paper (Beij 74) on the present machine's predecessor TOF I. Facilities which
are of special importance to the present measurements are discussed separately in the next two sections. These are the cryopumping arrangement, which
can be considered the basic asset for the low level of interaction effects in
our supersonic molecular beam sources, and secondly the time-of-flight
facility, which allows the high velocity resolution of the parallel velocity
distribution measurements. The aspect of automation will be discussed in the
context of the measuring procedures, at the end of the chapter.
A schematic view of the machine is given in figure 3.1.1. Its primary
design aim as a machine for total cross section measurements with thermal
beams is clearly recognizable. Firstly the considerable total length is due
to the angular resolution requirements, and secondly we see the secondary
supersonic beam set-up which provides a scattering center giving a suitably
small relative velocity spread of the colliding particles. Meanwhile
scattering of the primary beam outside the scattering center must be negligeable, so the mean free path must be an order of magnitude larger than the
length of the apparatus. This leads to the requirement of operating pressures
in the low 10

Torr range. In the first three stages of the apparatus, where

the influx of gas from the primary and secondary beam sources is a point of
consideration, 20 K cryopumps together with diffusion pumps

are used to

maintain this working vacuum. Further downstream the background density must
be low enough to give a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio at the detector. A
partial background pressure in the 10
gas,

Torr range is required for the beam-

but due to mass analysis of the ionized particles the total pressure may

be higher by a factor 100 if we restrict ourselves to gases with a molecular
mass not coinciding with one of the major peaks in the background mass
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spectrum (masses 2, 16-18, 28, 43-44, due to hydrogen, water, nitrogen and
hydrocarbons respectively). In practice the estimated total density at the
detector's ionizer corresponds to a pressure of 10

Torr. It is attained

through the use of three differentially pumped UHV chambers, 4,5 and 6 in figure 3.1.1,

bakeable to 400° C (Beij 7 3 ) . The UHV system is closed off from

the first three vacuum chambers except during measurements. The whole
apparatus is controlled and guarded by a modular safeguarding system (Beij
74a), which in turn is placed under control of a process-computer during the
measurements.

I

3.2 The cryopumping facility

3.2.1

The cryo-distribution system

Our group has put considerable effort into providing several vacuum
chambers with cryopumping facilities. Cryooumps can be used as conventional
vacuumpumps to reduce the random background pressure, but for molecular beam
work much more interesting is the possibility to use them as "in-?itu" pumps
near beams, for molecules with not yet randomized velocities.
A cryo-distribution system has been built (Ses 7 2 ) , consisting of the
following parts (figure 3.2.1):
- A two stage Stirling-machine, delivering cold to fan-driven 20 K and 80 K
circulation circuits containing pressurized Helium.
- A distribution station, enabling four independent cold-users to switch
their cryopumps and shields into the 20 and/or 80 K circuits. An auxilary
circuit is available to keep inactive users at room temperature.
- The cryopumps and radiation shields in the four molecular beam machines.
The circulation loops consist of 10 mm tubing mounted in vacuum tubes of 10
cm diameter. These are pumped by the 20 K transport lines. They run from the
Stirling-machine in the basement to the distribution station in the main
laboratory room, and then radiate towards three molecular beam apparatus. The
fourth "user" is a short

idling loop, also used for performance tests.

The Stirling-generator has a rated output power of 50 Watt at 20 K, 300
Watt at 80 K. In practice the output temperature follows from the temperatureload characteristic of the machine, 20 and 80 K are nominal values. The heat
capacity of the Helium gas in the circulation loops is high enough to ensure
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a temperature increase of less than 1 K in the 20 K circuit, at a 50 Watt
external load, when the system operates at the normal circulation pressure
of 25 atm. Due to excessive losses however, caused by spurious flow inside
the distribution station circuits, we have been forced to lower the pressure
to about 8 atm, to achieve a compromise between system losses and temperature
increase in the user cryopumps.
The cryopumps consist of part of the 20 K circulation loops, with copper
sheet bent to the required shape soldered onto them. Radiation shields are
constructed in a similar way, using the 80 K circulation loops. Alternatively

I

we often use multilayered aluminum-coated mylar superinsulation, the still
considerable amount of 20 K power available makes very critical designing
unnecessary.
Data on the oerformance of the system in normal operation are taken from a
checkover by

De Warrimont (War 75). For the standard situation of three

active users, Helium pressure 8 atm, each user has available 10 to 15 Watts
cooling power at 19 to 22 K, transported by a volume flow of about 50 cm
Helium gas per second per user. The corresponding temperature increase over
the users cryopumps is 2 to 3 K. The system itself consumes 7 Watts in the
circulation fan and 5 to 20 Watts through internal flow losses in the
distribution system.
The system uses 11 kW electric power, and about 1 m /h cooling water. The
total effective pumping speed supplied to the three connected apparatus is
estimated at 25000 1/s. The system is kept running continuously, with every
three weeks a day off for maintenance. Major overhauls, taking two days, are
twice a year. Users can switch-off during a run without disturbing the others.
Normally it then takes 8 hours to warm up to room temperature after which the
apparatus may be opened. For switching-on a user must wait for the others
measurements to have ended, for after the switch-on it takes 2 to 3 hours for
the system to reach stable operating temperatures again.

3.2.2 Cryopump performance
The pumping speed of a cryopump which is small compared to the size of the
vacuum chamber is proportional to the sticking coefficient s. If the value of
S is sufficiently high, a change from, e.g., 0.90 to 0.999 has no dramatic
effect on the performance. The situation is entirely different, however, if
the cryopump covers nearly the whole wall surface. For high sticking coefficient s the background density at a given gas flow into the chamber is nearly
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proportional to the reflection coefficient r, with r = 1 - s. These conditions
apply, e.g., when using cryopumps for the evacuation of the sourcechamber in
supersonic molecular beam production.
For cryopumps in the 20 K temperature range no reliable value of the
sticking coefficients of condensable gases, such as Ar and N , can be
obtained from theoretical considerations, for normally the density near the
condensing surface deviates enormously from the equilibrium vapor density
(equivalent vaoor pressure below 10

Torr). On the other hand experimental

data in this temperature region are scarce

(Eis 70), and the discrepancies in

experimentally determined values indicate the considerable inaccuracy of the
stated results. Therefore we have undertaken a direct measurement of the
reflection coefficient, by observing the gasflow reflected from the cryopump
surface (Hab 75). For sticking coefficients near unity this gives more
reliable information than the conventional method of measuring the sticking
coefficient through observat ion of the apparent pumping speed of a cryopump
surface.
Our data are summarized in figure "i.2./. Values of the reflection coefficient, calculated from the measurements, are given as a function of the gasflow per unit area of the cryopump. Th« gas used was Nitrogen, at an
estimated temperature of 381/ K. The cryopump temperature was 16 ± 1 K, ice
thicknesses of up to 3 mm were used. The reflection coefficient is shown to
-3
'I
be less than 5 10

for gasflows up to 40U Torrliters per second per m"

cryopump area. A conservative estimate of the possible error in the stated
reflection coefficient values is a margin of ± SCK. An additional datum from
our measurement is the density of the condenzed layer. We found a value of
2
-3
8.3 10 kg m , which is in reasonable agreement with the value fcr solid
3
-3
Nitrogen ice, 1.026 10" kg m
at 21 K (Rub 6 8 ) . This result suggests that
the condensed layer consists of massive ice, and that it is certainly not
snow!ike. This knowledge is helpful to judge the possibility of clogging of a
cryopump.
Unfortunately the above results cannot be applied immediately to
the present situation, firstly because here we use Argon instead of Nitrogen,
and secondly because the actual cryopump temperature is 19-24 K instead of
15-17 K, which at the time was our estimate of the normal operating temperature of the cryosystem. In spite of the difference in circumstances we will
give an estimate of the reflection coefficient for the present case.
Firstly we remark that changing from Nitrogen to Argon is expected to give
a lower reflection coefficient. Around 20 K the vapor pressure of Argon as
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compared to Nitrogen is lower by about a factor 1000 (Flu 61).Argon
at 19 K has the same vapor pressure as Nitrogen at 16 K.
Secondly a set of measured data obtained by Mascher (Mas 64) indicates
Nitrogen reflection coefficient values close to zero for temperatures up to
30 K, provided the particle flux to the cryopump corresponds to a chamber
pressure considerably above the saturated vapor pressure at the cryopump
temperature. In our case, using Argon as the inlet gas, the latter condition
is always satisfied.
Thirdly the observed performance of our supersonic sources, which we will
discuss in section 3.4, is inconsistent with the assumption of a reflection
coefficient value above 5 10

, the design value. To be on the safe side we

checked its performance while increasing the cryopump temperature several
degrees above normal operating conditions, up to 27 K. No deterioration was
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observed, so in view of Mascher's results, and of the theoretical dependence
(Bai 71) of the reflection coefficient on the temperature we conclude that it
is safe to assume a value less than 5 10 " for our actual measuring
conditions, Argon on a 19-24 K

cryopump.

Finally we consider the effect of the gasload on the value of the reflection
coefficient. The range of the experimental gasflux is roughly 1 to 50 Torrl
s

m

, and

icelayers up to 2 mm thick occur. The effect of the incoming

particle flux has not been measured for our experimental circumstances, so we
refer to the measurements reported in figure 3.5, which indicate small
effects for these small flux values. As to the cryooump surface we remark
that, even for the lowest gasloads applied in

practice, the surface is

always covered with ice to a depth of many molecular diameters. Taking
-29 3
3.8 10
m for the molecular volume in Argon ice, as follows from the
density 1.77 10

kg m

(Bea 61) one finds an accress of 3.7 monolayers per
-1 -2
m
. I n these circumstances

per second at the lowest gasload of 1 Torrl s

the only way in which the thickness of the icelayer influences
the reflection coefficient is through the temperature difference building up
between the cryopump surface and the top of the layer. The temperature
difference is caused by two heat sources. First there is the condensing gas
which produces roughly 1 joule per Torrliter (Flu 6 1 ) . Then the room temperature surfaces inside the cryopump emit 0.02 Watt per cm
emission coefficient 0.4

if we assume an

(Wut 6 1 ) . In our experimental conditions the second

contribution is by far the larger. Typically a temperature difference of 0.1 K
would result from 10 Watt radiation onto 0.1 m

cryooump covered by a 2 mm

Argon ice layer. The thermal conductivity value of 2 Watt m
of solid Argon

K

used is that

ice (Whi 56). This temperature rise is much smaller than the

range in which we varied the temperature to study the temperature dependence
of the reflection coefficient. Therefore the influence of the thickness of
the ice layer may be neglected.
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3.3 The time-of-f1ight facility
3.3.1

Introduction

Velocity analysis of a molecular beam is mostly effected by imposing an
uoper and lower bound on the time required by the particles to travel a fixed
distance along the beam axis, and measuring the fraction coming through. A
well known device is the Fizeau-typo velocity selector, which delimits the
time interval mechanically by means of a number of slightly offset rotating
disks with circumferential slits through which tt.e beam passes. In contrast,
timo-of-flight

(TOF) devices generally combine mechanical and electronic

moans to do limit the travel-through time. Discussions of the relative merit
of somo poDular timo-of-flight measuring schemes, and of the velocity
selector method, are given by Beijerinck

(Beij 75) and Raith (Rai 7 6 ) .

We use the so called single-hurst TOF-method. By means of a slit in a
rotating chopper disk a burst of oarticles is periodically transmitted.
Simultaneously the slit causes a trigger pulse by a lamp-photodiode combination. A detector is placed downstream, its distance [-,„„„ to the chopper disk
determined

the flightpath. On receiving the trigger pulse the detector

electronic* starts slicing the time into equal intervals, called timechannels,
of given length ' ,. For each timechannel a count is maintained of the total
number of particles detected in the time interval corresponding to it, and
this count is updated during each "sweep" triggered by the opening of the
chooper.
We will denote tie f]iglittimo from chopper to detector by ". For tiraechannel
;, ; numbered 1, 2, ... it is given by

(3.3.1)

+ T

Here T is mainly the interval by which the start of the serial timechannels
o
is delayed after chopper-open time. This delaytime can be considerable due to
the possibility of inserting an arbitrary number of dummy timechannels before
the start of channel number 1, thus reducing memory requirements.
Figure 3.3.1 gives the timing of one sweep. It shows the different
contributions to the delaytime r

T
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Here >i
is the number of leadinq dummy timechannels, T is the interval
delay
?
i
j
between the opening of the triggerslit and the central time of the beair, transmission function, T

is the time between the opening of the triggerslit and

the starting of the timeslicing sequence by the detection electronics/ T
finally is the time the particle needs to travel from the ionizer, which is
the actual detection site, to the electron multiplier where the corresponding
pulse is generated. The delay between the generation of the particle pulse in
the multiplier and the actual counting in the current timechannel is
negligeable.
The contributions i

and T

are associated with the chopper/synchronizer

assembly. A description follows in section 3.3.2. The interval T^ will be
discussed in the subdivision on the TOF-detector. Then, after a brxef
description of the TOF-interface controlling the timeslicjng and data storage/
we treat the measured TOF-spectrum following from a given source-intensity
distribution, in section 3.3.3.

3.2.2 Apparatus details
The apparatus components constituting the TOF-facility have been described
in considerable detail by Beijerinck. (Beij ~>b) . We will use part of his
description in the present work.

The chopper/synchronization assembly
The chopper is an home-built electromotor with three aluminum disks on its
axis. It is placed within the vacuum of the second chamber of the apparatus
(figure 3.1.1). Each disk has two slits opposite to each other, so one chopper
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revolution corresponds to two trigger periods. In figure 3.3.2 we show tht
configuration of the slits in tho three chopper disks. Of the threo-step slit
in the first disk the wide outer one serves for synchronization. The two
narrower slits perform tiv5 actual beam chopping. By adjusting externally the
distance between the chopper axis and the beam one cf the two is chosen
according to the require 1 TOF-rosolution. The broad slits of the second and
third disks orevent low velocity particles from arriving at the detector
during the next triggerperiod(s).
In figure 3.3.3 wo give a plot of the time-of-f3ight

-

vs. the time of

arrival ' , at the detector. We see that the boundaries of a timechannel
correspond

to vertical lines in the figure, as they are indifferent to the

velocity of a oarticle. On the other hand the opening and closing edges of the
chopper slit correspond to unit slope lines, for the flighttime •• is precisely
the difference between the times of arrival at the detector and the chopper.
The small rhomboid area in the figure contains the particles which can be
detected in the present timechannel. Generally a shutter at distance I from
th" detector is characterized by a straight, line

r , + constant

(3.3.3)

Thus the trailing edges of the second and third chopper disks give increasingly steeper lines. The cut-off cf the third disk occurs towards the end of the
current sweep, the second disk is meant for very slow particles, which could
be transmitted through the third disk during some later trigger period.
The narrow slit in the third disk (figure 3.3.2) enables us to use the
chopper as a velocity selector by reversing its direction of rotation. This
gives a way to calibrate the flighttime scale.
The synchronization unit (figure 3.3.4) generates a triggerpulse the moment
the wide slit in the first disk opens to a lightbeam. The position of the
llghtbeam with respect to the plane defined by the molecular bean and the
chooper disk must be known precisely. The whole assembly is movable in tne
direction perpendicular to this plane. The molecular beam passes through a
visor fixed to the assembly. Using this the correct position can be adjusted
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externally to an accuracy of 0.1 percent of the triggertime. The wide
synchromzation slit gives us the possibility to trigger the electronics of
the detector before the beam slit opens. This allows

another calibration of

the flight-time scale by replacing the molecular beam with a lightbeam.
The contribution :

to the total delaytime

is due to the width of the

synchronization slit. From the specifications of the slits, given in table
'. '. 1 , we find

1
in which

( i . 3. 4 )

'r
'_

is the time between two triggerpulses. Further

. = A ± 1 .s
is an artificial
time

delaytime

13.3.5)
in the triggerpulse preamplifier. The start-up

of t:,e timeslicing electronics can be neglected.

The open times of the narrow and the broad beam slits are 0.0065 '."
and
,' r
0.02(1 ."_ ^ respectively. We will see Lhdt the corresponding gate times, 45 us
and 140 ;,s for a typical triggertime of 7 ms, are the main factor determining
the velocity resolution of the apparatus (about I'l) .

Table 3.3.1 Geometry of the chopper and resulting timing

disk thickness

1 .5 mm

disk outer radius
effective radii:

slit widths :

I
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73.5 mm

broad beam slit

76.5 mm
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Figure 3.3.15 shows the home-built detector assembly, mounted in the inner
dpt.ector-charnber. The detector is placed horizontally, perpendicular to the
molecular boan, which passes through the inner chamber without hitting any
surface. The detector consists of an ionizer, a quadrupole mass filter, a set
of deflection plates,and an electron multiplier. A bellows allows external
adjustment of the assembly by means of three micrometers. Output pulses of
4
the electron multiplier
tive amplifier

(~ ri 10

electrons/ion) are fed into a charge sensi-

(Sitntec P—11). Further amplification and analysis is done with

an ampl if ior/ pulseheight-analyzer

(Ortec 48f>). All input pulses above the

preset lower level cause a pulse at the digital output, which is connected to
the TOF-interface. A detailed description of design and construction of the
detector is given by De Jongh (Jon 74, 7 S ) .

...-'.5 '!''••: '!'•?[•'-:elector in the detector chamber, '"he view is towards the
pri^ary-i cam source. 1) ioniser; Í1) quadrupole mass filter; 3) ion-deflection
'mil; 4) electron multiplier; 5) labyrinth to suppress

photon-hachnround;

>') mil of inner detector chamber; 7) wall of outer detector chamber;
c

') micrometer; 0) movable ile.tcotor flanic.
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First we describe the ioriizer/ using the schematic view of figure 3.3.6.
The molecular beam passes through a ribbon-shaped electron beam with a kinetic
energy of about 100 eV. The electron beam enters through a 3x1.5 mm

slit in

the semicircular anode. It is deflected by the electric field between the
anode and the extractor electrode, which is kept at a negative potential with
respect to the anode. The extractor is placed on the axis of the anode
cylinder. This same potential gradient in the ionizing region acceItrates the
formed ions towards the extractor. The electron current density is limited by
the requirement that the extracting field must be strong enough to compensate
the effect of the space charge of the electron beam, which tends to trap the
newly formed ions. We remark that this is a basic requirement for a detector
used in a TOF-apparatus. The actual maximum allowed current density in our
case is 280 A m

, with a local value of 800 V m

for the electric field

between anode and extractor, when the electron beam is absent. More

details

on the geometry and the electric settings are given in (Beij 7 5 ) .
The ions pass through a hole in the extractor and are further accelerated
into the quadrupole mass filter. The effective ionization volume is determined
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by the acceptance of the quadrupole and the thickness of the electron beam
measured alonq the quadrupole axis. This results in a more or less cylindrical volume element (see figure 3.3.6) of about 3.5 mm . This estimate follows
from a two-dimensional scan of the ionization volume, obtained by moving the
detector as a whole using a 0.2 mm diameter molecular beam as a probe. The
resulting effective ionization length for beam molecules is 1,. 75 mm.
The quadrupole mass filter consists of gold plated quartz rods, which are
enclosed between two endplates with four accurately machined holes. By
apolying a well defined combination of DC and AC voltages the quadrupole acts
as a mass filter, focussing ions with a mass-to-charge ratio within an
adjustable interval and def.ocussi.ng all others. The principle of operation
was first discussed by Paul (Pau 5"3) . The quartz rods have a diameter of
7.00 mm. They are spaced in accord with the optimum ratio (1.148) of the rodradius to the radius of the inscribed circle, as given by Everdij (Eve 7 3 ) .
The length

of the rods is 130 mm. The conducting gold cover is divided into

short entrance segments of 15 mm followed by the main segments, 104 mm long.
The effect of the extra segments, to which only the AC-voltage component is
aoplied, is discussed by Brubaker (Bru 6 8 ) . In our rase they give a measured
transmission gain of about a factor 3.
From the ionization efficiency for beam particles, calculated from the
electron density and the effective ioniaation length, and the total beam
detector efficiency, derived from measurements using an effusive source to
produce a molecular bearo of calibrated intensity

(Beij 7 4 ) , we estimate the

transmission of the quadrupole at about 1 ()'.,. This is a disturbingly poor "alue
in comparison with reported values from other systems (Eve 7 6 ) . We attribute
this mainly to the use of earthed endpiates in the quadrupole. These impose
severe restrictions on the exit conditions of the transmitted ions. Another
effect which is enhanced by this design is the splitting which appears in the
mass peaks when scanning the nominal transmitted mass setting. Figure 3.3.7
shows the mass 40 line, measured using a continuous Argon beam, at several
mass-resolution settings. De Jongh (Jon 75) has shown that this structure is
correlated to the even or odd number of quarter wavelengths of the free
oscillation of the particles in the quadrupole. This determines the imaging
of the entrance hole on the exit hole. To our knowledge the phenomenon has
not been reported before. The combination of considerable collimation at the
exit of the quadrupole and virtually monoenergetic ions seems to be necessary
for its appearance. Where these conditions are not fulfilled
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effect is not observed, even at extremely low resolution settings. A practical
consequence in our case is the higher stability required from the quadrupole
supply voltages, since mats-tuning is more critical than expected.
Having passed through the quadrupole the ions are accelerated towards the
cathode of a copper-beryllium electron multiplier which is placed off-axis.
The ions are guided by a set of deflection plates between the uass filter and
the electron multiplier. A grid in the lower deflection plate allows photons
generated in the ionizer tc go straight-on, without hitting the multiplier. An
important source of low energy noise pulses is eliminated in this way.
The detection efficiency is proportional to the time

the beam particles

take to travel through the ionizer. Under normal operating conditions the
total efficiency of the <f- tector is 6 10

counts per particle, for Argon

beam atoms at s. velocity of 1000 m/s.
A serious defect existed in the detector at the time of r-ur measurements.
The detection efficiency was observed to jump intermittently to values as
much ds a factor S different. This prevented a calibration of the efficiency
by measuring the intensity from an ideal effusive source (Beij 7 4 ) , as no
reproducible results were obtained. The efficiency stated above is an
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estimate of the average situation during the measurements. Recently the
source of the irregularities was eliminated, and reliable absolute intensities
could be measured.
The traveling time of the ions through the detector gives a contribution
:

to the total delay time. We calculate r =a 6.5 us. Due to the width of the

molecular beam the ion energy is smeared out slightly. The corresponding
spread of the trave.l-through time is ± 1.5 ;.s. The time-lag in the pulsehandling electronics is less than 0.5 ..s, which we consider negligeable

i
">r

= 6.5 ±

H . 3.6)

us

" •:•'-:ntc}'face

The data acquisition and experiment control of the TOF measurements is
oerformed by a PDP-11 minicomputer. The time-scaling and multichannel storage
function required for these measurements has been implemented in a specialpurpose interface to this computer. The interface has been described by Geel
(Gee '!'.', 7T, 7^a). We briefly give the most important soecifications.
Tlmechannels of the required length are derived from a 6.4 MHz crystal
-4
. Channeltimes of 2.5,

oscillator, with a stated frequency stability of 10
r

>, 10, ...., 160 ;,s can be chosen. The number of leading dummy timechannels

can be set to 1, 3, 7, ... 255. Both settings are under program control. The
high 'iatarates which occur especially at short Channeltimes are handled using
the direct memory access facility (DMA) of the computer. The actual counting
of the incoming ion pulses is don« using two alternating buffers in the
interface. At the end of a timechannel the other buffer is switched on, and
the contents of the buffer just filled is added to the contents of the memory
word assigned to the latest timechannel.

' »v fj:'j>: t t'L"".c—saala
A calibration of the flighttime-scale was undertaken. The two methods used
have been discussed by Beijerinck

(Beij 7 4 ) . They rely essentially on measu-

ring signals corresponding to a well-known

flighttime.

The first method is to replace the molecular beam by a light beam, of
essentially zero flighttime, and to use a photomultiplier to generate the
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detecto- pulses. Referring to figure 3.3.1 and equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.2)
we ha%;e in this case

(3.3.7)

delay

if we take the central channel of the measured spectrum as channel number i.
By varying the triggerfrequoncy we can thus verify experimentally the
relations equations (3.3.4) and (3.3.5).
In the second method the travel time through the detector r

is also

included. A molecular beam TOF-spectrum is measured twice, first with the
trigqerfrequency chosen sufficiently low to ensure a spectrum not affected
by the chopoer cut-off, and then the sane spectrum at such a high triggerfrequency that the cut-off region just overlaDS the top of the spectrum.
Taking into account the different values of ',"f for the two measurements we
calculate the quotient TOF-spectrum. Figure 3.3.8 is a typical example. The
same is done for the chopper spinning in the reverse direction. Due to the
narrow slit in the third disk the resulting profile is triangular (figure
3.3.9). The edges in the calculated quotient spectra are completely determined by the geometry of the slit assembly. Measuring in the two opposite
directions of rotation gives the offset of the third disk with respect to the
first. Then measuring at different trigger frequencies enables the verification
of equations (3.3.4) through (3.Í.C,).
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The calibration measurements were performed by De Jongh (Jon 7 5 ) . The data
show clearly an inconsistency, resulting in an uncertainty of about 50 us "in
the zero of the flighttime scale. We have not been able to localize the source
of the trouble. Therefore we use the nominal values of r , i

and r

given

before, allowing for a possible error in the absolute value of the time-offlight corresponding to the 50 us inconsistency. Together with the possible
error in the value of 'j,,,nv > estimated at 5 mm, this results in a

2'i possible

error for particles at 500 m/s. If the inconsistency mentioned can be resolved
the remaining error in the measured flighttime will be less than 0.5» for
500 m/s

particles.

'•lenopy effects and counting frequency

effects

Previous experiments with the old machine TOF-I (Beij 74) have warned us
against the danger of

memory effects in the ionizer. The calibration measure-

ments discussed just now give a ready means to check these, since the quotient
spectra have a precisely defined shape. This enables us to verify that memory
effects are absent within our measuring precision.

On the other hand clear

evidence is available on the deformation of measured TOF-spectra by the
detector electronics for counting frequencies above 20 kHz (Die 73, Jon 7 5 ) .
This region must be avoided until a remedy is found.
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3.3.3 The time-of-flight detector signal
In this section we consider the relation between the measured TOF-spectrum
and the molecular beam source intensity. A standard procedure for the
calculation of the detector signal in a molecular beam experiment was
systematically described by Verstar (Ver 7 3 ) . The number of particles in a
volume element in phase space is given in terms of the known distribution
in source coordinates. Then we change coordinates to the variables which are
actually collimated by the apparatus. Using the Jacobian determinant of this
transformation, and determining the size of the phase space element from the
widths of the collimators, we find the number of particles apt to be detected.
Then the known detection efficiency gives the detector signal.
We use the results of section 2.5.1. The source coordinates are x , y^ , t ,
$
,i" , V, with x , y and t giving the position in the virtual source plane
x
y
v•O
v
and the time of passage, V the velocity and ß and S the x- and y-components
X
y
of the angle between the trajectory and the beam axis, which is the s-axis.
Consider the number of particles d .'.' given by

Of the variables used the set .."

y , ?, , <Z corresponds to the spatial

collimation variables. The range of x

and y follows from the part of the
V
V
virtual scurce visible from the detector through the source-side collimator,
the range of P , ß follows from the dimensions of the detector collimator
x
V
6
?• , f? we
d 7
and its distance to the source. By integrating d .7 over X1 , y ,
obtain the number d ,"/ of particles leaving the virtual scurce within the time
interval dt

, having a velocity in the interval dt',and eventually passing

through the detector
dß

(3.3.9)

Carrying out first the integration over the angles 8 , '} we write
x
y

heam

(3.3.10)

in which 9.(xs y ) is the position dependent solid angle of view from the
virtual source through the two collimators, the velocity distribution of the
beam intensity i,
(v) has already been used in section 2.5. The average Í2
bean
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defined in this way depends on the shape of the virtual source. If the whole
virtual source is uniformly visible from the detector we simple have

i. (0)
I can

(3.3.11)

d

in which i(ii) is the luminosity J integrated over the whole virtual source,
and C: } the solid angle subtended by the detector. We do not go into this
further, for equation (3.3.10) is of little practical value in view of our
ignorance of the precise form of the luminosity j.
The number of particles d N is written as

I

d2.V

= i. (V) Ü dt
1 earn
v

dV

[3.3.12)

The remaining variables t
and v are transformed to the chooDer and detector
V
collimator variables, according to the recipe given in the beginning of this
section. The new variables are I

a

and

d

the passage times through the

chopoer and detector plane respectively. The Jacobian determinant of the
transformation is

(3.3.13)

3 (t , t ,)
a
d
if we recall

"TW

that

„„

is the chopper-detector distance. This enables us to

write the number d ,V as

d2/1/ =

(V)

L,
TOF

The number of particles N
number

dfc

át,
d

a

passing through the detector during timechannel

k , corresponding to a time-of-flight 0
L
t

k " beam

TOF
0,

-

(3.3.14)

, is thus given by

L

TOF
„ 2

T

ald

(3.3.15)

From this we obtain the number of particles detected in channel k during a
whole TOF-measurement N , h y
periods /V

multiplication with the number of trigger-

and the detection efficiency n. . We have seen already that the

efficiency is proportional to the passagetime of the particles through the
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ionizer, so if the efficiency
V

., or flighttime 0

"

n

n

is given for particles of a given velocity

, we have

(3.3.16)

ref

"ref

The TOF-signal measured in channel k becomes

= i

beam

(L

L

VOF

n

TCF

ref 9ref
(3.3.17)

_2

beam k

y. TOF ref ref tv o d

expressed in the channel flighttime or the corresponding velocity respectively.
Taking e.g. the beam intensity distribution given in equation (2.5.5), we find

(3.3.18)

det,k
r- S

A .4
—)
u

S

(- -

,2j

n

ref "ref

U

L

TOF

Here S is the speedratio and 9 is the flighttime corresponding to the flowvelocity u.
One should note that the proper velocity distribution of the-density in
2
2
the beam is of the form V exp. The extra factor V

in the above equation

reflects the increasing width of the velocity intervals corresponding to one
timechannel for decreasing flighttime.
Returning to equation (3.3.17) we remark that the total beam intensity can
often be determined from the measured spectrum N,.

on the shape of i,

beam

(v):

without any information

cißtk
(3.3.19)

\

e

r e f
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If the number of measured points N ,
distribution
of
distribti
f i^
i ß

'beam

f f i i l
i
over a sufficiently
wide
interval we see

TOF

Seam

used in the summation covers the TOP-

TOF
2

d

V f öref

beam

beam j

(3.3.20)

A final remark must be made on a peculiar apparatus effect, caused by the
finite thickness of the first chopper disk. We illustrate it using figure
3.3.10, which is an exaggerated version of figure 3.3.3. Recalling equation
(3.3.3) we see that the straight lines corresponding to the edges of the
chopper slit have slopes which are not exactly one: the leading and the
trailing edge are located at LTQF +
respectively, with

d

and Lf0F - kda from the detector

the thickness of the chopper disk. The figure shows

that consequently the transmitted flighttime-interval is smaller than the

3.3.10 Plot of the flighttime 8
versus the time of arrival at the
detector''t,. The slope difference
of the lines corresponding to the
chopper slit edges is highly
exaggerated.
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value

T , the chopper gatetime if the disk were infinitely thin.

The flighttime interval A0 corresponding to channel k becomes

A9 =

T (1 a

)
J

TOF

(3.3.21)

A correction for this effect is part of the standard data processing sequence,
as will be described in chapter 4. The effect on the shape of the flighttimedistribution of particles detected in a given timechannel (see figure) will
be neglected.

3.4 The molecular beam sources
In the introductory section 3.1 we mentioned the fact that the TOF-II
machine was built to be a dual-beam machine for cross section measurements.
Hence two sites for molecular beam sources are present. The primary beam
source, located in the first chamber (figure 3.1.1), faces the TOF-detector
on the opposite end of the machine. The secondary beam source located in the
third chamber is directed perpendicular to the main beam, and faces its own
monitor-detector. The primary beam is velocity-analyzed, the secondary beam
detector is only intensity-monitored. We describe the two set-ups in the
following sections.

3.4.1 The plane-skimmer source
A vertical section of the plane-skimmer source used as the secondary beam
source is given in figure 3.4.1 (Hab 74). The view is taken in the direction
of the primary beam. Indicated are the nozzle-skimmer assembly, the cryopump
surfaces surrounding the whole set-up, and the detector. The nozzle and
skimmer form a separate unit, which is adjusted and mounted on its own vacuum
flange completely outside the apparatus. The unit is plugged in through a
100 mm diameter port. The position of the skimmer is fixed rigidly to the
supporting flange, the nozzle is movable in all directions through a bellows,
by means of external micrometers. Its distance to the skimmer is variable
over a 20 mm range. The nozzle-skimmer region is pumped separately from the

.."••#

region downstream of the skimmer. Both regions are enclosed by one cylindricaJ
cryopump. Labyrinths provide the required sealing between the two chambers and
between the nozzle chamber and the outer vacuum chamber. At the downstream
end the cryopump is closed by a cover in which a vertical slit is left open.
Behind it a movable storage detector is placed, which enables us to scan the
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50

100

(mm)

3.4.1 The secondary beam set-up. 1) nozzle; 2) skimmer slit; S) storage
detector; 4) labyrinth seals; 5) position of the primary beam; 6) i-aãiation
shield for the nozzle. The skimmer- and deteatorslits are oriented
horizontally} the detector is scanned in the vertical direction.

Table 3.4.1 Plane-skimmer source set-up

nozzte :
nozzle diameter (flow)

Jf 1 (alumina)

51.3 ± 0.6 um

jf 2 (quartz)

52.3 + 0.7 um

nozzle temperature

280 ± 5 K

nozzle pressure

50- 3000 Torr

nozzle-skimmer distance

10 mm

(adjustable range : 2.5 - 22 mm)

skimmer:
slit dimensions:

length 3mm. width

0.432 + 0.006 mm

wedge dimensions:

height

18 mm

full inner angle

30

full outer angle

40

detector:
ionization gauge Mullard IOG 10, control unit Vacuum Generators TCS 2
entrance slit

length (horizontal)

2.0

mm

width

0.5

mm

depth

0.5

mm

Clausing factor

0.685

estimated gauge temperature
positioning resp. to beam axis

400 K
-5 to + 20 mm

aryopump:
diameter

120 mm

overall length

350 mm

temperature

19-23 K
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vertical beam intensity profile. In the following we discuss the items
mentioned. Dimensions and further details are given in table 3.4.1.

Nozzle and gas-supply
Two nozzles were used, made from alumina and quartz respectively.' Their
construction will be described in section 3.4.3. Exit diameters were determined by flowrate measurements/ using a calibrated gashandling system (Vlu 75)
Accidentally the values found for the conductance are nearly equal for the two
-4
-1
of them, (3.75 + 0.05) 10
Is
at 293 K, corresponding to a 52 ym diameter.
The temperature of the nozzle is kept near room temperature by shielding it
from view of the cryopump by a room temperature radiation-shield. The gas
supply is regulated using a precision reducing valve. The pressure range is
about 30-3000 Torr, as limited by the decreasing stability of the reducing

•p.

valve at the lower end, and by the manometer used at the high end of the
range. Pressures are measured to an accuracy of 0.1% or 0.5 Torr below 800
Torr, and 0.3% or 5 Torr above 800 Torr. The Argon gas used has a nominal
impurity content of 50 ppm. The gashandling system is sufficiently clean and
leaktight to prevent substantial contamination.

... !
'. i
'

• ' !

-'••A

Skimmer
In the earliest supersonic molecular beam sources (Kan 51, Kis 51), as in
today's, the sskimmer is the component separating the expansion from the region
where only the beam is present. This separation is essential for the realization of workable vacuum conditions downstream, which is only possible using
differential pumping techniques.
Early skimmer designers arrived at criteria to avoid attached shocks in
front of the skimmer opening, by taking the outer angle of the conical skimmer
body sufficiently small, and to avoid the scattering from background built-up
inside the skimmer cone, by taking the inner angle large enough.
In modern machines often large enough pumping speeds are available to allow
a positioning of the skimmer further downstream, outside the continuum region
of the expansion. Formation of Shockwaves is then no longer a problem, but
the same requirement as before, of a small external angle, serves to keep
small the number of particles scattered from the skimmer side backwards into
.'it'

the axial region oi the expansion. A review was given by Bossel (Bos 71).
A powerful tool to assess the skimmer geometry in these nearly free molecular flow conditions is the combination of the virtual source formalism of
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section 2.4 with the optical analogon of molecular flow as discussed by
Beijerinck (Beij 75). Upstream from the skimmer the scattering density is
calculated as the light reflected from the skimmer surfaces, which are illuminated by the nozzle tip. For the surfaces inside the skimmer one takes into
account the radial extent of the virtual source to determine the minimum
inner angle at which no appreciable illumination occurs.
In the present source the skimmer assembly consists of a support with two
sharp blades mounted upon it. The support is wedge-shaped with a hollow
central section through which the beam passes. The width of the slit defined
by the two blades can be adjusted by advancing the blades towards the top of
the wedge. The inner half angle is 15 degrees. Consequently for a nozzleskimmer distance of 5 mm e.g. the virtual source must not extend appreciably
o
beyond 2.5 mm from the nozzle center. Using 5 wedges for the blades we
o
arrive at a 20 outer half angle. The edges of the blades are made as sharp
as possible, so that they present a head-on area which is small in comparison
with the area of the 0.4 mm wide silt. The density of particles reflected
from the skimmer support is kept small by taking the wedge sufficiently high
(18 mm).
'

Cryoptmp and labyrinth seals
The data given in section 3.2.2 also apply to the cryopump used here. As a
check-up pumping speed measurements were performed using a mock-up of the
source, provided with an ionization gauge to measure the density in the
' * , ! •

nozzle region. The measured density increased less than proportional with the
gasload applied, giving a variable apparent pumping speed. This phenomenon can
be •'«•tributed to the nonequilibrium density distribution in the chamber. For
actual working conditions, i.e. a flowrate of about 0-5 Torrl/s, the apparent
pumping speed is about 5000 1/s. Assuming that this corresponds to an
2
effective pumping area of about 0.05 m we expect an icelayer thickness of
about 2 mm at a total gasload of 10 Torrl. In agreement with the results of
section 3.2.2 no deterioration of the cryopump

performance was observed when

gasloads in this range were applied.
Labyrinth seals were developed (Hab 73) to avoid thermal conductance by
way of mechanical connections between the cryopump and room temperature
surfaces. In this way also damage by accidental pressure bursts is eliminated.
The feasibility of the seals was investigated using Monte Carlo calculations.
Random particle trajectories are generated, and the number of collisions with
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3.4.2 Calculated transmission
probability of linear labyrinth seal
versus d/w ratio, for different
reflection coefficient values.
d/w
cryosurfaces is recorded. From these we calculate the transmission probability
as a function of the reflection coefficient of the cryosurface. Figure 3.4.2
gives results for linear labyrinths, as a function of the ratio of width to
depth of the labyrinth-trenches. This type of labyrinth is used to seal the
cryopump from the outside vacuum, at the two ends of the cryopump (see figure
3.4.1). The seal between the two cryopump chambers is of a different construction. In both cases we could detect no effect of leakage for gasloads up to
5 Torrl/s. In this way we were able to confirm experimentally our estimate
that the reflection coefficient is less than 0.005 for Argon at operating
temperatures of 19-23 K.
Storage detector
The beam intensity is measured by a common

ion gauge, made into a storage

detector by closing its entrance opening up to a narrow slit. It is movable
by means of a micrometer, over a 25 mm range. The detector cover is enclosed
within a cryolabyrinth. The density n , in the detector is related to the
beam intensity by

n. A-, v, I A, r-2
dad

(3.4.1)
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Here A , is the area of the detector opening, L its distance to the source,
Vd

the average particle velocity in the detector, and / the beam intensity

measured at the detector. The Clausing factor C of the detector entrance slit
is calculated according to Clausing (Dus 55), using the slit measures given
in table 3.4.1.
During the measurements we found that the detector cover, and thus the
entrance slit, was inclined a few degrees with respect to the beam axis. This
is accounted for by substituting a suitably reduced effective area for A , in
the right hand of equation (3.4.1). The effect was also taken into account in
the processing of the beam profile measurements (section 4.3.3). The velocity
l), is calculated from the detector temperature, measured with a thermocouple.
The density n-, follows from the pressure p , as read from the ion gauge control
unit. In the relation between n-, and p , enters the normal operating temperature of the ion gauge used, as the control unit is adjusted to indicate the
correct pressure for these conditions. We

used an estimate of this tempera-

ture, no calibration of the ion gauge|controller assembly was undertaken.
Measured pressures on the centerline of the beam range from 2 10
to
-4
2 10
Torr. The background pressure, measured with beam off, is less than
—R
5 10

Torr. This pressure is attained only several minutes after switching-

off the beam. The same settling time is observed when scanning the beam
intensity in consecutive points at strongly decreasing pressures. We attribute
the timelag to the changing adsorption equilibrium of gas on the ion gauge
wall.
3.4.2 The skimmerless source
Figure 3.4.3 gives a view of the skimmerless supersonic source used for
the main beam of the apparatus. It consists simply of a nozzle, mounted on a
movable support within

a cryopump. The beam leaves the cryopump through a

3 mm diameter tube. No collimator is placed within the cryopump. Measures and
operating conditions are summarized in table 3.4.2. Three copper nozzles were
used, constructed according to the description of section 3.4.3. The nozzle
temperature is controlled by a heating element mounted on the nozzle and a
flexible copper connection to room temperature. The temperature is measured
using a thermocouple clamped to the nozzle body. The nozzle can be moved
externally in the vertical direction, by means of a stepping motor.
Positioning is accurate to 0.003 mm. The gas supply unit is identical to the
one of the plane skimmer source.
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60

100 m m

3.4.3 The skirmerless primary-beam source, a) nozzle; b) thermocouple unit;
o) heating element; d) 20 K aryopump; e) 80 K radiation shield; f) mylar
superinsulation.
The reason for the omission of the conventional skimmer from the design
is the lower background interaction level attainable in this way. Recalling
the optical anaiogon mentioned under the subheading skimmer in the preceding
section, our overall aim in the design of a skimmer is to minimize the
illumination by "reflected light" of the particles traveling along the beam
axis. This leads to slender skimmers, as far away from the virtual source as
possible. Instead, using cryopumps, we have the possibility to replace the
bright reflecting room temperature surfaces near the beam by dark grey shields.
One must keep in mind that this alternative cannot be used when the beam
source serves to generate a high density, such as e.g. in the case of a
secondary beam in a scattering experiment. This would necessitate placing the
cryopumpsurfaces in a high density region too, with rapid clogging as a
result. If one is interested in intensity rather than density, however, as
in the primary beam of the same experiment, a low reflection coefficient
cryosurface is clearly preferable to any skimmer. Assuming an infinitely
extended flat cryopump at distance I from the nozzle the density of reflected
particles n
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in front of the cryopump becomes

-'•

.ii

Table 3.4.2

Skimmerless-source set-up

nozz le:
diameter

optical

••/ 3 (copper)

20

if 4 (copper)

48.5 + 0.5

46.3 + 0.2 urn

(fS (copper)

87

85.0 ± 0.2 pm

shape: 60

flow

+1

18.2 + 0.2 ym

+1

full angle internal cone/ plane cut-off

pressure

20-3000 Torr

temperature

280 - 400

K

aryopump:
temperature

19-23 K

diameter

120 and 40 mm

overall length

280 mm
3 mm

diameter exit tube

eollimation:
selected collimator hole

A
25. 9

B
45 .4

C
92. 9

Mm

diameters position

1

diameters position

2

205

238

300

um

diameters position

3

215

504

1000

Utn

axial distance:
nozzle - cryopump exit

175 mm

nozzle - collimator

1

349 mm

nozzle - collimator

2

774 mm

nozzle - collimator

3

1829 mm

nozzle - first chopper disk
nozzle - detector

%

'

"

•"

454 mm
2107 mm

^
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n = 2v I V ~l I
r
r

2

(3.4.2)

Here I is the centerline intensity, v is the reflection coefficient of the
cryopump, V

is the average velocity of the reflected particles. The factor

2 arises from proper averaging over the cryopumpsurface. Assuming complete
a aommodation to the temperature of the cryopump and writing n for the
incoming particle density at the cryopump we have
n r c 12 V n

(3.4.3)

for a room temperature supersonic expansion against a 20 K cryopump. Inserting
19 -1
-1
s
sterad , we find for a cryopump at

typical values v = 0.005, I = 10
15 cm from the nozzle
a 5 10

(3.4.4)

m

which is far below the interaction level which can be realized using a slender
skimmer at room temperature as discussed above.
Finally we consider the growth of the icelayer in these circumstances. At
the given intensity and nozzel distance the flux on the beam axis is
?n — l — ?
4.5 10
m s

s

m

—fl

The corresponding growth of the icelayer is about 1.7 10

. This gives about 24 hours of undisturbed operation before clogging of

the exit tube becomes imminent.
Further details of the set-up, including the distances between the nozzle
and the different collimators along the main beam axis, are also given in
table 3.4.2.
3.4.3 Nozzle construction
Most nozzles used in supersonic molecular beam sources are so-called sonic
nozzles, consisting only of a converging section. The supersonic converging
diverging type nozzle is used when the effect of clustering is to be enhanced
(Hag 74). A very simple way to construct the former type of nozzles is
grinding-off the fused

end of a tube. If quartz is used nozzle temperatures

up to 1200 K can be used. Alumina nozzels fabricated in this way have successfully been used up to 2000 K (Beij 74b). When trying to make very small holes
it is better not to rely en optical inspection to stop grinding in time. A
convenient solution is to connect the open end of the tube to a vacuum system,
e.g. a leak tester. In this way holediameters down to a few microns are
realized easily. The two nozzles used in our measurements with the planesicimmer source were constructed in this way.
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In order to cover a wide range of nozzle Knudsen-numbers in our investigations we were obliged to use different nozzel sizes. A drawback of the
technique just described is, that one cannot be sure that all form parameters
will scale with the nozzel diameter. Especially the opening angle of the
internal ccne and the wall roughness in the throat region cannot be controlled.
To eliminate this risk a number of nozzles were constructed according to the
following scheme (CTD 75). Steel needles 3 mm thick
cones of 60

were ground to sharp

full top angle. Upon these a copper coating of a few millimeters

was grown electrolytically. The whole was machined to the correct external
shape. The last few hundreds of a millimeter of copper in front of the steel
needle were then

honed-off by hand. The progress was checked using a micro-

scope. When the steel needle was honed away to the desired diameter the
process was stopped and the needle was removed by carefully screwing it
backwards out of the copper nozzle body. Precisely round holes were obtained
of roughly 20, 40,and 80 vim as measured optically. Edge roughness was
observed to be small enough (==* 1 vim deviation

from true circular hole shape) .

These nozzles were used in the skimmerless source measurements.

3.5 Measuring procedures

3.5.1 The primary-beam configuration
The experimental conditions of the measurements performed in the primary
beam configuration have already been described. We reter to figure 3.1.1 and
table 3.4.2.
We investigated the effect of source conditions on the beam intensity and
on the beam velocity distribution by taking an extensive series of measurements, while

systematically varying experimental parameters. Two classes of

parameters can be distinguished. Firstly we have parameters which are
essential to give different source conditions, or to select different features
for observation. These parameters are the nozzle

pressure, temperature and

radius, which determine the expansion process, the radial offset of the nozzle
opening from the beam axis defined by two collimators, which enables us to
study the dependence of measured quantities on virtual source position, and
the setting of the detector mass-filter, to measure intensities and velocity
distributions of monomers, dimers and higher clusters separately. Secondly we
have a number of adjustable parameters to ensure results of the required
statistical accuracy, by measuring during a sufficiently long time, and to
keep at the same time the detector counting frequency at an acceptable level.
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These parameters are the number of triggerperiods, the choice of the chopperslit, the current of the electron beam in the ionizer, and the resolution of
the macs filter. A parameter which belongs in both sets mentioned is the
combination of collimators, which is varied as well in order to sample eitner
the whole virtual source or a small fraction only, as on the other hand to
influence the counting frequency.
The set of measurements was split in three series, each with one nozzle.
The nozzle diameters are listed in table 3.4.2. For each of these two major
runs were

performed, with the nozzle temperature at room temperature and

at about 100 degrees centigrade respectively. Each run contained substantially
the following items.
- A series

of short (low accuracy) measurements, mainly to fix the

intensity-pressure relation, but also giving information on the velocity
spectrum (speedratio and flow velocity). The pressure range is between
10 to 50 Torr and 3000 Torr.
- A series

of high precision velocity-distribution measurements.

- Zero to three scans of the virtual source, giving the intensity as a
function of radial distance, and sometimes sufficiently accurate for a
simple velocity-distribution analysis.
- A repetition of the first two series for dimers and higher clusters, but
for a much smaller number of nozzle pressures.
- Occasional trials to discover whether the outer regions of the virtual
source have a composition different from the center as regards the ratio
of monomer vs. dimer etc. concentrations.
Due to the uncontrollable variation of the detection efficiency mentioned in
section 3.3.2, no absolute intensity values could be determined. The
dependence of the intensity on source conditions was derived from sets of
measurements lying close in time, interspersed with frequent reference
I': •'

measurements at fixed source conditions.

) '
*

Most of the measuring time was spent on the high accuracy velocitydistribution measurements, and on the virtual source scans. To give an idea
of the measuring times used, requiring e.g. a precision of 1% in the top of a
typical TOF-spectrum, we must allow about 5 hours for a typical low intensity
monomer measurement, with 1 kHz counting frequency in the top, superimposed on
a 4 kHz background. A high intensity measurement, of 10 kHz in the top at the
same background, takes about 10 minutes for the same accuracy. In cluster
measurements the counting frequency is generally much lower than for monomers,
but fortunately the background becomes negligeable. The 1% precision criterion
100

•

•

:

.

was normally used when a detailed analysis of the spectrum was planned, cf.
section 4.2.5.
The measurements reported here were performed during 30 days. The series
was broken up by. four 2-day intervals for repairs or for changing the nozzles,
and by a number of 8-hour

intervals for partial warm-up of the cryopumps to

blow off excessive icelayers. By grouping long measurements requiring little
manual intervention into the night shifts we

were able to run almost

continuously for the rest of the time, for a total of about 400 hours.
3.5.2 The secondary beam configuration
The experimental set-up for the secondary beam configuration, with the
plane skimmer source and the movable storage detector, has already been
described. We refer to figure 3.4.1 and table 3.4.1 for details.
A series of beam intensity scans perpendicular to the beam axis was
performed while varying the nozzle pressure and the nozzle-skimmer distance.
Contrary to the primary beam set-up described in the preceding subsection we
note that

here the nozzle temperature and diameter are fixed, and that

clusters cannot be studied separately. The measurements represent a continuation of an earlier study (Hab 73), which was primarily concerned with an
experimental verification of the phenomenon of geometrical cooling. For this
reason we measured virtual source profiles using different nozzle-skimmer
distances, expecting to find a constant virtual source distribution. The
majority of the measurements was then devoted to a study of the dependence of
the virtual source parameters on the nozzle pressure.
The particular choice of a plane skimmer, instead of the conical type which
is more commonly used in supersonic molecular beam work, was prompted by
practical considerations. Firstly a ribbon shaped beam was required as the
secondary beam for the scattering experiments performed since then (Beij 75),
so that we were led to concentrate on this type of source/ secondly the
assumption of a gaussian virtual source profile gives a beam-intensity profile
which is readily expressed in

simple

functions (see section 4.3.1), whereas

a circular skimmer hole requires more numerical effort in the analysis of the
beam profile (see e.g. Bos 73, Sik 73).
In total a number of 50 intensity scans were performed (War 74). The data
were recorded manually and prepared for automatic processing in a later stage.
3.5.'3 Automation
The PDP-11 process computer has been mentioned already in connection with
the TOF-interface in section 3.3. In fact orginally, in 1971, the computer
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was installed mainly to serve as a multichannel-analyser. Since then its
application has been extended considerably by Geel and coworkers (Gee 73,75).
Presently 5 independent experimental apparatus are connected to the computer.
A real-time operating-system (HOSIE) was developed, which deals with the
concurrent demands of at most eight users on a level effectively invisible to
the users (Smi 75). Each user thus has his own virtual real-time machine. The
user-interface of the operating-system consists of a number of commands, by
which elementary tasks can be started up. Commands can be executed directly,
or they can be stringed into user programs to be run at a later time. Each
user has at his disposal a private slice of core memory, for storage of his
program and data. Further he owns a private file on the disk unit, to and
from which data- and program-slices can be swapped by means of the appropriate
commands. A number of data structures has been implemented, which are called
arrays. They differ by the length and the format of the elements. The user can
declare thsm, and operate on them sequentially by a number of commands. Apart
from the standard mathematical operations commands are available to fill
arrays from measuring devices, or to output (parts of) them to plotter, teletype or puncher. A final group of commands allows transfer of control within
a user program, and repetitive structures. The interfaces between the computer
and the experimental apparatus are connected in a standardized way to a
"userbus", which is an extension of part of the internal bus of the computer
(Vug 75). Typical interfaces are frequency- and voltmeter-interfaces, DACinterfaces for control voltages, reed-relay interfaces which output the 16
bits of a computer word as open or closed contacts for the control of e.g.
valves, and for safeguarding the apparatus, and stepping motor interfaces to
control the position of e.g. collimators.
During the secondary-beam measurements the construction of the interfaces
between our apparatus and the computer was in a very early stage. No part of
these experiments could consequentially be automized. In the data-acquisition
of the primary beam measurements on the other hand, we have profited liberally
from the computer control available. Series of measurements were run by a
flexible user program, which also attended to the safeguarding of the
apparatus, by monitoring the proper experimental variables. All data of a
measurement, e.g. the content of the TOF-channels and the sampled values of
trigger frequency, ionizer electron current, average background and signal
counts, were dumped in the disk-file at the end of each measurement, and a
selection was optionally output to the teletype. The further processing of
these data is described in sections 4.1 and 4.5.
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4 Data processing

4.1

Introduction
In the following sections we discuss the procedures used to obtain

from the measured data the results which will be presented in chapter 5.
As in many physics experiments, the amount of rarf data obtained is too
large to allow the drawing of conclusions on the value of physical parameters without first applying data reduction techniques. For this same reason
most of the data processing was done by computer. Before discussing each
operation in detail we will use this introductory section to give a review
of the data reduction procedure.
As described in section 3.4, there are two distinctive classes of measurements, namely the perpendicular beam intensity scans using the planeskimmer source, and the time-of-flight (TOF) measurements done with the
skimmerless source. The former set contains considerably less measurements
than the latter, actual numbers are about 50 and 1000. For the moment we
will concentrate on the processing of the TOF measurements.
The data of one TOF measurement consist primarily of the content of
the serial timechannels,

resulting in a series of typically 150 to 200 in-

tegers, and secondly of a set of extra data, typically 30 numbers containing
all auxiliary information for the evaluation of the measurement. These include e.g. the identification number of the measurement, coding numbers for
the setting of the multichannel-analyser interface, for the setting of the
detector and for the coilimator geometry, and numbers giving source parameters such as nozzle diameter, temperature, pressure, off-axis distance, and
other adjustable apparatus parameters. The set of extra data will be called
the parameter array of the measurement in the following. The total data of
1000 TOF measurements thus is of the order of 2 • 10 numbers.
A very simple and effective way to reduce the amount of data is to
apply the fourier transform and discard the not significant higher frequencies. Typically the number of significant fourier components of a measure5
4
ment is 10 to 50, resulting in a data reduction from 2 • 10
bers. Of these about 60%

to 5 • 10

num-

is administrative overhead, and the rest repre-

sents the reduced measured data. In this way, however, still no real progress
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is made towards representing the data in terms of the values of parameters
of a physical model. We have therefore used fourier analysis only when
needed for deconsolution operations.
The actual data reduction is done by least-squares analysis using appropriate model functions. The result is 2 to 15 numbers per measurement,
depending on the degree in which details can be distinguished through the
mist of experimental inaccuracy. They correspond to characteristic parameters of the distribution and the pertaining deviations and correlations.
The further analysis of the data, which will be discussed in chapter

"4
• "i

5, is mostly done by hand. Ideally this results in either phenomenological
relations between some parameters and source conditions, or experimental constants in theoretical relationships. In many cases, however, these give only
an incomplete representation of the actual data, and one is obliged to retain less condensed information, e.g. in the form of graphs giving the typ-

A

ical behaviour of the considered parameter.
In the following sections we first discuss in detail the procedures
used in the processing of the two sets of measurements. Then we give a brief
description of the least-squares routines used. Finally, under the heading
implementation, we discuss the practical realization of the data processing
apparatus.

4.2
4.2.1

Time-of-flight spectra
Introduction
We will call the raw time-of-flight spectrum f.v(1)
"' the series of pulse

counts accumulated per timechannel

of length T , during N,

half-revolutions

of the chopper, or triggerperiods. The index i numbers the consecutive timechannels. The corresponding time-of-flight 8. is a linear function of i, as
discussed in the preceding chapter. The following operations are part of the
standard data processing sequence applied to the measured spectra.
First a parallel series D (1) is generated, representing the estimated
standard deviations of the data F. (1) . From then on this deviation array is

Iv

processed in parallel with the data itself, and we will not mention it fur-

•'•'••Jt

»ME
ther in this brief overview. The data are then corrected for the effect of
the detector dead time, resulting from the fact that ion pulses can only be
detected separately when they are separated by a certain minimum time interval. After this the constant background contribution B to the detector signal is determined and subtracted from the data F.
signal F.
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. The resulting beam

is then corrected for the effect of the finite thickness of

the chopper disk, which amounts to a slight reduction of the transmission of
(4)
slower particles through the chopperslit. Finally the signal F.
is deconvoluted to correct for the finite width of the chopperslit, corresponding
to a chopper-gatetlme T .In this way we have arrived at the true time-offlight spectrum F.

as would have been measured by a hypothetical ideal

machine.
In many cases the sequence described above can be simplified by omitting the deconvolution step. The slit-width correction is then postponed
till after data reduction is accomplished. We will describe this step sepa1

rately in section 4.2.4, the other steps are discussed in section 4.2.2.
The following operations start from the corrected data F.

or F.

First (section 4.2.3) by appropriately summing the data over the pertinent
timechannels, we obtain the total beam intensity. Secondly information can
be extracted on the velocity distribution of the beam particles. This is
usually done by first normalizing the data in some way, whereafter parameters of the distribution are determined by least-squares fitting to one of
the several models used. This is discussed in section 4.2.5.

4.2.2

Correction of the TOF spectrum

Deviation array
The number of pulses N accumulated during a given time interval At
due to a random source of average pulse frequency v is distributed according
to a Poisson distribution. The probability density is

/(/I/)

(4.2.1)

with 77 = v • At the mean value of N and the variance a 2 equal to 77. For
large values of 77 the probability distribution is approximately normal with
the same mean and variance

flS) ~-

2N

(4.2.2)

For a correct weighting of the measured data F. later on in the processing
1
(1)
we need an estimate of the accuracy of the numbers F.

. W e use as an esti-

mate of the standard deviation o, which is the square-root of the variance,
the values
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..'.a-

(1)

D

i

, (1)
= (f..

(4.2.3)

This is a good estimate of the true value as long as F,

is sufficiently

large. Normally this condition is always fulfilled, actual values are mostly »

100. In certain experimental conditions, however, especially when

measuring the signal of high cluster masses, which have an extremely low
background count, the fringes of the measured spectrum contain very few
pulses. We have systematically neglected errors resulting from the application of equation (4.2.3) in these cases, the only precaution taken was to
change D.

-values which had actually become zero to a value i, in order

to avoid division by zero in the relative weight calculation later on.

Dead time

correction

The pulse count per timechannel

is affected by the dead time of the

detector electronics. If the detector is effectively blocked for a fixed

'„-',

time interval &t after each detected pulse, the count F,

nel is accumulated during a time Nj

"'

(1)

of a timechan-

it. Therefore we correct

the measured signal according to
(2) _
F

i

n

(1)

N

tr Td

(4.2.4)

and the same correction is applied to the deviations. The value of the dead
time &t should be about 1 ys, according to the characteristics of the electronics used. An experimental determination was undertaken by De Jongh,
using identical TOF spectra measured at different counting frequencies
(Jon75). No completely unambiguous results were obtained, due to memory
effects in the pulse-height analyser. However, the average trend of the effect of increasing counting frequency was reasonably accounted for with a
constant dead time value of 2.0 us, and therefore we used this value for
all the present data. In view of the uncertainty of this value and of the
memory effects we limited the maximum of the occurring counting frequencies
to 10 kHz during measuring runs meant for precise evaluations of the velocity dependence, which limits the correction to 2% at most. Otherwise an
upper bound of 20 kHz was maintained. Obviously the detector electronics
represents a relatively weak spot in the apparatus: although real trouble
is avoided by suitably choosing the apparatus settings it still costs us
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considerable amounts of measuring time.

Background
The signal /•'.

consists of a background contribution and the true

beam signal. The latter is determined by subtraction of the mean background
B, determined from the begin- and end-regions of the TOF spectrum where no
appreciable beam contribution is present. The limiting channel numbers of
the background regions are taken from the parameter array of the measurement. For background regions containing n. and rz timechannels

respective-

ly, the calculated background values are
(2)

-1
?

1,2

(4.2.5)

(1,2)

Errors due to the presence of a small beam signal in these regions or to
background variation coherent with the trigger frequency, are guarded
against by comparing for each of the two regions the observed spread to the
[ T. 'F.(2) - B,)2]h
(1)
respectively. The background B is then given by

expected value. For B. e.g. these are
B.

b =

(n. - 1)

and

(4.2.6)

+ n2 B2)/(,nx + n2) ,

and as a final check we test whether the relative difference

- B2

is considerably larger than 2, which could indicate variation of the background over the spectrum (assumed n. and n_ are more or less equal). As we
have always taken care to use a sufficiently large number of channels (at
least 50) for the background calculation, the accuracy of Í is considerably
better than of the F. (2) . Therefore we can subtract the background

(3)

= F

(2)

(4.2.7)

- 5

without having to modify the deviations D.

= D
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Chopper aoweation
The effect of the finite thickness of the first chopper disk on the
detector signal has been discussed at the end of'sect*io'ri"'3.3.3. We recall
that the transmitted time-of-flight interval A8 is approximately given by
-1

0.

' da LTOF

"'4

(4.2.8)

l

We correct the measured TOF-spectrum using
1-1

=F. ( 3 )

1 —

(4.2.9)
L

T0F

and the same for the deviations, in order to obtain approximately the time
spectrum as measured using a thin chopper disk. Actual values of the pertiuent parameters are given in table 3.3.1.

We remark that especially for

narrow supersonic spectra practically no deformation of the measured spectrum results, the effect then only being an intensity correction.

4.2.3

Total intensity
Once the corrected TOF spectrum F. (4) is determined, as described in

the preceding section, we are able to calculate the total intensity J.
First we determine the sum

J

=

F.l ( 4 )

(4.2.10)

in which the summation is assumed to extend over the whole range of the
spectrum. Due to the narrowness of a supersonic TOF distribution this condition is easily

fulfilled for supersonic beams, by taking the onset of

the cut-off by the third chopper disk sufficiently far away. According to
equation (3.3.13) the intensity is then given by

LTOF

(4.2.11)

Assuming that the whole virtual source can be seen from a detector of area
A-, at distance s, from the source, I is equal to the forward intensity of
the expansion.
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4.2.4

Deconvolution of tue chopper gate function
The time- or velocity-resolution of the appartus is mainly determined

by the gatetime

of the chopper. The next important contribution comes from

the detector channeltime, which is kept at about one third of the gatetime
so that it may be neglected.
The effect of the finite chopper gatetirae T

can be handled in a rig-

orous way by deconvolution, using the fourier transform of the measured
points. We have reserved this procedure for a special class of high precision spectra, the standard procedure being to analyze first all measurements
by a simple least-squares fit. The results of this analysis are then corrected using an approximation which we will describe presently. Afterwards
the high precision measurements are analyzed using the full deconvolution,
the results of the first analysis taken as starting points for the leastsquares optimizing routine. We will now first describe the approximate correction used in the first instance.
Consider the normalized velocity distribution f{V) of the density, as
derived from a TOF measurement with an ideal apparatus having negligeable
chopperslit width (cf. section 3.3.3)

f(V) = TT"*5 5 (1 -

exp[- S2{V u"1 - D 2 ] •

S'2) V2

(4.2.12)

For the high speedratio values needing an appreciable amount of correction
for the finite gatetime

in a real apparatus we may neglect the y 2 -depen-

dence. Then, writing W = V u

f*(W)

= IT"*5 S

exp

- Sz

- 1, we have

W2

(4.2.13)

.

The fourier transform 'í'f* is given by

{Iff*) {k) -

J f*{W) exp - ikw ãw ,

(4.2.14)

which results in
~>
{'d-f*)

\
(fe) = (2-rr)"^

V2
exp - -^—

.

(4.2.15)

4S2
The signal as measured with a real apparatus is given by the convolution

f{u) = / f*{W) G {W - w') äw' ,

(4.2.16)
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in which G is the gate function of the chopperslit. We assume
-1

for |w| <_h A
(4.2.17)

otherwise

This means that we neglect the finite cross section of the chopped molecular
beam, and that we replace the correct dependence of the effective chopperslit width as described in section 4.2.2 by one giving a constant velocity
resolution. The fourier transform of G is given by

(,/G)

(fc) = (2TT)

-h sin h k A
h kA

(4.2.18)

Using the convolution theorem of fourier analysis we write the transform of
the signal as
/7,
/-> i ~ 1
(k) = (2")

sin h k A
— \hT TK ~ ul —

ex

P

k2

(4.2.19)

4S 2

which can be approximated for small values of kb> by

approx

(k)

= (2TT)"1 exp {- -£— (1 + |-A2 S2)} .
6
452

(4.2.20)

We see that this corresponds to a measured spectrum of the form of equation
(4.2.15) with an effective speedratio value 5 given by
S = S (1 + i Á 2 S2)~h
6

.

(4.2.21)

An estimate of the speedratio S corrected for the effect of the chopper slit
width can therefore be obtained from the value 5 resulting from the uncorrected measurement using

S = 8 (1 - I A2 S2)~H

(4.2.22)

For A we must substitute a value equal to the ratio of the chopper gate time
to the mean time-of-flight of the spectrum. The same result can be obtained
using the second moment treatment (Jan75).
Comparison of the exact and the approximate transforms given in equations (4.2.19) and (4.2.20) respectively is a ready means to estimate the
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error introduced by the present approximation. To this end we calculate

)approx

(4.2.23)

for the actual values A = 0.015 and 0.050 resulting from the chopper slit
widths (table 3.3.1), and for typical TOF spectra of 3 ms average time-offlight. The results are plotted as a function of the speedratio S in figure
4.2.1,

We see that the narrow slit will cause no trouble over the experi-

mental speedratio range which extends roughly to 50. An exception to this
is presented possibly by high-precision measurements taken near the high
speedratio limit, when they are fully analyzed to remove all structure from
the residue. A similar picture as of figure 4.2.1 arises when we consider
instead of the expression equation (4.2.23) the maximum of the difference
of the two transforms equations (4.2.19) and (4.2.20), as a function of k,
which gives an estimate of the amplitude of the erroneous oscillatory structure in the residue induced by the approximation. We conclude that the use
of the broader slit for higher speedratio's forbids the use of the approximate correction if the detailed shape of the spectra is to be analyzed.

4.2.1 Relative deviation between the
exact and approximate Fourier-transform
of the convoluted velocity spectrum,
versus speedratio.

Ill

In the approximation used here the other convolution effects, namely
those due to the beam «ridth and the detector channeltime, can be accounted
for by replacing A2 in the above equations by the sum of the individual A.2.
The procedure used for the high-precision measurements consists of
first calculating the discrete fourier transform of the measurement up to
a sufficiently high order. This is then divided by the transform of the
gate function as given by equation (4.2.18), while at the same time the
transform spectrum is cut-off sufficiently far below the first zero of the
nominator. The deconvoluted and smoothed spectrum is retrieved by fourier
backtransforming.
The discrete fourier transform can be assumed equal to the sampled
continuous transform when the higher frequency components vanish fast enough
to prevent so-called 'aliasing' (Bri74). The sampling rate in the frequency
domain follows from the number of measured points N and the interval in the
time domain T ,. The discrete transform is sampled at frequencies

*l

= 2 TI Z
N Td

(4.2.24)

with the index I equal to 0, +1, ..., +_N/2.
4.2.5

Parallel velocity distribution
In section 3.3.3 we have seen that the time-of-flight spectrum F(6)

measured with an ideal time-of-flight machine reflects the velocity dependence of the virtual source luminance j'U'), and hence also the parallel
velocity distribution of the local density n(V) in the free molecular region
of the expansion. In this section we will discuss the methods we used to
determine parameters describing these velocity distributions from the mea-

1

surements. The resulting values depend of course on the chosen model function.

Simple Maxwellian distribution
The conventional choice for the model TOF distribution of the density
of a supersonic source is (Hag60)

F(6) = a 9

-1
exp [- Sz (Q 8~ - I)2] .

(4.2.25)

It corresponds to our equation (4.2.12). We will always use normalized
TOF spectra, therefore the value of a in the above equation depends on S
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i

and 9 according to

se

a=

5 + S~Z

1 + erf

(4.2.26)
+ IT5* S~l

exp

- S2

For all practical S-values (S > 3) this can be approximated by
5
3
a - n"* S ~Q

(1 - h S~~22))

(4.2.27)

and in most cases also the last factor can be taken equal to unity.
A quick way to obtain a first estimate of
the position 6

0 and S is to determine

of the top of the measured spectrum and its FWHM. The

estimate is

o = max
e
(4.2.28)
S - 1.67

6
max

-1
{FWHM)

for not too low S-values. Apart from providing an out-of-hand estimate of
the speedratio during the measurement, it can be used to supply the starting
values for the parameters of an iterative fitting proces later on.
The least-squares procedures used will be discussed in section 4.4.
Here we will present the model functions chosen for use with these procedures. We treated the distribution of equation (4.2.25) using both linear
and

nonlinear least-squares schemes. Both start from the measured points

corrected according to section 4.2.2.

The linear method uses a transform

of measured points F. and standard deviations D^ to F.' and D^' respectively:

= An
(4.2.29)

D.'
=
1

e.41F.~1 lD.1

.

The model equation (4.2.25) is written as

e^ F<e.)] =Pl • ce r a f e" 1 )** P 2 -(e ref e""11))
in which 9

(4.2.30)

is an arbitrary scaling time, conveniently chosen at the esti-

mated position of the top of the spectrum. From the measured F.' we then
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determine best values for p^, p2,and p 3 by a weighted linear least-squares
method. The corresponding values of a, S, and "Õ" are
-1

a = exp S = (- h p22
0 = - 26
ref

-1

(4.2.31)
-I

Against the obvious simplicity of this method stands the disadvantage that
for the evaluation of the expression equation (4.2.29) we must restrict the
number of timechannels used to the range where the signal F. is sufficiently large as compared to the noise D.. This implies rejection of data in the
tails of the spectrum, the more so the less accurate the measurement is as
a whole. Conversely for very accurate measurements a small inaccuracy in the
calculated background often seriously affects the results, as it cannot be
accounted for in this scheme. Also we observed an unacceptable dependence
of the resulting speedratio value on the criterion used for discarding the

4000-

0.0025

0.0030

4.2.2 Typiaal TOF-distribution analyzed using a simple Maxwellian model
function, o: measured points, proaessed according to section 4.2.2 and
normalized; —: best-fit model curve; x' postfit residue, enlarged 5 times.
Reservoir conditions are: nozzle diameter 18.2 \im3 pressure 2000 Torr,
temperature 380 K. The chopper gatetime is about 45 \is, timeahannels are
20 us.
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tails of the spectrum.
Therefore the analysis of the measurements was repeated using a nonlinear least-squares procedure, with the model, function
-1

exp

- I)2] ,

(4.2.32)

with the index i ranging roughly 3 times the spectrum FWHM. Inspection of
the results showed a marked structure in the residue, i.e. the measured
points minus the best fit approximation. Figure 4.2.2 shows a typical example, more or less in the center of the experimental speedratio range.
The oscillatory structure of the residue, shown 5* enlarged in the figure,
varies slightly with the speedratio. Its maximum amplitude is about 3-10%.
Largest amplitudes occur for the lowest speedratio's.
The observations can not be attributed to any apparatus effect, including chopper gatetime

and memory effects in the detection system. We

conclude that a function of the form of equation (4.2.25) is apparently an
incomplete description of the real velocity distribution.

Non-Maxwellian distribution
In the choice of alternative model functions we restricted ourselves
to distributions consisting of two components of the form of equation
(4.2.32), each with its own relative weight or population. The speedratio's
of the components were allowed to differ, and in some cases the central
time-of-flight too. Also the exponent -4 in the pre-factor was experimented
with. Specifically the following model functions were tested using a selection of high accuracy measurements, to assess their usefulness in a nonlinear least-squares fit:

(A) F(8) = Pj + (P2e"'*+ P 3 9 " 5 '
(B)

(C) FIB) =

(D)

(E) F(8) =

ex

P I-P

exp I-

{p2 exp l-P2(P4 8"1-!)2] + P

r 1 -!) 2 ]},

1
2
exp [-p 3 (p 4 e" 1 -l) 2 ] + p e " 5 ex
e P[[-p
p (6 (p
p e4 e"
" 1-l) ],(4.2.33)

exp[-p 3 (p 4 9" 1 -l) 2 ] + p g exp [-
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(F)

(G) F(6) = p1

{p

exp l-p

exp i-p

exp t-p.Cp.e"
-I)2] + p
4 (p 5

exp [-f

N
^-l) 2 ]}:

The relatively simple attempts (A) and (B) failed, i.e. they would not converge, regardless of the choice of the starting parameter values. The same
holds for the more complicated models (F) and (G). When trying out model
(D) the process would converge in a number of cases, but

careful experimen-

ting with the starting values was necessary. The models (C) and (E) converged
satisfactorily, and especially (E) proved very stable with respect to variation of the starting point.
We did not bother to inquire into the reasons causing this behaviour.
They seem to arise more from the technical details of the fitting process
than from physical processes in the expansion.
Our final analysis of the parallel velocity information in the TOF
spectra now consisted of the corrections described in section 4.2.2, then
the full fourier deconvolution of the chopper gata function, followed by a
parameter estimation procedure using the bimodal function equation
(4.2.33-E). Reserving a discussion of the results in terms of physically
significant parameters such as speedratio's and central velocities of the
two component distributions for chapter 5, we will presently discuss some
technical details of the analysis.
First the residual vectors showed a very pronounced structure, which
was however considerably smaller in amplitude than the noise in the original vector. The structure was apparently due to the cutting off of highfrequency noise in the fourier deconvolution process whereas low-frequency
noise is incorporated in the model function, resulting in a more or less
monochromatic spectrum of the residue. Indeed residual vectors, calculated
by subtracting the fitted model from the non-deconvoluted measurement, show
practically no structure, while their length distribution is in agreement
with the expected x2-distribution (Ead71):

= N - 7
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(4.2.34)

X
0.0025

9 Is)

0.0030

4.2.3 TOF-distribution analyzed using the model function equation
(4.2.33-E). o: measured points, processed according to section 4.2.2,
normalized and deaonvoluted for the chopper gatetime; -•-•- and
:
contributions of the model's two components; —; best-fit model function;
X : postfit residue, enlarged 5 times. Spectrum shown is the one of
figure 4.2.2. Note the reduction of high-frequency noise due to smoothing
in the deoonvolution procedure.

The summation range extends over the N points F. used in the fit. The
weights W. will be discussed in section 4.4.

Figure 4.2.3 shows the resid-

ual vector for the spectrum of figure 4.2.2.
Secondly the values of the speedratio's and the central flight-times
•

\

of the two Maxwellian components are such that the two distributions differ
not very drastically. In figure 4.2.3 the two components have been drawn in
to show their shape and relative population. The likeness of the two constituents also shows up in the high values of the calculated correlation
coefficients of several of the fitted parameters. As the correlation matri-

fi-

ces are substantially alike we can illustrate this by giving a typical ex-
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Table 4.2.1 Correlation coefficients of the fitted parameters of a typical
measurement

1.00

Pä

Ps

0.30

1.00

0.18

-0.94

1.00

0.41

-0.59

0.46

1.00

0.28

-0.99

0.95

0.59

1 .00

0.50

-0.93

0.80

0.74

0 .93

1. 00

0.08

-0.68

0.74

-0.12

0 .68

0 . 44

1.00

ample (table 4.2.1). Mostly we observe strong anticorrelations between p.
and p 5 # related to the relative populations of the two component

distribu-

tions, and also in the set p., p,, p&, and p 7 , which reflects the interchangeability of the two components and the fact that they are hard to distinguish.
In retro-perspective it appears that the representation of the measured spectra as the sum of two components which are so strikingly alike
has less physical significance than originally assumed. We will return to
this when discussing the results in chapter 5.

Deconvolution veoonsideved
Finally we discuss a complication which arises when the spectrum corrected according to the description of section 4.2.4 is analyzed by leastsquares techniques.
We have seen that high-frequency fourier components, normally representing experimental noise only, would be inflated by the deconvolution.
For this reason they are cut off, and the resulting corrected spectrum is
the transform of a linear combination of the lower-frequency fourier components. This, however, is not the best-fit linear combination in the leastsquares sense. This becomes clear when we recall that the fourier base is
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not orthogonal under the inner product weighted with the experimental standard deviations. The coefficients of the representation of a given vector
as a linear combination of non-orthogonal vectors change when one or more
of the vectors is omitted from the base.
An estimate of the effect of the neglection can be obtained from an
inspection of the fourier transform. We assume the measured vector F to be
composed of the sum of the true signal s and a noise vector n. The transform
j- s decreases rapidly for increasing frequency. The transform -t n has a constant average value for all frequencies, but the noise n differs from true
white noise. It consists of uncorrelated noise of unit height, multiplied
by an amplitude given by the square-root of the s-components. Therefore Jn
is formed by the

convolution of the transform of white noise and the trans-

form of the square-root of s. This results in a transform vector having constant height with each component correlated with its neighbours laying within a range roughly equal to half the width of j s. A consequence of this is,
that by applying a cut-off in the transform spectrum we effectively remove
some information of the frequencies below the cut-off, while leaving some
of the information on the higher frequencies. The range of the correlation
is limited, so by choosing the cut-off frequency high enough we can be sure
that the lower fourier coefficients describing the signal are correct in
the least-squares sense, the error being limited to the representation of
the higher noise frequencies. It would show up as a periodic structure in
the back-transformed spectrum having frequencies near the cut-off frequency.
We checked the error made using a small selection of the available
data. A least-squares fit to the fourier functions up to the chosen cut-off
order gave the desired fourier transform. This was then used for the decon-

1

volution correction. The further analysis using the model function equation
(4.2.33-E) resulted in a residue which was compared to the one obtained by
the straightforward

method. The effect of the error introduced by the lat-

ter appeared as a somewhat different structure of the residue. The length
of the residue vector and the values of the best fit parameters showed no
significant difference. We conclude that the omission of the more rigorous
method for the bulk of the data is of no effect to the results obtained.
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4.3

Beam

4.3.1

intensity scans

Introduction
As discussed in section 3.5.2, the beam intensity scans, intended for

a determination of the virtual source profile, were performed on the beam
formed by a slit skimmer. The beam was scanned perpendicular to the slit,
the finite length of which was neglected. Also the effect of the finite detector angular resolution was neglected.
In section 2.5 we discussed the beam formation by placing a skimmer
in the supersonic expansion. The beam intensity profile, resulting from the
convolution of the virtual source luminosity and the skimmer transmission,
is in the case of a slit skimmer given by

(4.3.1)

= h i

A Gaussian virtual source shape is assumed. Here $ is the detector angle,
and *

and *

are the virtual source and the beam geometry half angles res-

pectively, which determine the angular spread of the beam (see figure 4.3.1):

*v -

(4.3.2)

E/t

s

is the detector distance to the beam axis, Lj is the nozzle detector disce, I
tance,

distance, 2a is the skimmer slit width and
& is the nozzle-skimmer distance
s

R the virtual source radius. The factor
-1

(4.3.3)

s
accounts for the finite detector distance £,. We use

for the intensity

of a virtual source which is not shielded by the skimmer. The form of the
curves described by equation (4.3.1) depends on the ratio * /* , which determines the amount of overlap of the non-saturated regions of the two error
function terms. The curves given in figure 4.3.2 roughly covar the experimental range.
The analysis of the experimental results can be divided in the determination of the total intensity, derived from the signal measured with the
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4.3.1 Schematic view of the slit-skimmer
assumed small.

arrangement. Indicated angles are

1.0

0.8

jj 0.6
c
0.4

0.2

•1

fe

4.3.2 Calculated beam intensity profiles, according to equation (4.3.1)3
for $ v / $ in the range 0.25 to S. The profiles are normalized to unit
height, q is taken equal to 1.
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I.

detector on-axis, and secondly the study of the precise shape of the measured profiles, giving information on the shape of the virtual source.

4.3.2

Total intensity
The total beam intensity I

is calculated from the measured intensity

on the beam axis. Using the notation of the preceding section we have
q a
I

(4.3.4)

= /(O)/erf

We see that as long as a is considerably larger than R
s

no correction for

the finite skimmer slit width is needed. For large fl-values, on the other
hand, a precise knowledge of the virtual source profile is essential to determine

1^. Especially the bimodal shape of the virtual source distribution,

which will be discussed in'the next section (see equation 4.3.9), must be
taken into account. Using a. and c_ for the relative populations of the bimodal components, and R
I

4.3.3

= 1(0) a. erf

and /?„ for the virtual source radii, we have
-l

R

erf

(4.3.5)

Virtual source shape
Inspection of the model curves in figure 4.3.2 shows the general shape

of the beam profiles to vary strongly with increasing <t> /* -ratio. For a
small virtual source radius the profile reflects mainly the rectangular
geometrical beam shape. The convolution with the narrow virtual source
causes some rounding-off at the edges. On the other hand a virtual source
considerably wider than the skimmer slit gives a beam profile which is a
straight image of the virtual source intensity distribution. The size of
the skimmer slit can be neglected and the halfwidth of the beam is a measure
for the virtual source radius.
In this section we discuss the analysis of the measured profiles by
first describing a simple way to analyze the data in a preliminary way, and
then giving the full treatment by

nonlinear least-squares fitting.

A first estimate of the virtual source size is obtained by graphically
determining the slope of the profiles at the position of the geometrical
beam edge. This position can either be calculated from the known nozzleskimmer distance and the skimmer slit width, or it can be determined from a
calibration measurement at low source pressure, giving a rectangular profile
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with the beam edges at the half-height points (cf. figure 4.3.2). The measured profile is first normalized to unit height in the top. Then, assuming
the Gaussian virtual source used in equation (4.3.1), the slope is given

1 - exp -

J>
g

V
erf

In figure 4.3.3 the result is plotted vs. * /* y -

F r

°

nQt

to

° small *_/* y -

values a quite accurate determination is possible using the mean of the absolute values of the right and left measured slopes. The averaging is needed
because of the asymmetry in the profiles caused by the detector misalignment
discussed in section 3.4.1.

For small i> /*

-values the virtual source size

can be estimated from the FWHM of the measured profile, which is approximately given by

(4.3.7)
'FWHM
cf. equation (4.2.20)

2J0
4.3.3 Calaulated slope at the geometrical edge position of a beam profile
normalized to unit central height, with q taken equal to 1. The broken line
gives the behavior for highly rectangular profiles.
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4.3.4 Typical beam intensity profile analyzed using a simple Maxwellian
virtual source model function; o : measured poivls; — : best-fit model curve.
Source conditions are: nozzle diameter 62.3 vm, pressure 72,5 Torr3
temperature 280 K, nozzle-skimmer distance 10 mm.
Logically the next step in the analysis of the beam profiles would be
to fit a function of the form of equation (4.3.1), provided with a suitable
number of free parameters, to the measured profiles. Attempts to do this
proved completely fruitless. Figure 4.3.4 gives a typical measured profile,
together with a curve representing equation (4.3.1) with 0^ determined according to the slope method described before. A large anomaly with respect
to the model function can be seen in the profile tails. Indeed the model
function appeared to be too incomplete a description to allow an automatic
least-squares fit.
Using model functions more similar to the observed beam profiles, and
having more adjustable parameters, we attempted to overcome this difficulty.
All model functions used consisted of the sum of a contribution like equation (4.3.1) and an extra term causing the anomalous tails. For this second
term several model functions were tested, using a selection from the measurements. Denoting these models by /(it), the following
a + b (1 + a ij)2)
/(<)>) = a + b (1 + a (j)1*)"1
a + b
were

(4.3.3)

2

exp - a <f>

the only ones to give a satisfactory behaviour of the numerical fit-

ting process. This behaviour appeared to be strongly dependent on the choice
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of the relative weights of the measured points. As these could not be determined a priori we investigated their effect experimentally. Best results
were obtained using relative weights corresponding to experimental inaccuracies depending in equal measure on the full-scale value and the fractional
reading of the electrometer output. It proved necessary to account for the
added inaccuracy due to deviations from nominal full-scale values. Also the
steep profile-edge regions were given

double relative weights, in view of

the extra attention spent on these important regions during the measurements. After taking these rather subjective measures the models of equation
(4.3.8) would converge satisfactorily.
The choice of one of these three could not be made on the basis of
the observed structure of the residues after subtraction of the best fit
model. The reason for this is that the structure is apparently dominated

'

by a contribution which depends on the switching of the measuring range of
the ion gauge control unit. It is attributed to the poor linearity of the
built-in electrometer.
The third model was then preferred for two reasons. First the choice
of the relative weights seems to be the least critical in this case, and
secondly it allows a convenient interpretation in terms of the virtual
source distribution: the constant background a represents a virtual source
component which extends so far that it is virtually flat. The exponential
term reflects a Gaussian virtual source distribution if its width is considerably larger than the skimmer width.
Now one final modification gives the model function actually used. It
was observed that the second Gaussian component was not always sufficiently
wide to allow neglecting the effect of the skimmer slit width. Therefore we
preferred to account for it in the same way as in the case of the primary
component. The resulting model function is given by

erf

/(•) =

q *.
2 erf — « -

2 erf

q *9

+ a

(4.3.9)
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The inclination of the detector was taken into account by multiplication
with a factor of the form

(4.3.10)

(*-<!>center
, )

with a fixed value of the skewness s, determined from a set of highly rectangular profiles. Putting s into the list of adjustable parameters was no
success, its value appears to be not very critical. The value used, s = 0.73,
corresponds to about 5 degrees tilt of the detector.
One would expect that the <1> -value could be omitted from the list of
y
free parameters, as it is determined by the fixed apparatus geometry, just
like the detector tilt angle. A very small error in t> , however, affects
the outcome of the whole least-squares analysis seriously, especially in the
more rectangular profiles. By making it a free parameter we successfully
eliminated all trouble arising from variations of its value, presumably due
to not perfectly reproducible nozzle-skimmer distances.
The

7 free parameters used in the actual least-squarJS procedure are

Pi = a
=

P2

P3 '

P
X)

L

d

L

center

d

=

=

a

~

q
(4.3.11]

Pi

P4
in which <j>

,

accounts for the unknown position of the exact beam axis

in the measured profile. For brevity it has been suppressed in equation
(4.3.9). The convergence of the iterative least-squares process is quite
satisfactorly.

Also the correlation coefficients given in table 4.3.1, for

a typical measurement, show no excessively high values. The only important
correlations exist between the relative populations and the virtual source
width. The correlations grow larger

for less rectangular profiles.

Finally in figure 4.3.5 we give the measured points, best-fit model curve,
and 5 times enlarged residual points, of the same measurement as in figure
4.3.4,

The pronounced very high-frequency structure in the residue origi-

nates from scanning the beam profile in two directions at alternating positions during the measurement. The profile shown here is also the one of
table 4.3.1.
Full details of the present analysis are given by De Warrimont and
Marcellis (War7 4, Mar76).
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•í.3.5 Sean intensity profile analysed using the model function equation
(4.3.9). o : measured points; — .• best-fit model curve; X ; postfit residue,
enlarged 5 times. Profile shown is the one of figure 4.3.4.

Table 4.3.1 Correlation coefficients of the fitted parameters of a typical
measurement

1.00
0.00

1.00
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4.4

Parameter estimation
An important asset in the analysis of our experimental data was the

availability of a set of smoothly operating least-squares routines for
parameter estimation, tailored to our requirements. We describe them summarily in the following.

Linear leasi-sqi.vces

The linear least-squares problem is to find the optimum approximation

(4.4.1)

k=l
of a given vector V in terms of a given set of vectors /

. The optimum

fit is characterized by the minimum distance || v - u \\ , measured by the inner product

N
(a-b~) = T a. u. b. , II y - u I! = (v - u- i> - ti)

(4.4.2)

Here the relative weight.-s w. are derived from the standard deviations a.
of the N experimental points V.

=

in which a

(a

(4.4.3)

ref /ö i'

, can be chosen arbitrarily.

Usinq the M * M matrix G of the inner products of the given vectors f
(«.)

(4.4.4)

the optimum parameters c, * are given by

v-11$-

(4.4.5)

1=1

->-(k)

We used the following alternative scheme. One by one the vectors /
•*(k)

used to construct an orthonormal set g

are

, according to the Gram-Schmidt

I <$

procedure
-Mk)

I

(4.4.6)

1=1
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The transform matrix A is updated in each orthogonalization step. It is
used to retrieve the parameters o *:

(4.4.7)

%* - lk

from the coefficients y0 of the decomposition with respect to the orthogonal

-*U)
vectors g
(4.4.8)

This alternative allows a dynamical stop of the approximation after any
•*(k)

step, which is useful if the consecutive vectors f

are expected to be of

decreasing importance in the description of the measurement V, as in e.g.
fourier analysis. Also, in comparison with direct inversion, equation
(4.4.5), an advantage is the easy diagnosis of near-dependence of the given
set of base vectors, during the piecewise orthonormalization.
The elements of the matrix G
the parameters a*

cov (,k*,

o*)

are proportional to the covariances of

(Ead71)

=

(4.4.9)

(G

which are essential output for parameter estimation purposes. In our case
they are calculated from A and its transpose A

G

1

=A

.t

(4.4.10)

as can be verified by combining equation (4.4.5) through (4.4.8).

Nonlinear least-squares
The problem is again to minimize the distance v - u, but this time
the model vector u depends on the M parameters a

in a generally nonlinear

way. Starting from an estimate a. the solution a*

is sought by repeatedly
-*
using the linear routine. In each step the surface M(C. ) is approximated by
its tangent plane:
k

K

M

> * I <«. - «..(p)><•£-

(P)

(p)

(4.4.11)
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in which a. P

represents the p-th approximation of ck*. Now the problem is

reduced to that of equation (4.4.1), using V - u(c}_) for the measured
(p)
vector, the differences a. - a.
for the parameters to be optimized, and
the partial derivatives as the given base vectors. Thus we use the linear
routine to obtain the p+111
The solution a.

iterate a

P+

from the pt

iterate e.

.

of the linearized problem can be substituted in equa-

tion (4.4.11) to yield an extrapolation u

.

. The exact vector u(.c.

)

is also calculated. Generally these two will differ due to the imperfect
approximation equation (4.4.11), but if no excessive higher order derivatives exist the discrepancy tends to zero in the neighbourhood of the final

4.4.1 Schematic view of one iteration stage of the nonlinear least-squares
process, .shown for two parameters. The point P represents the measurement,
0 is an arbitrary reference point. In Q,the p approximation of P, the
tangent plane to the curved model surface is constructed. The projection of
P onto the plane, denoted R, is the extrapolated (p+1) estimate of P. The
corresponding point on the model surface S is the correct (p+1)
approximation. Of the lengths d-> through d c the residuals cL „ , tend to one
constant value, i.e. the shortest distance between P and the model surface,
the displacements d. and d,. tend to zero in consecutive iterations. The
vanishing of ds is used as the main criterion for stopping the iteration
process.
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solution w ( c k * ) . This provides a convenient criterion to finish the iteration process. In many practical applications the difference u{a, (p),
"extr

decreases

sharply in consecutive iterations, until it is drowned in

the machine noise. As a rough estimate of the noise level we used

(4.4.12)

in which E is an estimate of the average relative precision of the components of u{Cy) and of the derivative vectors, M is the number of parameters
e^. The use of equation (4.4.12) is based on the observation that of the
order of M*- calculations on the derivative vectors are performed to yield
u

Ji+v • g i v i n 9 a relative precision M • e . The length of both u P
and
_>eil1-'
extr
uia. ( P ) ) is then taken equal to that of v.
Figure 4.4.1 gives a schematic representation of a stage of the process for the case of a two-parameter fit to three measured points. Figure
4.4.2 gives the typical behaviour of some of the distances discussed above
for a realistic situation.

4.4.2 Typical behavior of d through
dr (see figure 4.4.1) during .consecutive iterations. Note the way in whiah
each time ã ''predicts the displacement
5
d4 resulting from the next iteration.
6

nr. of iteration
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Both least-squares routines require a moderate amount of programming,
as no facilities to choose one from several strategies were built in. Also
safety devices for badly conditioned problems were deliberately omitted.

..v-f

As a compensation extensive (optional) diagnostic output is available. The
only safeguards against instability we used are a frame from which the parameters may not escape, and a backstepping sequence invoked when an iteration has not brought about a smaller residual length.
Operating experience by several users has indicated this approach to
work out very satisfactorily in practice.

4.5

Implementation
The implementation of the data management and processing operation is

split over a local minicomputer and the large central computer of the institute. The local computer is the DEC PDP11/20 System, run by the Molecular
Beam Group of the Physics Department, Eindhoven University of Technology
(EUT). The central machine is the Burroughs B670Ü of the EUT Computer Center.
Specifications of the set-up are given in table 4.5.1.
The data processing is thus divided over two systems mainly for two
reasons. Firstly, neither the minicomputer's hardware, nor the real-time
operating-system is primarily designed to carry out large calculations. In
practice to require any sort of efficiency for these operations would se-

II1:
.-•A

verely degrade the real-time response of the system. Secondly, the large
computer offers extra facilities which are partly essential for large scale
data-processing, such as greater word

length, high speed and high level

languages,and which for another part allow better cost-efficiency through

1

the centralized use of expensive peripherals such as lineprinters, plotters
and bulk-storage devices.
The activities of the real-time operating-system ROSIE, and the coupling with the experimental apparatus, have been discussed in section 3.5.3.
Here we concentrate on the management of TOP data starting at the end of a
measurement. Figure 4.5.1 gives a schematic representation of the process.
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Table 4.5.1 Computer systems involved in the data processing and management.

Minicomputer system:
type

DEC
4

PDP 11/20

16 bits

word length
2.5 - 5 ys
instruction time
24 k words (core)
memory
1 diskdrive (single), 1.2 Mwords cartridges
peripherals
4 teletypes
1 paper tape reader
2 paper tape punches
multiuser interface system

256 word addresses for each of 8 users

(homebuilt)

27 line telephone cable bus, max. distance
150 m
max. access time 4 us

Central computer system:
type

BURROUGHS B6700

word length

48 (eff) bits

memory

256 k words (core)
17 M words (virtual memory, head per track
disk)

data storage devices

4 general use movable head diskpacks
5 PE magtape units

Data link PDP 11 - B6700:
dedicated telephone line

n

2400 baud

, X

•KM''-:SS;.'--
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10-60 min

• 1 - 5 days -

time between
operations

2-6 weeks
( LIBRARY/ MAINTENANCE)

process supervising
operation

TOF
measurement

data

(SO)
'core»

(disk)

PDP11/20

<pack#1> (pack* 2)
B6700

storage
device
system

4.5.1 Schematic view of the implementation of the data management operations.

At the start the data resides in a fixed slice of core, allocated by
the operating system ROSIE. It consists of a header of 15 words, representing 16-bit integers, and a sequence of double-integers, each composed of
1 5 + 1 6 effective bits. The latter contains the raw detector pulse-count
for each consecutive time channel. The header contains identification data
of the measurement, several numbers defining apparatus settings, such as
codes for the channeltime and the number of triggerperiods, and other data
such as the average of sampled values of the triggerfrequency. As far as
possible these numbers are filled in automatically by ROSIE, in order to
avoid mistakes, Especially the identification number is incremented automatically.
Immediately following the end of the measurement

the userprogram

causes ROSIE to add these data as one or more 256-word blocks to a diskfile assigned to the present user. Then the measurement is finished by
printing miscellaneous information on the local teletype. Besides the identification number of the measurement, it consists of a number of arrays ac134

cumulated during the measurement, and averages for quick reference. They
allow checking afterwards the mean value and the stability of parameters
such as trigger frequency, detector background, etc. Optionally also a more
or less full printout of the measurement proper is generated, normally during the accumulation of the next measurement, to avoid idling of the apparatus. These documents are kept in the laboratory log against possible loss
of the primary data, normally however they are not further processed. The
capacity of the storage file on disk is rather arbitrary. Normally it is
set to contain about 75 measurements, so that it lasts at least a day even
at top activity. Overflow can always be avoided by assigning a new workfile.
At a convenient time then one or more of these multi-measurement-files
are transferred to the central computer, typically every few days. This is
done by switching from ROSIE to a special-purpose program called RJE, emulating a 'Remote-Job-Entry'-station of the central computer. This program
is supplied by the Computer Center. It communicates with a process 'SATCOM'
(servicing satellite computers) on the B6700. On demand by RJE, the program
SATCOM initiates a task to which the PDP11 diskfiles to be transmitted are
input. The effective transmission speed is about 125 PDP-words per second.
SATCOM adds the files to our database

on one of the B6700 diskpacks.

From then on the PDP11 has no more concern with the data.
Our database

is maintained using standard B6700 file organization.

Any file is referenced by its name, which normally consists of a sequence
of identifiers separated by slashes. All but the last denote directories,
each narrowing down the search for the file to the next subset. The last
identifier then defines the file uniquely. This gives rise to a tree-like
structure, at the root of which for each user implicitly his usercode is
taken as the first directory. Our database consists of the directory TOF.
At the second level it is divided into source files, containing program
texts, codefiles, containing compiled programs, and several directories
for the different forms in which the experimental data can be stored. Reserved directory names for these file-kinds are S for sourcetext, C for
compiled programs, and R, M, or MC for the measured data. We will meet these
in the following.
First now we discuss the directory TOF/R, containing the ROSIE-files
delivered by SATCOM. The names of these files are specified by the user during the SATCOM-RJE-session. An actual filetitle would be TOF/R/16107502,
specifying the date of transmission and a sequence-number. At this stage the
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Loss of data can occur by system malfunction, but more important in
this respect is the possibility of data destruction by programming errors.
Specifically the following measures are taken.
A TOF/R file is decoded immediately after transmission. Only after
successful completion is the PDP11 disk file discarded. The TOF/R file is
saved parallel to its TOF/M offspring, and kept on a different diskpack,
to allow reconstruction in case of device failure. The magnetic tapes are
updated according to a reasonably foolproof scheme. It consists of 3 tapes
in a rotating grandfather-father-son relation, and one fixed tape available
to the users for reference. After the successful creation of a new son, the
latter is copied to the reference tape, and only then are the diskpack
originals discarded.
The problem of programwatically inflicted damage is most urgent for
the TOF/M database, as it is frequently accessed by non-standard user-programs for data reduction. The users generally are students with only moderate programming experience. We have to keep in mind maintaining data security as well as avoiding undue demands on the user's program. Therefore a
standard program unit was made available to retrieve an arbitrary TOF/M
file from the database. The user need only supply the identification number
of the measurement, plus two arrays to be filled with the measurements data
and parameters. The generation of the actual file name and the actual reading of the file takes place on a level effectively invisible to the user.
Similar procedures on the basis of identification numbers exist to create

TOF/M files, and to decode portions of TOF/R files. These units compose

service programs such as DECOROSIEFILE and COMPOSFILES mentioned before.
Also included are procedures for the automatic generation and retrieval of
datafiles

in the users own directory.

A typical user program uses a datafile, each record of which contains
the identification number of a measurement, a control word describing the
result of previous data processing runs, and data from these runs. The
present program then writes a similar file, with additional error- or
done-marks in the result-descriptors, and added new data calculated from

r

the measurement. The resulting file, updated by a sequence of data reduction
programs, is then further analysed, tabulated etc. In this way a Large
amount of data is processed with minimal administrative effort.
The procedures mentioned above, together with those implementing the
operations discussed in the previous sections, plus a number of procedures

1
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data of one specific measurement still cannot be accessed automatically
given only its identification number, for the latter neither determines in
which file of the TOF/R directory it is to be found, nor its position in
the file itself. Also the data are still represented in the original PDPllword format. Therefore each TOF/R file is processed by a service program
(TOF/C/SERVICE/DECOROSIEFILE), to which the positions at which measurements
were dumped in the ROSlE-diskfile are input. These addresses are part of
the standard teletype output of a measurement. The service program reads
each consecutive measurement, converts the data to B6700 representation,
and decodes the information of the PDP-header-words to the full parameter
array of the measurement, as discussed in section 4.1. Each suitably expanded measurement is then dumped as a separate file in the directory TOF/M.
An actual file title would be e.g. TOF/M/151075/28. The 8 digits of the
identification number, originally generated by ROSIE at measuring time and
stored in the header, are thus split up to create a directory of all measurements of one day, the file itself is fixed by its sequence number. The
necessary measures are taken to minimize uneconomic use of storage space.
For typical measurement of 200 timechannels

the overhead due to unused

space, header records, and directories, is less than 25%.
The TOF/M directory contains

the measurements which are currently

being processed by data reduction programs. Typically once a month the new
data is added to a database on magnetic tape, and then the measurements can
be removed from diskpack, to minimize unjustified storage requirements. At
any time measurements can be added back from tape to the TOF/M directory.
The magnetic tape database contains a variety of files, such as standard TOF data and program sourcefiles, but also e.g. the sourcefiles
which any user processing TOF data wishes to have saved. A condition imposed is that a directory organization similar to the one described before
is used. All files can then be copied to tape as they are, with one excep-

v

tion. The TOF/M directory would soon contain so many small files, that a
too uneconomic use of the magnetic tape would result, in practice worse
than 25% effective use. This situation is mended by running a service program TOF/C/SERVICE/COMPOSFILES prior to the tape-update, which packs the
TOF/M files into a small number of large files. These TOF/MC files have a
blocking structure specially suitable for magnetic tape. A complementary
program is used to decompose a TOF/MC file when it is copied back to diskpack. For the copy-operations proper a system program LIBRARY/MAINTENANCE
is invoked.
&';'•
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for general calculation, plotting, and other i/o actions, are made available
to the user in a sourcefile

called TOFPROCEDURES. Written in a local dia-

lect of the Burroughs version of ALGOL60, it can be input to the compiler,
to be part of the user program. The latter thus consists largely of a series
of calls of implicitly declared procedures. Rigorous adherence to a modular
structure in building the package, as well as to the general principles of
structured programming, uniform and self-evident nomenclature and syntax,
has resulted in a data-management and -processing system which is sufficiently simple for inexperienced programmers.
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5 Experimental results and discussion

5.1 The forward intensity
Data on the forward intensity of supersonic expansions were derived from
the measured beam intensities. These were obtained in both the primary beam
configuration, using the skimmerless source and the TOF-detector, and in the
secondary beam configuration, using the plane skimter source and the ion
gauge storage detector (see chapter 3). The data from the primary beam
configuration are summarized in figure 5.1.1. The measured intensity I ,
calculated using equations (4.2.10) and (4.2.11), is plotted versus the
nozzle flowrate

N, determined according to equations (2.2.22) and (2.2.23).

The data from the secondary beam configuration are given in iigure 5.1.2. The
intensities are calculated according to equation (3.4.1)»using the values
given in table 3.4.1. The measurements of figure 5.1.1 were obtained using
three nozzle and two temperatures. The measurements of figure 5.1.2 were
obtained at one temperature only, and using two nozzles of practically equal
diameters, but

of rather undetermined internal shape. The different circum-

stances are denoted in the figure captions.
To obtain

the forward intensity of the expansion from the measured beam

intensity a correction must be applied when part of the virtual source is
shielded from view from the detector. This has been discussed in section 2.5.
For the skimmerless source measurements the correction was not applied,
firstly because of the insufficient information 'available on the virtual
source profile, and secondly because of the complicated transmission function
of the two collimators used (section 3.3). The measured intensities will be
lower than the unshielded forward intensities, especially for higher nozzle
pressures, which roughly speaking correspond to higher flowrates in the
figure (the virtual source grows wider with nozzle pressure, equation
(2.4.25)). The intensities of figures 5.1.1 now must be interpreted as follows.
For each of the six series the lower-flowrate part corresponds best to the
undisturbed forward intensity. As far as possible we have drawn unit slope
lines through these points, in accord with the theoretical relationship
given in equation (2.2.19). The broken straight line corresponds to this
139
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flowrate (?')

5.1.1 Skimmerless source beam intensity measurements, vs. flowrate. Source
conditions: nozzle diameters a: 18.2 \im, o : 46.3 vm, A : 85.0 pm i
temperatures : open symbols 288 K, closed symbols 380 K. The broken line
Í •

gives the theoretical behavior.

equation, using Sherman's peaking factor value K = 1.98 (equation

2.2.21 ),

The higher flowrate parts of the series show decreasing slopes, giving
ultimately even a decrease in intensity. These phenomena are attributed to
condensation, resulting in a generally broader virtual source due to the
extra input of condensation heat. We will go into this in section 5.5. The
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intensity deficit is not due to interaction effects, for these would result
in a correlation of the deviations with the flowrate, and this is not in
agreement with the data shown here.
The precision of the data is estimated at 5-10% within each series. The
inaccuracy stems not from the measured spectra/ which are normally accurate
to well within a percent, but from the detector instability which necessitated
scaling afterwards using reference measurements. The apparent intensity
variation over a factor 6 between the series as a whole has the same cause,
i.e. the detector efficiency differs unpredictably from the nominal value
used in the intensity calculation. The deviation from unit slope at the lower
flowrate end of some of the series is significant but no consistent explanation is available.
The plane-skimmer source data of figure '6.1.2 generally show the same
behavior as those just discussed. The theoretical relation of the forward
intensity to the flowrate is again indicated. In this case ample information
is available on the virtual source distribution, as will be discussed in
section 5.3. Using this information we correct the measured beam intensity to
obtain the unshielded forward intensity

by means of equation (4.3.5). The

flowrate (s"1)
5.1.2 Vlane-skirmev source beam intensity measurements, vs. flowrate.
Source conditions: nozzle diameters o : 52,3 \im, A : 51.3 vm, temperature
280 K3 nozzle-skimmer distance 10 mm. The broken line gives the theoretical
behavior.
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results are given in figure 5.1.3. We see essentially a lifting of the high
flowrate portion of figure 5.1.2, where the virtual source is widest. For
1 fl — 1
flowrates lower than 5 10
s
the representation
0.95 ± 0.05

(5.1.1)

I <* N

is found, which is in good agreement with the expected linear relationship.
The stated precision follows from the experimental inaccuracies, estimated
at 5% for the relative intensity. As to the absolute intensity, we see a
discrepancy with respect to the

theoretical line of about 30% in this region.

The uncertainty of the sensitivity of the uncalibrated ion gauge, in
combination with the control unit used, is of the same order of magnitude.
Within these large experimental errorbounds no disagreement with theory exists
1 fi —1
(equation 2.2.10 ) . For flowrates above 5 10
s
we see a distinctly lower
slope, indicating an increasing intensity deficit with increasing flowrate.
We will see later on that it must be attributed to blisters due to skimmer
interaction. Extrapolating the low-flowrate behavior of equation (5.1.1) we
19 -1
see that at a flowrate of 3 10
s
a fraction of about 40% of the total
intensity is lost in this way. We reserve a further discussion till section

5.3.

1
T3,19

10"

flowrate (s1)

5.7.3 Forward intensity values corrected for the shielding of the virtual
source by the skimmer, vs. flowrate. The measurements of figure 5.1.2 were
used. The broken line gives the theoretical behavior.
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Recently further data on the intensity of supersonic expansions was
obtained in our group (Thij 76). After calibration of the detection
efficiency of the repaired detector of the TOF-II machine, using an effusive
molecular beam source, the peaking factor of an Argon expansion was found
equal to K = 1.95 ± 0.10. The measurements were performed using the 85 pm
nozzle at 290 K and 100 Torr. In addition good agreement was established
between the measured variation of the flowrate v/ith temperature and the
theoretical

N «T

dependence.

From the data given in this •section we conclude the following. The expected
linear dependence of the forward intensity on the flowrate is supported by
the measurements. The measured intensities thus agree with the peaking factor
formalism of section 2.2.3, and the measured value of the peaking factor is
in accord with theory (table 2.1). At increasing flowrates the apparent
leveling-off or even decrease of the beam intensity can be attributed for the
greater part to the shielding of the widening virtual source. Thus using the
notions of peaking factor and virtual source,

supersonic molecular beam

intensities can be described quantitatively in practice.

5.2 The parallel velocity distribution
The measured flighttime distribution analyzed as described in section 4.2
result either in a speedratio and a flow velocity value, or in two component
speedratio's, two component flow velocities, and two relative populations. In
the latter case, which we will call bimodal, suitable averages of the
respective component values are defined to allow a comparison to theory and
to other measurements.
We write the best fit bimodal representation of a measurement as

= a

f.iVJ + a

f (V)

(5.2.1)

with f. 0(v) the normalized component velocity-distributions of the density

} u~* V2

-sJ7t> w~ 2 -I)2]

U=l,2)

(5.2.2)

The bimodal distribution f(v] is normalized too

Q

2 =

(5.2.3)
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The flow velocity u is defined as the average overall particle velocities

(5.2.4)

°2 U2
To arrive at a suitable extension of the definition of the speedratio

(equation (2.2.29)) we recall that it is used as a measure for the frozen
parallel temperature, see e.g. equation (2.3.78). The parallel temperature
follows from the second moment of the parallel velocity distribution
f/A® ,i) corresponding to f(v) given above (see equation (2.4.11) for the
correspondence):

(5.2.5)

We write T .. in terms of the temperatures corresponding to the two components

7/

using

m u,
(5.2.6)

,(i = 1,2)

2k
which leads us to

5

(5.2.7)

The corresponding definition of the average speedratio becomes

S

=u

\

S2

\ S~2

- u/]

~k

(5.2.8)

In figure 5.2.1 we give all measured speedratio's, of the components as well
as the average values, as a function of the combination of source conditions
H defined in equations (2.3.75) and (2.3.76). All speedratio's given here
were calculated from spectra deconvoluted from the chopper gate function, as
described in section 4.2.5. Using a criterion which will be given in section
5.5 we selected the measurements not affected by condensation phenomena. The
following best-fit representationsin the least-squares sense were obtained for

SCE) :
(Z)-

(2.18 ±0.06)5 ° -

S2(~) = (1.71 ± 0.06) E 0 - 4 9 5 * °' 01
5 (~) = (1.97 ± 0.04) H 0 - 4 9 5 * °- 01
'Í.-:
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(5.2.9)

:'",$

200
£.2.7
S

Measured speedratio's of the component distributions (S upper set,

lower set) and average speedratio's (S middle set), vs. the parameter H.

Source conditions : nozzle diameters o : 18.2 pm, o : 46.3 \sm, A; 85.0 \im;
temperatures : open symbols 288 K} closed symbols 380 K. Data influenced by
condensation have been omitted.

The stated uncertainties are estimates of the standard deviations, obtained
from the spread of the measured points with respect to the best fit lines.
First we concentrate on the average speedratio values. These must be
compared to the outcome of the thermal conduction model (equation (2.3.78)):

1.474

H0-

(5.2.10)

In figure 5.2.2 lines representing equations (5.2.9c) and (5.2.10) are
indicated. To allow a comparison with other experimental work we have included
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20

5

5.2.2

10

20

Comparison of theoretical

50

100

200

and experimental speedratio

values.

a representative selection of older measurements (ALu 67, Mil 69), indicated
by straight lines, and also more recent results by Buck (Buc 74). A typical
estimate of the spread of the other measurements represented here is 10%, as
compared to 2% in our case. The considerable discrepancies between the
different sets of data are due to interaction of the beam with either
particles reflected from the skimmer or with uniform background gas. The two
sets of data given by Buck e.g. differ about 10% or more. The lower set was
measured

using a source equipped with half the pumping speed of the upper on

one, but both sources were located in the same machine, and the same detection
system was used (Buc 75). Our conclusion is that the agreement between our
data and the better of the two sets of Buck's measurements is good, and that
the other data are suspect as regards interaction effects.
A broken curve given in the figure represents the outcome of theoretical
work by Andres (And 76a), obtained by the method briefly outlined at the end
of section 2.3. For high E-values his data are 10% higher than our calculations (broken line). Both curves are clearly steeper than the experimental
line. No explanation can be given within the scope of our theory. As all
assumptions made in section 2.3 are valid in this region some effect not
taken into account must be the cause, possibly the convective heat conduction
mentioned. In the medium H-range Andres1 theoretical curve covers our
experiments within 2% for speedratio's between 10 and 20.
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We checked the difference between our bimodal approach to the conventional
("unimodal") analysis. The best-fit speedratio's resulting from a simple
Maxwellian model distribution appear to be quite close to the bimodal S-data:
we found slightly higher values (0-5%) in the unimodal case, the relationship
to E being represented by

unimodal

(2.18 ± 0.06) E 0

* °-01

(5.2.11)

As this relations stems from a less detailed analysis we regard it as
definitely less reliable than the one of equation (5.2.9c).
After the speedratio the second set of characteristic data consists of the
component central velocities u

and u. , and the average u defined in

equation (5.2.4). In figure 5.2.3 the available data are given for one of the
six combinations of nozzle diameter and temperature. The accuracy of the
measurements is rather high, as can be estimated from the observed spread of
the data, about 0.2 % most of the time.

I III I

i
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+x

A

1

-

o 8 *

540- o

f.f.?.
100
p

I

(torr)

too

5.2.3 Typical behavior of the central velocities of the two component
distributions (x : n., + : uJ and of the flow velocity (o : Ti), vs. nozzle
pressure. Source conditions: nozzle diameter 46.3 urn, temperature 288 K. The
broken line indicates the theoretical u value.
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Restricting ourselves first to the averaged flow velocity u, the data
appear to show a fair agreement with theory: disregarding for the moment the
sharp increase athigh pressures which is caused by condensation, we see a
gradual approach to the value of u^ as calculated from equation (2.2.9). The
lowering of the u-values in the low pressure region agrees qualitatively with
the relations of section 2.3.4, accounting for the enthalpy remaining in the
frozen parallel velocity distribution. For a more detailed check-up we
calculate the total enthalpy of the expanded gas from the experimental flow
velocity and speedratio

hexp
e

hmu2

(1 + |à l~2)

(5.2.11)

(cf. equation (2.3.86)), and compare it to the source value h . In the
calculation of

h we account for deviations from the value h = 5/2 kT of
0
0
0

the calorically perfect ideal monatomic gas. The correction applied is
derived from measured relative enthalpy values of Argon given by Din (Din 56)•
Fitting his data at high temperatures (600 K) to the ideal gas values we find
actual ft -values which are lower than the ideal gas values by typically
0.10% and 0.19% at 380 K and 288 K respectively, at a pressure of 1000 Torr.
In figure 5.2.4 we plot the relative enthalpy surplus h*h = (h
- h )/h
"
*
exp
o
o
for the six nozzle diameter and temperature combinations used. Data which
may be affected by condensation, according to the criterion we will discuss
in section 5.5, have been omitted. Ideally theory predicts A*7z = 0. We see
that experiments agree with this to within 1%. To our knowledge this is the
first accurate experimental check on the conservation of enthalpy in this
kind of nozzle expansions. Golomb (Gol 72) measured a behavior qualitatively
the same as our data on u in figure 5.2.3. Absolute values of the flow
velocity were not measured with sufficient accuracy for a determination of
the enthalpy deficit.
Our data show a general trend from à*h =-0.01 at H= 20 to á*h =0 at E=400.
The spread in the data is about 0.005. We have no theoretical base for the
choice of a correlation parameter for this behavior, and also the experimental
values are of insufficient accuracy to allow a determination of the correct
combination of source parameters. We have chosen the parameter E in order to
facilitate cross-referencing the different sets of measured results.
The observed effect is rather small so we have looked carefully into some-

ft:

apparatus properties in this connection. As mentioned in section 3.2 the
accuracy of absolute velocity values Is 0.5%, with the possibility of an
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5.2.4 Relative enthalpy surplus, vs. the parameter 5 . Source conditions:
nozzle diameters : A: 18.2 pm, o : 46.3 \im3 a: 85.0 \im; temperatures :
open symbols 288 K3 closed symbols 380 K. Data influenced by condensation
have been omitted.

extra systematic error of 2%. Assuming that the 2% discrepancy is only due to
an erroreous calibration measurement the remaining 0.5% inaccuracy results in
a 1% uncertainty of the A*7z-values given« No other systematic apparatus
errors are present. The influence of memory-effects in the detection electronics is negligeable, for no

correlation of à*h with counting frequency was

observed.
Looking for possible explanations of the observed enthalpy variation we
considered thermal conduction effects and dimerization. Firstly the radial
thermal conduction in the nozzle opening discussed at the end of section 2.2.3
resulted in an enthalpy increase of typically several percent . We attribute
the discrepancy with the present data to the short timescale of the passage
through the nozzle. Correlation to the product of local collision frequency
and passage time gave no better results than figure 5.2.4 however, so there
are no indications that this conduction is responsible for the enthalpy
mismatch. The same holds for dimerization. In section 2.6 we have seen that
the dimer fraction in the expanded gas scales with p

T ~2'4 R °'4 (see

equation (2.6.4)). Correlation with this parameter gives no better results for

Iff:
'Ä:
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the measured enthalpy, which rules out the heat of formation of the dimers
as the primary cause of the observed enthalpy-increase.

The effects of

thermal conduction in the axial direction, connected with the observed nonMaxwellian velocity distributions, as indicated at the very end of section
2.3.3, could not be treated quantitatively.

Returning to the bimodal aspect of the data, we observe that the component
speedratio values show a correlation

to the parameter £, which is just as

good as for the average speedratio (see figure 5.2.1). This is less evident
in the case of the

ratio of the two component flow velocities u /u ,which is
1 &
plotted as a function of E in figure 5.2.5. Finally in figure 5.2.6 we plot
the population ratio £-/<?„ of the two component distributions as a function
of E. Resuming our results we state
- The component speedratio's scale well with E. They differ typically 50%
(see equations 5.2.9).
- The component flow velocities differ less than 1% for E > *00. At low Evalues a difference up to 5% was observed. The lower velocity always
belongs to the higher of the two component speedratio's. The measurements
are accurate but the scaling to S is by no means supported uniquely for
these bimodal component velocities.
- The population ratio measurements show wild deviations. Scaling to E is a
completely arbitrary choice. The average trend is a slow decrease from
o1/o
1

2 to a^/a =* 1 for S varying over the experimental range from 10
a

to 800.

1

A

As in the case of the A*7z-data we have searched for correlations between the
observed a^/o.-ratio's and experimental parameters such as chopperslit width,
ionizer electron current, and detector counting frequency, but found none
whatsoever. Even choosing collimators so as to make either the whole virtual
source visible from the detector or only the central region showed no
systematic difference. We conclude that the observed deviations from the
simple Maxwellian shape of tha distribution are indeed real, i.e. they are
not due to some apparatus error such as memory effects. Also the possibility
that a choice of the wrong preexponential factor in the velocity distribution
evokes the deviations can be ruled out. Recalling e.g. equations (2.5.5) and
(2.5.6) we see that the difference between these two increases explosively
for very small

5-values, but no irregular behavior of the bimodal parameters

for these S-values was observed. Moreover the latter of the two models
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5.2.5 Component central velocity ratio's, vs. the parameter H . Source
conditions: nozzle diameters o ; 18.2 vm, o : 46.3 vm, A ; 85.0 \sm;
temperatures: open symbols 288 K3 closed symbols 380 K.
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5.2.6 Component distribution population ratio's, vs. the parameter E .
Source conditions: nozzle diameters • : 18.2 \im, 0 : 46.3 \m, A : 85.0 \im I
temperatures: open symbols 288 K, closed symbols 380 K.
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1
(equations (2.5.5) and (2.5.6)) should represent the center of the virtual
source, whereas the former pertains to the whole virtual source distribution.
Again the lack of systematic difference between results obtained for the whole
source and for the center only disagrees with theory at this point. This
means that the luminosity distribution of equation (2.4.18) is not
consistent with experiments.
Quantitative reports on the non-Maxwellian shape of parallel velocity
distributions appeared from two sources at the same time (Bru 76, Hab 76). In
both cases the analysis was performed in terms of the sum of two Maxwellian
components. This somehow suggests that two families of particles are described
together making up the bimodal distribution. This may be realistic in the
case of Helium, treated in (Bru 76), for there a distinctive anomaly exists
in the elastic cross section at temperatures around 1 K. This is supposed to
give an enhanced cooling of already cold particles, ultimately resulting in
the formation of two distinct component populations. For Argon, however, no
such anomaly in the cross section is present, the only temperature dependence
being the T

-behavior of equation (2.3.17). Also against the two-family

interpretation argues the fact that two practically equal components of about
the same weight are needed to describe fairly small deviations from a onecomponent model, and that the population ratio fixing the partition into
components is so badly

determined.

Looking back on our analysis therefore we feel that a more objective
description

should have been preferred. Starting e.g. from a reasonable

approximate density distribution of the form

f(v) & a v2 expl-S2 (v u"1 - I)2]

(5.2.12)

(cf. equation (4.2.12)) a representation can be tried of the form

f(v) * a V8 exp[-/ (V vT1 - I)2}
with H

(v u'1 -1)}

(5.2.13)

n

the Hermite polynomials (Abr 64). These have the advantage of being

already nearly orthogonal under the inner product weighted according to the
experimental standard deviations, provided the latter are not mainly given by
the constant detector background. This facilitates the least-square analysis.
The first five coefficents o are easily interpreted, o giving a correction
n
'
o
of the normalization constant e, c~ of the estimated flow velocity u, o pf
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í\

the speedratio

S, and

a

and o

giving skewness and kurtosis (Abr 64,

chapter 26). Higher terms in the

representation would give increasingly

more detailed deviations from the simple Maxwellian shape.
The equations (5.2.12) and (5.2.13) are easily rewritten for the flighttime distribution, and we expect the analysis of supersonic TOF-spectra to
be easier this way than by the bimodal model. We have not found time as yet,
however,to repeat the analysis in order to check this in practice.

5.3 The perpendicular velocity distributions
The perpendicular velocity distribution was measured using the plane
skimmer source, as described in section 3.4.1. The analysis of the corresponding virtual source distribution has been discussed in section 4.3.3. We
arrive at a bimodal representation of the virtual source distribution

fir)

(5.3.1)
1

VRÍ
2

cf. equation (4.3.9). Normalizing the distribution gives

Q1 + C g = 1

(5.3.2)

As in the case of the speedratio in the preceding section the average K must
be defined so as to give the correct correspondence to the perpendicular
temperature (equation (2.4.21)). This requirement gives

R

(5.3.3)

In figures 5.3.1a and b we give the experimental values of R-, R„, R, and the
population ratio's ß./a0 respectively, as a function of E. The data were all
taken using a single nozzle diameter, temperature, and nozzle-skimmer
distance. In the range H < 170 we see the primary component R. follow the
3/11
E
dependence of equation (2.4.25) fairly well, whereas i?_ is more or less
constant. The slope of the average R(S)-dependence is somewhat less than 3/11.
In the region E > 170 condensation effects cause a marked increase of all
three curves.
The population ratio's a Jo show considerably less spread than those of
1 6
if-

the parallel distribution, cf. figure 5.2.6. At low S-values the narrower of
the two component distributions (R.) has typically 5 times the weight of the
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5.3.1 a and b
(a) Component virtual source radii (+ : R., x ; JiJ, and average values
(o : R)t vs. the parameter E . Source conditions: nozzle diameter 52 vm,
temperature 280 K. The broken line of arbitrary height indicates the
theoretical 3/11 slope.
(b) The corresponding component population ratio's.
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broad component (/?„). The ratio decreases sharply with increasing = , sinking
below unity in the condensing region.
We recall the two constituents of the virtual source distribution, the
undisturbed central part and the blisters generated by collisions, which we
distinguished in a sudden-freeze type model in section 2.4.3. Let us take the
narrower of the two components (e

, R ) as the center distribution and the

broader one (c0 , R ) as the blisters. The experimental values of the former
are conveniently represented by

1

ref

(5.3.4)

for not too high E-values. Combining this with the model equation (2.4.25)
gives

hcs - 12

(5.3.5)

and the corresponding population of the central component should be, according
to equation (2.4.26)

(5.3...

This would correspond to a population ratio a /c?„ «* 6, which is in fair agreement with observed values, especially for low S-values (see figure 5.3.1b).
Still the discrepancy at higher E-values indicates an inconsistency in the
model of section 2.4.3.
In order to further evaluate our data we consider figure 5.3.2.A full curve
represents the outcome of the thermal conduction model, as previously given
in figure 2.3.3. For comparison our measurements are given by the steep curve
with experimental points on it. These points represent the R data of figure
5.3.1. The (T, ç)-values follow from the combination (R, S ) . First we take
the distance z in equation (2.4.21) equal to the nozzle-skimmer distance,
taking the skimmerslit as the position where the temperature is measured,
-"hen using equations (2.2.25) and (2.3.74) results in the corresponding
(T, ç)-values. At several points; along the curve we have indicated the value
of

S, to allow referencing to figure 5.3.1.
Before commenting on the observed discrepancy we first enumerate the other

data given in the figure. The two sets of broken straight lines, labeled (A)
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5.3.2 Comparison of theoretical and
experimental scaled perpendicular
temperature values (t ), vs. the
scaled nozzle distance ç (of.
figure 2.3.3).

100

and (B), represent measurements in which ç was varied not by changing E
whilst keeping the nozzle-skimmer distance z the same, but by varying the
nozzle-skimmer distance, keeping H constant. The curves A13 A

}

and

H

represent data taken at 5 = 25, corresponding to the two component virtual
source

radii £L

and R

and the average value R respectively. The set B

belongs to similar data taken at H = 120. The two intermittent lines
labeled Abuaf, Miller, and Sikora represent measurements by the Princeton
molecular beam group (Abu 67, Mil 69, Sik 72). This

practically completes

the available data on the perpendicular temperature in Argon expansions.
We now discuss the data given in the figure starting with our own
measurements.
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Firstly we see a distinct break in the experimental curve, at about
T

£* 0.3. This corresponds to the sudden

attributed to

increase at 5 — 170 in figure 5.3.1,

condensation. Restricting ourselves to lower T.-values we see

that the experimental curve is considerably steeper than the thermal
conduction model behavior. Recalling our argument of section 2.4.3 we would
be inclined to assume the existence of (invisible) blisters, but the
experimental temperatures are already higher than the model values. So either
the perpendicular temperature data of the thermal conduction model are
unreliable, or errors are present in our interpretation of the experimental
data. We have not been able to resolve this question, but a remark must be
made on our description of the beam formation process, given in section 2.5.
There the continuing interparticle collisions in the free molecular region
were not considered. As a consequence part of the shape of the beam profile
is erroneously associated with the velocity distribution at the skimmer in
our analysis. We have not been able to find a solution for this problem.
The second item of figure 5.3.2 to be discussed now are the curves A and B.
Ideally these should coincide with the first experimental curve, for the way
in which f, is varied (either changing I7 and thus the scaling distance z
scale
or changing z itself) should be indifferent. Again either the thermal
conduction model is insufficient or the interpretation problem just mentioned
is responsible.
Thirdly we consider the data of other authors. The two curves given show a
fair agreement. As a matter of fact when our measurements were analyzed in a
preliminary way, using a single Maxwellian virtual source component, we too
obtained values in good agreement with these two. This leads us to dismissing
them from comparison with the present more detailed results. We remark that
such a too simple analysis apparently yields temperature-

or virtual source

radius values approximately equal to those of the narrower of the two
component distributions. This may be seen by comparing the lines A~ and B- to
the Princeton lines. In order to avoid cluttering up this part of the figure
we have not drawn in a further curve giving the T.(Ç) dependence corresponding
to our i?7 (E)-values.
In conclusion we see that the analysis of our measurements does not confirm
the existence of a more or less Maxwellian virtual source distribution
independent from the source distance and superimposed upon a broad distribution
corresponding to blisters, for the resulting perpendicular temperature
behavior is not in agreement with the thermal conduction model. At present no
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0.01 -

10

5.3.3 Best-fit values of the constant background in the model virtual
source distribution, vs. the parameter ~ . The broken line represents the
detector background.

other models are available to describe the development of the observed
virtual source distribution. The experimental data given here are at present
the only information available on the detailed shape of the perpendicular
velocity distribution. As such they serve to check further theoretical
developments. The beam formation mechanism in the presence of post skimmer
collisions must be looked into further.
As a final datum we give in figure 5.3.3 the E-dependence of the constant
background a of equation (4.3.21), representing a broad profile underlying
the virtual source. For 5< 90 the data represent experimental noise only,
from H = 90 on we see a swift increase. Not shown in the figure are points
taken at different nozzle-skimmer distances. From these we were able to
attribute the measured behavior unambiguously to skimmer-interaction only.
Also the width of the distribution is such that the corresponding temperature
(50 K) is much higher than the final parallel temperature, which rules out
any interpretation in terms of blisters from beam-beam collisions. The width
of the distribution was roughly estimated by combining its central height
with the total faction of particles incorporated in it. The latter was
determined from the apparent particle deficit in figure 5.1.2. Note that the
break in the intensity curve given there corresponds to the onset of the
increase of a in figure 5.3.3.
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5.4 Coupled parallel and perpendicular velocity distribution
Several sets of measurements were performed to determine the variation of
the parallel velocity distribution over the virtual source. These attempts
yielded no satisfactory results. Due to the very narrow collimation required
by the small virtual source sizes we were not able to attain sufficient
accuracy to determine quantitative effects. Figure 5.^.1 gives the typical
behavior of the measured speedratio. Source conditions are 46.3 ym nozzle
diameter» 380 K temperature and 1000 Torr pressure. The corresponding E-value
is 103. From the preceding section we derive an average virtual source radius
-4
-5
value of 1.7 10

m, the central component has a radius of 7.5 10

m. We

observe a lowering of the speedratio away from the virtual source center, of
the order of 5%. The variation of the flow velocity over the virtual source
could not be detected. In view of the experimental accuracy this limits
changes of the flow velocity to less than 0.3%. Thus the coupling of virtual
source and parallel velocity distribution, as given in equation (2.4.18),
2
appears not realistic. Preferably the factor (v/u) in the exponent of the
virtual source model distribution should be left out.

5.4.1 Measured variation of the
speedratio over the virtual source
distribution. Source conditions
are given in text.

-0.10

0
0.10
nozzle offset (mm)
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5.5 Condensation effects
Condensation appears in the measured results in various ways. The most
direct indication of clustering in the expansion of course is the appearance
of a beam signal when the TOF-detector is set to an integer multiple of the
Argon mass. Also when the mass 40 signal is monitored, however, or when no
mass selection is applied (secondary beam set-up), condensation effects show
up by way of changes in the intensity, the virtual source, and the parallel
velocity distribution. We have seen examples of this in our data on the
virtual source radius (figure 5.3.1a) and on the flow velocity (figure 5.2.3).
In both cases distinct anomalies are present, which indicate the onset of
condensation.

Intensity behavior
First we turn to our measurements of beam intensities as a function of
nozzle pressure, temperature, and diameter. De Warrimont (War 76) analyzed
the shape of the mass-40 intensity curves previously given in figure 5.1.1.
Each curve was shifted freely in the vertical and horizontal directions in
the log-log plot. In this way all curves could be brought to coincidence with
a unique model curve. The measured intensities at mass 80 show a general
behavior quite similar to those of figure 5.1.1. Applying the shifting
procedure also to these "dimer"-curves resulted in a second model curve.
Combining the horizontal scaling factors used in both monomer and dimer
curves yielded sufficient independent data to allow a determination of a
unique correlation parameter C:

C = p T~r if
O

o

n

V = 2.3 ± 0.1

(5.5.1)

q = 0.88 ± 0.05

We recall the scaling law for condensation phenomena given in equations
(2.6.6). Our exponents v and q are in good

agreement with the relation

r = 2.5 - 0.25 q. This already points to condensation as the mechanism causing
the observed intensity behavior. This impression is supported by the fact that
plotting intensity measurements performed at cluster masses 120 and higher as
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5.5.1 Measured mass 40, mass 80, and higher
mass intensity behavior, vs. the parameter C.
Indicated points represent data taken at

i

288 K, nozzle diameters o : 46.3 um, A : 85.0
\im. Note the three separate scales along the
vertical axis.

1Ö6

C(torr

2 3

"-)

a function of this same correlation parameter C gives a good coincidence to
one model curve for each successive mass setting. Figure 5.5.1 gives an
illustration. The scaling factors needed to shift the measured points in the
vertical direction are different for mass 40, mass 80, and the set of higher
cluster masses, but all curves of the latter set appear to scale as a whole.
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We conclude that the occurence of trimers and higher clusters in the beam
is related to the maxima found in the mass 40 and

80 intensity curves, and

that all these phenomena scale with the correlation parameter C. We have
C - 4 10" 7 Torr m ° ' 8 8 K " 2 ' 3
0.88 -2.3
c , -7
C = 5 10
Torr m
K
C = 3.5 - 7.5 10"7 Torr m°' £

•.maximum in mass-40 intensity
.'maximum in mass-80 intensity
.•rapid increase of higher mass
intensities.

We have not been able to extract information from the vertical scaling
factors applied to the intensities. These have been treated extensively by
Van Deursen (Deu 76)• The spread of our absolute intensity measurements is
such that no systematic behavior can be recognized. For the same reason we do
not show a correlation of our mass 80 data to Knuth's model equation (2.6.4).
Our experimental data show some agreement with the model/ but accuracy is
considerably worse than for the other data referred to in (Knu 76).
The cause of the growing intensity deficit of the mass 40 component with
increasing C is not the tranformation of steadily more monomers into clusters:
the measured curve of figure 5.1.2 is essentially similar to those of figure
5.1.1, although the former was taken with the storage detector, which is
indifferent to the mapner in which the entering Argon atoms are clustered.
Rather the intensity loss is caused by the increase of the virtual source due
to the liberated condensation heat. Determining from the sudden increase of
the virtual source

radius components in figure 5.3.1a the corresponding

value of the parameter C we find
—7
n
C = 2 10
Torr m '

: increase of virtual source width

which is indeed somewhat before.the maximum of the mass-40 signal is attained.

Enthalpy surplus
A second set of data on clustering consists of the relative enthalpy
increase values b.*h , already discussed in section 5.2. There points corres—7
0 88 —2 3
ponding to C-values above 4 10
Torr m
K
were omitted in order to
obtain information for cluster-free expansions. Here we give the available
data for higher ^-values (figure 5.5.2). The correlation of the sharp
enthalpy increase with C is reasonable, insufficient data are available to
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5.5.2

Relative enthalpy surplus, vs. the parameter

C. Source conditions: nozzle diameters a : 18.2 vm,
o : 46.3 urn, A .- 8S.0 urn, temperatures: open symbols
MS

288 K, closed symbols 380 K.

allow a refinement of the correlation parameters. The

C- value corresponding

to the onset of the enthalpy increase is estimated as
—7
0 flfi —2 3
C = 4 10
Torr m
K

: increase of enthalpy

In table 5.5.1 we compare the results presented above with other data. Note
the good agreement between the stated r-values. Our value of q agrees better
with (Hag 72) than with (Gol 72). The lower limit

C-values C.

of the onset

of condensation cannot be compared by their numerical values only, since they
are expressed in different
q. Therefore we give the

units according to the different values of r and
pressure values pT of the lower end of the
Li

condensing region, calculated from the given C, for typical source conditions
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Table 5.5.1 Exponents of the correlation parameter C = p

T

R

, and

values of C corresponding to the onset of condensation for Argon.

exponents:
Theory

2.25 - 2.38

a)

Experiments

0.5 - 1

b)

0.8

c)

2.2

d)

+ 0.1

0.55 + 0.05

2.25

e)

2.3

+ 0.1

0.88 + 0.05

C-values for onset of condensation/ and corresponding p
L
_
p (Torr)(10 m nozzle diam.,
L
300 K)

C,
L

(I)

from measured intensity behavior
c)

1 10

d)

1 1 0 " 5 Torr m 0 - 5 5

Torr m

K

650

K"2"25

870

e)

(II)

1200

from measured enthalpy behavior
c)

2 , 0 - 5 Torr m 0 " 5 5 K " 2 ' 2

1300

e)

. , -7
0.88 -2.3
4 10
Torr m
K

1200

a) Hag 74, b) Hag 72, c) Gol 72, d) Deu 76, e) this work
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(nozzle diameter 100 um, temperature 300 K ) . The p r
u

values agree within a

factor 2, which seems fair considering the three quite different criteria
used. Van Deursen's (Deu 76) value e.g. was obtained by observing the
scattering cross section of the

particles causing the dimer signal. When the

cross section starts to rise with increasing pressure higher clusters
fractured in the ionizer begin to contribute, which indicates the onset of
condensation,

Dimev and cluster velocity distributions
Apart from the velocity distribution measurements of the monomer spectra
used to obtain the enthalpy data we also obtained velocity distributions at
masses-80, -120 etc., up to -280. The results are given as flow velocities
and speedratio's, no attempt was made to study possible deviations from
simple Maxwellian shape- because of the insufficient accuracy of the data.
The flow velocities of the measured cluster mass spectra did not vary
systematically from the corresponding mass-40 values, the speedratio's show
the following behavior (figure 5.5.3). The mass-80 speedratio behaves
orecisely like the monomer curve, up to a certain

E-value. For low

H-

values it is higher than the mass-40 curve by a nearly constant fraction. For
higher

5-values the mass-80 curve deviates from the monomer shape and follows

instead the higher clustermasses. These show a rather uniform behavior, all
increasing roughly as S °° S "
masses. At one

and having steadily higher values for higher

E-value the mass-80 through -280 speedratio's typically

increment by 1 to 5% per mass-40 step.
The data shown here refer to one nozzle diameter and temperature only,
85 pm and 288 K respectively. For other source conditions similar patterns
were found, but no full scaling with e.g. the parameter C was observed. No
theoretical explanation of the measured behavior is available. Some remarks
can be made.
Firstly one of the results of an extensive investigation by Van Deursen
(Deu 76), on the correspondence between the observed ion mass and the parent
cluster mass, is supported by our data, i.e. his discovery that for source
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\'\;

1000
5.S.3 Typical behavior of mass 40, mass 80 and higher mass speedratio's, vs.
the parameter H . Source conditions : nozzle diameter 85.0 van, temperature
288 K. (I) and (II) represent 5 values corresponding to C

as given in

(Deu 76) and the present work respectively.

pressures above the onset pressure pr

for condensation the dimer ion signal

no longer corresponds to pure dimer parents/ but also contains contributions
from higher clusters. Indeed we see for E > 500 that the raass-80 speedratio
behaves just like the higher masses. The E-values corresponding to the C'values

from (Deu 76) and our own data are indicated in the figure. Clearly

Van Deursen's warning against interpreting higher mass ion signals as simply
coming from the corresponding mass cluster component applies to all our data
of masses above 80, of figures 5.5.3 and 5.5.1 equally.
Secondly, considering the dimer signal in the region below pr , we find a
u

ratio S

I S

of 1.16 to 1.22. For an equilibrium distribution we would

expect a ratio equal to 2*. The final parallel temperature of the dimer
population thus is 35 to 50% higher than the monomer temperature (recall that
S <* T 2). According to Knuth (Knu 76) the dimer population is continually in
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equilibrium with the surrounding monomers. The similarity of the two speedratio curves is in agreement with this assumption, whereas the temperature
difference is not. No explanation is available as yet.
Thirdly in the condensing region above p we see a sharp increase of the
L
final monomer temperature with H, contributing to the observed enthalpy
surplus of figure 5.5.2 (the major contribution comes from the flow velocity,
cf. figure 5.2.3). At the same time the final parallel temperature of the
cluster population slowly decreases with increasing H , but the different
curves show such small speedratio increments that higher masses appear to
have higher parallel temperatures.

Variation over1 virtual source
A final set of measurements was performed to detect possible differences
in concentration ratio's of

dimers and monomers when measured either over

the whole virtual source or preferentially in the virtual source central
region. No effect was observed within the experimental inaccuracy which was
rather large however. Differences

less than 20-50% can have remained

undetected.
In conclusion we see that of the relations given in section 2.6 only
Hagena's scaling was verified (equation(2,6.6)). absolute dimer concentrations
could not be determined mainly for experimental reasons, whereas for higher
clusters also the unknown amount of fracturing during ionization prohibits
such a determination. The first experimental data on the velocity
distributions of clusters were presented, showing increasingly warm
distributions for higher masses. The behavior of the dimer velocity
distribution supports the idea of a dimer formation mechanism different from
the one creating higher clusters.
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6 Conclusions

Our investigation of free supersonic expansions of Argon by means of a
molecular beam probe has shown that a sufficiently low level of perturbing
effects can be realized by the use of cryopumps and suitable skimmer design.
The following conclusions can be drawn.
Firstly the peaking factor characterising the axial density in the
expansion together with the virtual source formalism yield a simple
description of the beam intensity and its radial distribution. Measured
absolute intensity values are in accord with this model. Our description is
preferable to a commonly used relation (And 74) in terms of conditions

at

the skimmer, in particular our approach allows taking into account the nonMaxwellian shape of the virtual source. As the detailed shape of the virtual
source can considerably influence thr beam intensity,further experiments
are required to fix its dependence on general reservoir conditions. In this
connection the beam formation process in the presence of post-skimmer
collisions muat be clarified. Further a better numerical determination of
peaking factor values is needed.
Secondly the results of the thermal conduction model agree to a precision
of the order of 10% with the measured behavior
temperature. The

of the frozen parallel

high accuracy of the measurements allowed a quantitative

determination of the remaining discrepancy, and of small deviations from the
equilibrium Maxwellian shape of the parallel velocity distribution. The
conservation of enthalpy in the expansion has been verified to a precision
better than 1%.
Thirdly we have contributed to existing experimental data on clustering
in Argon expansions. A correlation parameter for the observed condensation
phenomena has been given. First experimental evidence was obtained of an
increase in parallel temperature of dimers and higher clusters, as compared
to

monomers. The enthalpy increase due to condensation heat was observed

quantitatively. A considerable development of existing theory will be
required for the interpretation of the measured effects.
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Supersonic molecular beam sources, in which the molecular beam is formed
by extraction from the axial region of a free supersonic expansion into
vacuum, have been in use since 1951. In the description of the beam
formation process in these sources a complication was the occurrence of
various incompletely understood interaction effects. In recent years several
experimenters have reported results which are sufficiently undisturbed to
allow a first comparison with theoretical descriptions. The results of the
investigation reported in this work are a further step towards this goal. In
this way the possibility has been opened to study as yet incompletely known
processes in the free supersonic expansion, by way of analysis of. the
extracted molecular beam.
Chapter 1 gives an introduction. We discuss briefly the three common
source-types in thermal molecular beam work, among which is the supersonic
source.
In chapter 2 we give a theoretical description of the expansion process.
We deal with the three distinct regions in the exoansion in turn, namely the
continuum region, the gradual transition to the collisionless regime, and
the free-molecular-flow stage. Important topics are the peaking-factor
formalism, the thermal-conduction model, and the virtual-source formalism.
Further we discuss the formation of the molecular beam from the expansion,
and the condensation phenomena occurring in the expanding gas.
Chapters 3 and 4 are technical. First the molecular beam machine used in
the measurements is decribed. Special attention is given to the cryopumps
used in the supersonic sources, and to the time-of-flight analysis of the
molecular beam velocity distributions. After this the processing of the
experimental data is discussed, particularly the least-squares determination
of best-fit representations of the measurements.
In chapter 5 we give the measured results, together with a comparison to
data of other authors, and to theory, where available.
We succeeded in giving a simple description of the intensity of
supersonic molecular beam sources, which was checked experimentally. The
high accuracy of our measured beam intensity profiles and velocity
distributions provided detailed information on their precise shape, showing
effects which were not quantitatively known beforehand.
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Samenvattir.g
Supersone molecuulbundelbronnen, waarin de molecuulbundel gevormd wordt
uit het gebied rond de as van een vrije expansie in vacuum, zijn in gebruik
sinds het begin van de vijftiger jaren. De beschrijving van het bundelvormingsproces in deze bronnen werd aanvankelijk sterk bemoeilijkt door het
optreden van velerlei onvolledig bekende stooreffecten. De laatste jaren
echter komen van verschillende zijden experimentele gegevens beschikbaar die
voldoende ongestoord zijn om een eerste vergelijking met theoretische
beschrijvingen toe te laten. De resultaten van het in dit proefschrift
gerapporteerde onderzoek vormen een verdere vooruitgang in deze richting.
Daardoor is de tnogelijkheid geopend tot een expfrimenteel onderzoek van nog
onvolledig bekende processen in de vrije supersone expansie, door analyse
van de geêxtraheerde molecuulbundel.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een inleiding. We bespreken in het kort de meest
gebruikte types thermische molecuulbundelbronnen, waarvan de supersone bron
er een is.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een theoretische beschrijving van het expansieproces
gepresenteerd. Achtereenvolgens behandelen we drie onderscheiden gebieden
van de expansie, te weten het continuum gebied, de geleidelijke overgang
naar de botsingsloze toestand, en de uiteindelijke vrij-moleculaire fase.
Belangrijke onderwerpen zijn het piekfactor formalisme, het warmtegeleidingsmodel, en het virtuele bron formalisme. Verder bespreken we de eig-inlijke
vorming van de molecuulbundel uit de expansie, en het optreden van
condensatie verschijnselen in het expanderende gas.
De hoofdstukken 3 en 4 zijn technisch van aard. We beschrijven eerst de
molecuulbundelmachine waarmee onze metingen uitgevoerd zijn, met speciale
aandacht voor de cryopompen die gebruikt worden in de supersone bronnen
en voor de looptijdanalyss va*1. de snelheidsspectra van de molecuulbundels.
Daarna bespreken we de verwerking van de experimentele gegevens, in het
bijzonder de kleinste-kwadraten bepaling van optimale representaties van
de metingen.
In hoofdstuk 5 worden de gemeten resultaten gerapporteerd. Waar mogelijk
geven we een vergelijking met de theorie en met uitkomsten van anderen.
We zijn erin geslaagd een eenvoudige beschrijving te geven van de
intensiteit van de supersone molecuulbundelbron, en die te testen aan de
praktijk. Verder heeft de hoge nauwkeurigheid van onze metingen van
intensiteitsprofielen en snelheidsspectra gedetailleerde informatie
opgeleverd over tot nog toe niet kwantitatief bepaalde vormafwijkingen die
daarin optreden.
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